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Currently a ferine artillery Battalion/Battery has three
methods for computing firing data: lanual procedures, Field
Artillery Digital Automatic 3c:rtputer (FADAC)
,
and
Programmable Hand-Held Calculator (PHHC). Marine artillery
dees net have a "standard" irimary method for determining
firing data. The four artillery Regiments emphasize differ-
ent methods.
Manual procedures cannot provide the responsive, accu-
rate and effective artillery rite support that is needed on
today's battlefield. The P ADAC is at the end of its service
life. Its contribution tc ccr-bat effectiveness has been
degraded by continual aaintonar.ee problems. The PHHC has
very limited capabilities. It cannot meet the mission
processing demands of extended combs.- operations.
Since 1967 the Marine Corps has been involved in the
development of the Marin-:- Integrated Fire and Air Support
System (KIPASS) . MIFASS is designed to meet the requirements
of battalion and higher headquarters. In -he mid 1970' s the
Marine Corps realized that a requirement existed for a
battery level fire direction computer system to support
autonomous battery operations. The Marine Corps participated
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with the krmy in the development of the Battery Computer
System (BCS). In 1979 ths Marine Csrps decided to withdraw
frail! the BCS program. The Marine Coprs initiated a search
for its own battery level fire direction computer system.
Ths &rmy will commence fielding the BCS in second quarter FY
1933* The Marine Corps will conduct an operational test of
ths artillery Computer System (ACS) at Camp Lejeune, North
Carolina in January 198 3. The ACS is being developed by
Magna'-'ox. American and foreign firms are actively marketing
a number of fire direction computer systems. These systems
a:;a :..' various stages of design/development.
Artillery is the Marine Air Ground Task Force
Coui sadder' 3 primary a 11- weather fire support asset. The lack
of ?. modern artillery battalion/battery fire direction
cGu'i :"."- "
-. r system degrades the Marine Corps overall combat
effectiveness. The current fire direction systems are inade-
quate- to meet the demands of today's battlefield. MIFASS is
at least five years ever the horizon. The Marine Corps faces
a critical window of vulnerability at the artillery batta-
lion level until MIFASS or a derivative of MIFASS is
fielded- However, MIFASS will not resolve the fire direction
problem at the battery level.
In April 19 8 2, The Report of the MIFASS Program Review
stated that the fire direction problem is especially
critical at the battery level and needs to be expeditously
resolved. The artillery battery neeis an automated computa-
tional capability to support autonomous operations,
13

B. OBJECTIVE ANE SCOPE
The objective of this thesis is to determine which
battery level fire direction computer system the Marina
Corps should procure. This thesis assumes that: MIFASS or a
derivative of MIFASS is the long range solution for the
artillery battalion firs direction problem.
This thesis assess tha current status of fire direction
in Marine artillery units and provides a cost effectiveness
analysis of four proposed battery level fire direction
compute r systems. Active and Reserve Marine artillery units
are addressed i r. this thesis. It was beyond the sccp^ of
this thesis to evaluate all the currently available fire
direction computer systems. Preliminary analysis was used to
narrow the list of possible alternatives to the primary
candidates for replacing the current Marine Corps fire
direction systems. It should be noted that a number of other
fire direction computer systems exist.
Life cycle cost data have been estimated for only one of
the alternatives considered in this thesis. It was beyond
the capabilities of this author to develop accurate esti-
mates of life cycle cost for the other three alternatives in
the short time span available for the preparation of this
thesis. It is recognized that life oycle cost data provide
the best measure of system cost for a cost effectiveness
analysis. Since these data were neither available nor could
they be accurately estiaated, procurement cost was- used as a
proxy to measure the system cost.
14

It is intended that this thesis will provide the general
background and analysis for decision makers /ho have not
been directly involved in the development of the various
fire direction systems. The analysis provides step by step
procedures, so that the decision maker car. input new data
and guickly revaluate the alternatives. It is intended -hat
this thesis will assist in tne expeclitous resolution of the
fire direction problem at the artillery battery level.
C. METHODOLOGY
In order to factually determine the current status of
fire direction in Marine artillery units, questionnaires
were sent tc all Marine artillery commanders : .-. the current
force structure (active and reserve). Extensive research of
existing documentation was conducted in order to provide a
historical perspective on the development of cire direction
systems. This author visited the manufacturers of the four
alternatives that this thesis considers. Data and informa-
tion were collected through numerous personal interviews of
manufacturers' representatives, artillery commanders, and
officers and non-commissioned officers involved in the
development of fire direction computer systems. Additional
data were derived from personal observation of the four




D. SUMMARY 0? CHAPTERS
The second chapter of this thesis provides an overview
of the mission ancl organization of Marine artillery, a brief
discussion of the fundamentals of gunnery and an explanation
of tactical and technical fire direction. Chapter III
reviews the development of fire lirection systems. It
provides the historical perspective for the problem that
this thesis addresses. Chapter 17 presents the curreni
status of fire direction in Marina artillery units. I 4-
pre set's separately * he lesponses to the questionnaires from
the different levels of oommand, and then summarizes the
input from all levels ol command to provide a general view
of the status que. Chapter V provides the technical descrip-
tions of the four alternatives. Each alternative is
discussed separa te\ y ;, ar.l then ths najcr characteristics of
all the alternatives are summarized in one fable. Chapter VI
provides the cost effectiveness analysis cf the four alter-
natives. ;v benefit-cost approach i= used to determine the
optical solution. Chapter 711 provides the conclusions of




II. AN OVERVIEW OF MARINE ARTILLERY
A. INTRODUCTION
Today's battlefield is characterized by the application
of advanced technology, mobility of maneuver units over wide
frontages, employment of massed firepower and increased
lethality. Recent battlefield experience in the Falklands
and the Middle East has on:e again demonstrated the value of
the combined arms team. The rapid movement of maneuver units
closely supported by air, artillery and naval gunfire has
proved to be the decisive factor.
The realizations that close air support aircraft are
increasingly vulnerable to frontline air defenses and that
current naval gunfire support assets are inadequate have
generated a renewed recognition of the importance of field
artillery. Marine artillery units provide around-the-clock,
quick reaction, all weather fire support for maneuver units.
The ability to quickly mass artillery firepower at the
critical point is essential for success on the battlefield.
Fire direction is the employment of artillery firepower. It
consists of both tactical and technical fire direction. The
fire direction center (FDC) is the element of the Gunnery
Team with which the commander directs the application of
firepower. This chapter v ill provide: an overview of the
17

mission and organization of Marin? artillery* a brief
discussion of the fundamentals of gunnery a?i an explanation
of tactical and technical fire direction.
B. MISSION
Flee- Marine Force Manual 7-4 (FMFK 7-4) , Field.
Artillery Support, contains the fundamental framework and
guidance for Marine artillery. It addresses the mission,
organization and concept of employman- for artillery units.
Marine artillery has tha following general missions i:i
support of amphibious assault and subsequent operations
ashore:
1. Providing fire in support of maneuver actions and as
part of th€ overall fire support effor -1- to include,-
a. Providing close and continuous fire support to el-
ements of landing force by destroying, neutral-
izing or suppressing these targets which
constitute a threat to the supported unit.
b. Conducting count a rf ire operations against enemy
indirect fire systems in order to achieve an 5
maintain fire superiority over thesa systems.
c. Giving depth to oombat by attacking the enemy's
reserves, restricting movement, providing long
range support for reconnaissance elements, and
disrupting the anemy's comuar.d and control stric-
ture and logistics system.
2. Providing fire support planning and coordination re-





The organizational structure of Marine artillery has
three levels of command: regiment, battalion and battery.
The structure of a Marina divisior provides an artillery
regiment as its principal source if fire supper-. "The
artillery regiment is organized a i j.nistratively to support
tha operations cf the division with components capable of
supporting infantry regiments aid their battalions."
[Raf. 1: p. 1-4 ] The artillery regiment consists of a head-
guarters element (Headquarters Battary) and a specified
number cf battalions. Each battalion consists of a
Headguarters Battery and a s pec : :ied number of firing
bat teries.
The United States Harine Zorpis has three active
artillery regiments and one resarve artillery regiment. The
administrative organization of artillery units is estab-
lished in the appropriate rable :• f Organization (T/0) .
Appendix B graphically presents the current organization of
the four artillery regiments. Each artillery regiment is
organized differently.
These differences in structure originated in the
reorganizations of Marine artillery following the drawdown
of forces at the conclusion of tha war in Vietnam. The
active force structure of Marina artillery was significantly
19

reduced in the: years following Vietnam. The current organi-
zation or. Marine artillery evolved from the allocation of
active artillery units to support the primary mission of
each Earine division, The artillery regiment- were struc-
tured to counter the particular threat that each Marine
divisior faced. The introduction of the M198 (a 155mm Towed
Howitzer) and the phasing out of the M107 (a 175mm Self
Propelled Gun) has created additional differences in the
org anizat ion.
2. The FY 1 987 Projected Force Structure
7!crin<:: artillery is in the midst of a large scale
reorganization. "The reorganization will evolve ever a
«
period cf yea:.s with a projected completion date of the end
of FT V98V" [Hef. 2: p. 11]- When this reorganization is
complete*: all fcur artillery regiments will have the same
basic organization. Figure 2.1 depicts the FY 1987 projected
force structure of the three active artillery regiments.
This thesis will address the FY 1937 projected force struc-
ture. The evolutionary steps to reach this structure will
not be addressed. Each active artillery regimen 4: will
consist of a Headquarters Battery, Target Acquisition
Battery, and five artillery battalions (three direct support
battalions and two general support battalions).
Control cf artillery in combat is exercised not only




































































































through the assignment of a tactical sission. A tactical
mission describes in detail the s upp ox t responsibili-
ties assigned tc an artillery unit. The tactical mr.ssion
prescribes the fire support -^asks of the unit, outlines the
responsibilities of the artillery conmander, and establishes
the fire reguest channels. In organizing for combat opera-
tions an artillery battalion assigned or e o f rour
standard tactical missions: direct support, reinforcing,
general support cr general support-reinforcing. [Kef. 3: p.
B-6 ]
An artillery battalion assigned the mission o£
direct support is responsible for providing firs support for
an infantry regiment.
The mission of direc- support r = .;;air~s the artillery unit
to assign forward observers to, and establish close
liaison with, the supported unit and to plan and deliver
fires in direct response to the needs of that supported
unit [Ref. 2: p. 5 0].
An artillery battalion assigned the mission of
general support is responsible for providing fire support
for the force as a whole. The fires of a general support
unit are controlled by ths next higher artillery headquar-
ters. General support battalions provide the force commander
with an immediately available source of firepower with which
tc influence the course of battle.
The 1st, 2d, and 3d Battalions of each artillery
regiment have been configured to inset the requirements of
the direct support mission. The 4th and 5th Battalions have
22

been configured to meet the requirements of the general
support f reinforcing, and general support-rein forcing
missions. Marine artillery battalions are identified as
either direct support or general support battalions.
Currently, except for the 10th Marines, a direct
support bat-alien consists cf a Headquarters Battery and
four firing batteries, (3es Appendix B. ) Three of the firing
batteries are equipped with the S101A1 (a 10 5mm Towed
Howitzer). The fourth battery is equipped with the M114A2 (a
155mm Towed Howitzer). 411 of the batteries have six howit-
zers. Therefor-; a bat.ca.lion has a total of twenty-four
howitzer;-: ( "*8 K101A1S and 5 H114A2S).
The projected force structure changes the composi-
tion of the direct support battalions. (See Figure 2.1.)-
Each direct support battalion will oonsist of a Headquarters
Battery and three firing batteries. Each firing battery will
be equipped with eight howitzers. In the artilleryman's
vernacular this is referred to as the " 3 X 8" concept. The
"3 X 8" structure only applies to the direct support
battalions.
Two of the three direct support battalions in each
regimen- will be equipped with M198s. The third direct
support battalion in the 10th and 11th Marines will be
equipped with M114A2s. The third direct support battalion in
the 12th Marines will be equipped with M101A1s. As a result
of the introduction of the M198 and the reorganization of
23

artillery assets, the 155mm will replace the 105mm as the
"standard caliber" for direct support battalions.
The projected force structure also changes the
conpositicn of the general support artillery battalions.
(S3e Figure 2.1.) The 4th Battalion in each regimen- will be
a towed general support battalion. It will consist of a
Headquarters Battery and three firing batteries. Each firing
battery will be equipped *ith six M198s. The 5th Battalion
in each regiment will be a self propelled battalion. It will
coasist of a Headquarters Battery and five firing batteries.
Three of the firing batteries will be equipped with six
M1)9A3s (a 155mm Self Prooelled Howitzer). The v wo remaining
firing batteries will be equipped with six M110A2s (an 8
ir:h Self Propelled Howitzer).
3- 2l2§ct of the Reorganization
The reorganization of Marine artillery will have a
tremendous impact on fire support. The adoption of the
155mm as the standard caliber will produce a significant
increase in overall fire power. The 155mm has a more exten-
sive ammunition mix than the 135mm. Included in this mix are
dual purpose improved conventional munitions (DPICM) and the
family of scatterable mines (FASCAM) . F&SCAM projectiles are
of two types: the area denial artillery munition (ADAM) and
the remotely activated antitank mine (F.AAM) . These types of
munitions were not developed for the 105mm howitzer. The
24

employment of DFICM and FASCAM will dramatically increase
the lethality of Marine artillery on the battlef .tela
.
However, this more extensive ammunition mix will
significantly increase the computational requirements of the
artillery battery fire direction centers. The computations
needed to determine firing data for these new types of muni-
tions are complicated. Generally speaking, the solution of
the gunnery problem for the 155mm is more complex than the
105mm. The 155m mm has two basic types of propeilant and a
larger selection of projectiles and fuzes to chose from. The
155mm has a greater range capability. Small errors in compu-
tation are magnified as the range increases.
The complexity of the fire control procedure? for
the employment of the new family of munitions, against the
highly mobile targets on today's battlefield, requires auto-
mated assistance in order to provide fire support that is
responsive and accurate. The fire control problem is
great es 4- at ^ he battery level and should be resolved as soon
as possible. [Ref- 4: p. iv]
The introduction of the "3 X 3" ccncep- in the
direct support artillery battalions creates many additional
problems. A partial list of these problems includes: devel-
opment of a new organizational structure for the battery,
adoption of new Tables of Organization to support this
structure, changes in field artillsry doctrine and concept
of employment, and the adoption of fire direction procedures

which will complement the structure. Any one of these prob-
lems could be the subject 3f a separate thesis. This thesis
addresses the FY 1987 projected fores structure depicted in
Figure 2.1. It will specifically consider the impact of the
"3 X 8" concept in the- selection of a new battery level
computer system.
D. FUNDAMENTALS OF GUNNERY
1 • The Gunn ery. Problem
Field artillery weapon systems .ran engage targets at
extended ranges. Normally, they aro ^mpinced in defilade
positions to provide concealment froE r*nemy target acquisi-
tion systems and protection from bus my direct fire weapons.
Their position on the battlefield usually precludes sighting
the weapons directly at the target (direct fire). For the
vast majority of targets indirect fire mast be employed.
"The gunnery problem is to determine aiming and ammunition
data that ensures time".;', accurate and effective indirect
fire. " [Ref. 5: p. 1-2]
The solution of the gunnery problem provides weapon
and ammunition sightings that cause a projectile to burst on
target or at a predetermined height of burst above the
target. There are four basic steps involved in the solution
of the gunnery problem:
a. Knew the location of the weapon and determine the
location of the target.
25

b. Deter ffiination of char-': data (direction, range, and
vertical interval from weapon to the target).
c. Conversion Df chart data to firing data. Firing data
includes: fuze setting, deflection and quadrant.
d. Application of the firing data to the weapon and
ammunit ion
.
Standardization of gunnery techniques is accomplished
utilizing appropriate U.S. Army Field Manuals of the field
artillery series (FM 6-). These nanuals are approved for
use by Marine Corps artillery units and are applicable
with or.lv miner modifications necessary as a result of
differences in organization and equipment. [fief- 1: p.
3-2]
The solution of tie gunnery problem is achieved through the
coordinated efforts of the field artillery Gunnery Team.
2- The Field A raillery. Gunnery, Team
The iieli artillery Gunnery Team consists of the
forward observer (FO) , the fire direc-ion center (FDC) and
the firing battery linkei by an adequate com muni cat ions
network. Field artillery doctrine requires that the elements
of the Gunnery Team operate with a sense of urgency and
continually strive to minimize the total time needed to
execute an effective fire mission. [ Ref . 5: p. 1-2]
Responsive fire support is critical en today's battlefield.
a. Forward Observer
The Forward Observer is the eyes of an indirect
fire system. He detects and locates suitable targets for
indirect fire systems within his zone of observation. To
engage a target, he transmits a Cali-Fo r-Fire to the FDC and
27

when necessary adjusts the fires onto the target. The FO is
responsible for providing surveillance data Dr. all fires
delivered in his zone of observation.
b. Fire Direction Zenter
The artillery FDC is that element of the artillery command
pest (CP) that consists of operations, intelligence and
the necessary communications personnel and equipment by
which the artillery commander directs artillery fire
[ Ref . 1: p. 3-5 ].
The FDC utilizes information contained in the FO's
Call- For-Fire - :o determine firing lata. The FDC transmits
the firing data in the fori of fire commands to the howitzer
sections. "The FDC serves as the brain of the artillery
system." [Ref. 5: p. 1-3]
c. Firing 3attery
The firing battery consists of a firing battery
headquarters and the howitzer sections. In the context of
the gunnery team, the term firing battery refers to the
howitzer sections. They apply the firing data to the
weapons, lead the specified ammunition and fire the weapon.
"The firing battery serves as the brawn of the artillery
system." [Ref. 5: p. 1-3]
E. FIRE DIRECTION
Fire direction is the employment of artillery firepower
on the battlefield. It involves the application, control and
coordination of artillery fire support.
28

The objectives of fire direction are to provide conti-
nuous, accurate and rssponsiva fire support under all
conditions, to maintain flexibility to engage all types of
targets over wide frontages, to mass the fires of all
available units quickly, and to engage a number and
variety of targets simultaneously [ Ref . 5: p- 2-1],
Fire direction consists of two distinct subelements;
tactical fire direction and technical fire direction. FMFM
7-4 and the a . S. Army Field Manual (FM) 6-40, Field
Artillery Gunnerv, both define fire direction a*id i:s
subelements in essentially the same manner- FK 6-40 (p. 2-1)
defines the two as follows:
Tactical fire direction is the command of ere or more
units in the selection of targets io attack, the choice of
the unit or units to f ire , and ths allocation of the most
suitable ammunition for each mis si:::,
Technical fire direction is the conversion of calls for
fire from the observer into fire commands to the cannon
s ections.
Since this thesis is concerned with evaluating computer
systems which will enhance technical fire direction at the
battery level, understanding the dif faience between tactical
and technical fire direction is critical. The main differ-
ence is, "that tactical fire direction involves command,
whereas technical fire direction is concerned only with
execution". [Ref. 7: p. 59] Technical fire direction is ohe
computational process which determines firing data.
Tactical fire direction is exercised by FDC's at all
echelons of command. It is ths only type of fire direction
exercised by the artillery regiment's FDC. Technical fire
29

direction is exercised by those FDC's which directly control
firing unit-; that is* battalion and battery FDCs. [Ref. 1:
p. 3-3]
1 • Control cf Fire Direction
The control of firs direction may be centralized or
decentralized. Current ioctrine emphasizes the centraliza-
tion of tactical fire direction at the battalion FDC in
order to provide a rapid aeans for Massing fires, and the
decentralization of technical fire direction to the battery
FDCs. The centralization/decentralization of technical fire
direction has been a very controversial issu« among Marine
artillerymen.
There wss a large inconsistency regarding the
centralization/decentralization of technical fire direction
between FMFM 7-4 and FH 5-ttO which fueled the controversy.
The current FMFM 7-4 (dated 193 1' eliminated a large part of
the inconsistency. Beta manuals emphasize that the decen-
tralization of technical fire direction is the preferred
method. FMFM 7-4 states that,
the commanding officer designates the echelon which will
exercise primary technical fire direction responsibility.
In this regard, decentralized technical fire direction a^
Lk§. fe&iiS£Z l^^el .=§. EL=.~f fiI.Zi.-i liir. §.!!§.€• =.%. L§. !2Zi Z^£22Ii~
sive. (Emphasis added is mine.)
The control of technical fire direction (central-
ized/decentralized) has a large impact on the design
reguiremer.t s for a fire direction conputer. Although current
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doctrine emphasizes decen tralizat ion of technical fire
direction, it gives the commander the option of centralized
technical fire direction at the battalion FDC, if the situa-
tion dictates. According to doctrine, a battery FDC is
responsible for exercising decentralized technical fire
df.:*ection. The battery must have the capability to determine
fi;:ing da^a for its howitzer sections. A battery FDC is not
r« sponsible for the concept of centralized technical fire
direction. The responsibility for osp.traiized technical fire
direction clearly lies with the battalion FDC. The design
requir sment s for a new battery fire direction ccmpu-er
should be based on current doctrine. The firing battery
needs a fire direction computer which computes firing data
for its howitzer sections. A fire direction computer which
h&xi the additional capability of centralized technical fire
direction is in reality a battalion fire direction computer.
This chapter has provided a general overview of
Marine artillery. It has discussed the mission and organi-
zation of Marine artillery, the fundamentals of gunnery and




III. DEVELOPMENT OF FIRE DIRECTION SYSTEMS
A. INTRODUCTION
In Chapter Two, technical firs direction was defined as
the conversion of Calls-F or-Fire from the observer into
firing data which is trans mi-ted to the howitzer sec -ions.
Currently a Marine artillery battalion/battery has three
methods for computing firing data: Manual procedures, Field
Artillery Digital Automatic; Computer (FADAC) and
Programmable Hand-Held Calculator (PHHC)
.
Additionally,
since 1967 the Marine Corps has been, involved in the devel-
opment of the Marine Integrated Fir = and Air Support System
(MIFASS). MIFASS is designed for battalions and higher head-
quarters. It will perform tactical and technical fire direc-
tion for ar i illery units.
In 1980 the united States Army began fielding a Tactical
Fire Direction System (TACFIRE). This system was also
designed for battalions and higher headquarters. Due to tha
cn-gcing development of MIFASS, the Marine Corps did not
procure TACFIRE.
The Army and the Marine Corps recognized the requirement
for a new battery level fire direction computer to replace
FADAC. They jointly pursued the development of the Battery
Computer System (BCS) . In 1979 the Marine Corps decided not
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to procure the 3CS. The Marine Corps initiated a search for
its own battery level fir? direction computer. The Arinv
will begin fielding the BCS in the second quarter of FY
1993. The Marine Corps hds scheduled an operational test
for the Artillery Computer System (ACS) for January 1983.
This chapter will review the development of fire direc-
tion systems. It provides the historical perspective for the
problem that the thesis addresses,
3. MANUAL FIRE DIRECTION SYSTEM
The manual fire direction system lias evolved from the
systems used in World War II, Korea i ?. r Vie- nam, The Manual
System uses graphical equipment - o determine firng data.
Although this equipment has been improved ov er the past
forty years, it still retains much of its original form. Th*
graphical equipment consists cf a firing chart, range
deflection protractor (RDP)
,
graphical firing tables (GFTs,
basically a slide rule) and tabula: firing rabies (TFTs)
.
A brief discussion cf the manual procedures used in 3.
battery FDC is provided. When a Cali-For-Fire is received by
the FDC, the target location is manually plotted on grided
firing charts by the horizontal control operator (HCO) and
the vertical control operator (VCO) . The battery fire direc-
tion officer (FDO) analyzes the request for fire and issues
a fire order to the FDC. The HCO determines a chart range
(distance from the battery to the target) and a char 4:
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deflection (direction from the battery to the target). The
iTCO determines chart data as a "check" on the HCO. The vco
then determines the vertical interval (VI, difference in
altitude between the Lattery and the target). The computer
places the range on the appropriate GFT and determines the
elevation. The computer applies a total deflection correc-
tion tc the chart deflection to determine the deflection to
fire. The computsr uses the VI to determine site (a correc-
tion factor for VI) . The site is applied to the elevation
and the quadrar. *: evelation to fire is determined. As the
firing da^.a is being determined, the computer transmits fir?
ccasands to the howitzer sections. The entire process is
supervised by the battery operations chief and the FDO.
[Eef. 5: pp. Z* 1-2.22;
In 1976, following the war in the Middle East, the
United States &rmy Field Artillery School (USAFAS) began to
emphasize the need for responsiveness. Manual ?DC procedures
were streamlined to improve system response time. This was
acoompiishei by the i n^roductiDn of an improved
Call-For-Fire format, fire order/fire command standards,
average site maps and ballistics fan (an RDP with ballistic
scales). These changes ware successfully incorporated into
th= Manual System and are in use today.
The number cf personnel assigned to the battalion/bat-
tery FDC is established by the appropriate T/0. The current
Marine Corps T/Cs are based on the number of personnel
required for manual mission processing.
3!4

C. FIELD ARTILLERY DIGITAL AUTOMATIC COMPUTER (FADAC)
In the mid 1950 's the United States Army realized that
artillery fire support could be significantly improved, if
the time consuming and repetitive manual fire direction
procedures could be automate!. FADAC (M18 Gun Direction
Computer) , developed by Magnavox and fielded in the mid
1960' s, was the first attain pt to automate the computation of
firing data. Systert design was based on late 1950's computer
technology. FADAC was designed as a battalion/battery fire
direction compu +er. It oan only perform technical fire
direction. FADAC has the capability to mass the fires of
five firing batteries. It can support the concept of
centralized or decentralized technical fire direction. FADAC
requires a large amount of manual interaction and by today's
standards has a very slow z ompi tation ai speed.
FADAC is a t r ansitor ized , st ored- program
,
general
purpose, digital computer designed primarily to compute
firing data for a variety of artillery weapons. In addition
to the cannon artillery a. pplication
,
programs have been
developed for survey operations, sound and flash, and the
Lance missile. [Ref. 8: p. 1-2]
FADAC consists of five basic elements: an input unit,
storage unit, arithmetic unit, output unit and control unit.
The FADAC weighs 230 pounis and is issued with a metal field
table which weighs 58 pounds. The field table provides a
level support for FADAC and serves as a power distribution
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terminal for FAEAC and its related equipment. FADAC is
powered by a three KW, 120/280 volt, 4Q0-BZ, three phase,
four wire generator. Two generators are authorized to
support each FAD AC.
FADAC programs (punched tape) must be leaded by a Signal
Data Reproducer (SDR, AN/GSQ-S4). in v he Marine Corps the
SDR was usually located at the Regimental Headquarters,
FADAC's nor. volatile memory retains the program once it is
loaded. FADAC has built-in self-test circuits. As par <_•
the "prepare for action" sequence the operator performs
program tests tc ensure that FADAC contains the proper
program, that the program is working correctly and that the
nixie -"-ube filaments operate properly.
In the fire control application, the computer facili-
tates ballistic trajectory computation by simulation of the
flight of a projectile frcm the tube -hrough a known
nonstandard atmosphere to impact. FADAC solves *:e
ballistic trajec-ory by a process of numerical integration.
It uses the modified point mass equations of motion and
input data consisting of nuzzle velocity, projectile weight,
propelian*- temperature and meteorological information to
account for the effects of drag, gravity and rotation in
determing the firing data solution. [Ref. 9: p. 1-9] This




FADAC represented a significant technological milestone
for the field artillery. However, tha actual assimilation of
FADAC into the artillery proved to be very difficult. In
retrospect the implementation plan for FADAC was poorly
structured. In both the Army and Sarine Corps there was a
tremendous amount of resistence to uake the change from the
Manual System to FADAC. The degree of institutional resis-
tance to change was not fully anticipated by the development
community.
Many commanders in the field d.i.d not really emphasize
the use of FADAC, They were well verged in the proven manual
procedures and simply did not trust the FADAC solution.
[Ref. 10] AS a result many FDCs use:, both the FADAC and the
Manual System. "The problem is that we have tried to work
with two computational systems (manual and FADAC) ever since
FADAC was introduced." [Ref. 11: p, 61] The Manual System
was used to "check" (verify) tha FADAC solution. The
artillery community tried co make the more advanced computer
solution agree with the graphical solution. They failed to
understand that FADAC couli account for more of the nonstan-
dard conditions (Projectile Weight, Propellant Temperature,
Meteorological Data, Muzzle Velocity, and Rotation).
[Ref. 12: p. 62]
The war in Vietnam also impacted on the general accep-
tance of FADAC by the artillery community. At that *:ime
there was a shortage of trained FADAC operators, supervisors
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and maintenance personnel. Additionally, harsh climatic
conditions (high humidity and temperature) created many
unanticipated maintenance problems. The logistical base had
difficulty in meeting the very high demand for maintenance
support and repair parts. As a result of these factors many
commanders relied on the proven Manual System.
Despite all these problems, FADAC was a significant
advancement. FADAC demonstrated that it was possible to
apply advanced computer technology to the field artillery
system. It is the forerunner of all the automated artillery
f ir < : c ir e ct io n systems.
By the mid 1960's the field ar-illery research and
development community had become convinced that the automa-
tion of fire direction procedures was absolutely necessary
in order to provide responsive firs support on the modern
battlefield. Th cse forward-looking thinkers wanted to capi-
talize on the quantum leap in computer technology that
occurred during the 1960'=. The Army and the Marine Corps
wanted an artillery computer system that could perform
tactical and technical fire direction.
The Army began the development of the Tactical Fire
Direction System (TACFIRE) as the follow-on replacement for
FADAC. The Marine Corps closely monitored the development of
TACFIRE. [Ref. 13: p. 3-18] However, the Marine Corps
decided that what was really needed was a system which
performed fire support coordination as well as fire
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direction. The Marine Cdcds wanted an automated system for
coordinating and controlling air r artillery, mortars and
naval gunfire. In 1966 the Marine Integrated Fire and Air
Support System (MIFASS) was conceptually defined by the
Stanford Research Institute. [Ref. 14: p. 9] The Army and
the Marine Corps began to proceed down two different paths.
FADAC had provided the common starting point for these new
systems.
D. FADAC MANUAL INTEGRATION
Over the past twenty years FADAC software (program tape)
has been continually revised as n = * weapons and ammunition
entered the inventory. Throughout the 1970' 3 FADAC was,
according to doctrine, the primary method used to compute
firing data. In reality field artillery units continued to
use the Manual System as the primary method. Units cited
maintenance problems with the FADAC generators, poor repair
par-'rs support, lack cf trained operators, a high noise level
in the FDC, and mistrust of the FADAC solution as reasons
for net using FADAC. [Ref. 10]
The lessons learned from the 1973 Arab Israeli War
reverberated throughout the field artillery community. If
artillery support was to be effective on the battlefield it
had to be ^esoensive. The Field Artillery School was




In 1977 the concept of fully integrating FADAC and
manual procedures was developed. 3?he iiea sra.s to capitalize
on the strengths of both systems in order to minimize indi-
vidual weaknesses. FADAC's main strengths were computational
accuracy and capability to quickly determine corrections for
adjusting rounds. FADAC's two ;aajor weakness were slow
computational speed for initial round data (approximately
2/3 Time of Flight) and extensive manual interaction. Time
of Flight is based on the range to the target, type of
trajectory and the charge fired.
The Manual System could usually determine data for the
initial round faster than FADAC. This was especially -rue at
extended ranges. The Manual System's response time was
improved with the introduction o * h P tllistic fan and
other streamlined F DC procedures. These wera previously
discussec. (See Section B ) In the FADAC-ffanual Integrated
FDC , manual procedures would provide firing lata for the
first round and FADAC wouli pre '/ids data for the subsequent
rounds. Sucess of the FADAC -Manual Integration depends on an
initial chart verification as par": of the preparation for
action steps and the use of FADAC derived GFT settings.
In 1977 there was a narked change in philosophy. The
artillery community recognized the computational accuracy of
FADAC. The current FM 6-40 (p. 4-27) states, "in ail cases
FADAC is more accurate". Artillerymen new looked at how they
could make the graphical solution agree with FADAC. Manual
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backup techniques were developed fcr periods when FADAC
became ncnoper&tional. These techniques allow the transfer
of a fire mission to manual procedures without a significant
loss in speed or. ecca:acy.
The use of FAjAC-Manual Integrated procedures is known
as the "Fastest Method" . The Fastest Method is based on
decentralized technical firs direction. It -ook the
artillery community ever fifteen yiirs to fully integrate
FADAC into the fire direction system.
Thus, while the Aricv has made some progress in integrating
FADAC into its technical fire dirsc-'rion operations since
the mid 1970' s, the Marine Corps his drifted into a situa-
tion where some units use FADAC with one software program
(Revision 4), some use it with another (Revision 5 or 5A)
,
and still other:-:, don't use it at all- either because FADAC
is too much trouble to maintain or because they feel more
comfortable with the manual solution [Ref. 11: p. 61].
In this author's opinion, the majority of Marine
artillery batteries have not achieved, nor will -hey ever
achieve, the full potential of the integrated FADAC-Manual
system* This opinion is based on actual experience, inter-
views and research fcr the thesis. It is interesting to note
that some battalions/batteries still regard the Manual
System as the primary source of firing data.
E. PROGRAMMABLE HAND-HELD CLACULATOR (PHHC) , TI-59
The emphasis en responsiveness spurred the artillery
research and development community to evaluate the possible
adaption of a commercially available Programmable Hand-Held
Calculator (PHHC) as a fire direction computer.
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Extensive evaluations of the hand-held calculator's poten-
tial with magnetic card programs were conducted by the
United States Army Fieli Artillery School (U5AFAS) and the
United States Army Field Artillery Board in 1977. The
results were encouraging, but the fragile nature of the
lagnetic cards and the u npredicat able reliability of the
card reader United the HHC's field application. At the
same time, however, the computer industry had introduced
programmable modules with sufficient memory capacity for
comprehensive applications without reliance on magnetic
cards. [ Ref . 15: p-8]
Preprogrammed memory modules were the key technological
advancement in the adaption of a commercially available
cai culatcr.
The development of a PKKC received additional impetus
when the U.S. Army Armament Material Readiness Command indi-
cated, "that the capability to legist ically support FADAC in
the 1980«s would be doubtful". [Ref. 15: p. 8]
The development of TACFIRE was behind schedule. Since
TA3FIRE did not extend down to the battery level, the Army
had decided to develop a Battery Computer system (BCS) . BCS
was being developed as an extension of the TACFIRE system.
The development of BCS was also behind schedule due to
serious software problems. If FADAC logistics support failed
before the fielding of TACFIRE and BCS, Army field artillery
battalions/batteries wouli have to rsly strictly or. manual
fire direction procedures. To preclude this possibility an
accelerated deve lopment /pro curement program for the PHHC was
initiated.




It supplements the existing FADAC-Manual Eire direction
system, by simplifying gunnery computational procedures.
During periods of FAD AC nonavailability/inoperability
(movement, lore gun operations, hip shoots), the calcu-
lator can provide "the primary so urea of firing data. It
also expedites and simplifies HB/MPI registration proce-
dures and concurrent /subsegues t Met application,
[Kef. 16: p. 1-A]
The PHHC was intended to be an "FDC tool" for increasing
overall responsiveness. It does not have the capabilities of
FADAC (mass fire, nonvolatile Ensmory, target storage
capacity, shell fuze flexibility, 54DD mil accuracy).
The PHHC is a commercially available Texas Instrument
Model 59 (TI-5 9), militarily adapted for cannon gunnery
application by incorporating preprogrammed memory modules.
It is Dowered by an internal rechargeable battery pack.
Chargers ana adapters for external power sources (AN/PKC 7" ;
radio battery (EA4386) and 12 volt vehicle battery) are
provided *o extend the battery pack's life and prolong oper-
ations time. The PHHC's keyboard allows for data entry,
control of calculator function, and provides for numeric
display of ten digits. Two programmed modules (chips- are
required to accomplish all field artillery gunnery applica-
tions. A unigue weapon system chip provides firing data. The
special situation chip is common to all artillery weapon
systems. It contains Meteorological mathematics, Terrain Gun
Position Corrections and Special Corrections, Joint
Munitions Effects Manual/Surface to Surface estimates,
Linear interpolation, V4.5 gunner/ and Rocket Assisted
Projectile (RAP) gunnery for M1 14A2/M 1 09A1 .
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The gunnery solution computed by the- PKHC is a tabular
firing table (TFT) standard condition solution. The
Ballistics Research Laboratory, Abeerden Proving Grounds,
Maryland produced the carve fit aquations using second
dergee polynomials, to fit TFT data b^ the least sguares
method. The curve fir solution i.s an approximation which
normally agrees with the TFT solution but: may vary as much
as 3 mils in elevation, 1 mil drift and 0.1 second fuze
setting. These accuracy requirements are met only within
certain range intervals for each propelling charge, called
curve fit intervals. In the determination of site, the ?HHC
only applies angle of si-.e. [Ref. IS: p. 7- A]
Although the calculator's solutioL is not as technically
correct as the ballistic solution provided by FADAC,
TACFIBZ or 3CS , it is more accurate than the manual solu-
tion. Unlike FADAC, the P ;i?iC cannrit automatically compen-
sate fcr nonstandard conditions. [ Ref ., 15: p. 11]
Registration Corrections ca n be determined and stored in the
PHHC.
The PHHC was fielded by the Aray in 1980. The Marine
Corps purchased 338 PHHC sets [Ref. 11: p. 61]. Because of
the PHHC's limited capabilities, it could not serve as a
replacement for FADAC, bur it does jor.rribure substantially
to the effectiveness and versatility of the battery fire
direction center. The PHH3 's greatest application is at the
battery level. "The calculator neatly complements the weak-
nesses of manual and FADAC systems, but has weaknesses of
its own that are well covered by the current system."
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[Bef, ^7; p. 21] Its major limitations are the inability to
mass fixes, limited storage and memory capacity, and vola-
tile- memory.
The acquisition of the PKHC did demonstrate that an
off-the-shelf item could be quickly adapted for military
application in response to an urgent requirement . The PHHC is
a low cost alternative method of computation with "accep-
table accuracy degradation". The FY1982 cost of the PHHC
computer set was $310.03 and the cost of the individual
memory modules was $46.00. [Ref. 13: p. 21] The PHHC is
b^ing utilized by Marine artillery units.
F. BARIKS INTEGRATED FIRE AND AIR SUPPORT SYSTEM (MIFASS)
MIFASS will consist of staff organization and standard
operating procedures assisted by a real-time display and
inforr-:?.* ion processing system that is designed to more
efficiently employ supporting arms at the division, regi-
ment 'in: battalion echelons of -he Marine Air Ground Task
Force HAGTF) [Ref. 19: p. 1].
Simply stated MIFASS automates the processing of all
fire support requests (mortars, artillery, naval gunfire and
airs. It is an automated system which incorporates the
latest - ^chr.olo gica 1 advances in information processing and
display equipment for coordinating and controlling
supporting arms' fires.
MIFASS integrates the tasks and functions of the Fire
Support Coordination Center (FSCC) , the Direct Air Support
Center (DASC) and seme functions of the artillery's Fir=
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Direction Center (FDC) . MIFASS is expected to facilitate
decision making at battalion and higher headqaarters. The
ultimate aoal of MIFASS is to improve the mission response
time of all fire support systems. An Initial Operating
Capability (IOC) for MIFASS is currently projected for CY
1937 [Ref. 4: p. vi].
MIFASS originated in 1966 when it was conceptually
defined by the Stanford Research Institute in the final
report on the Marine Tactical Command and Control Study
(MIACCS) . The MTACCS concept evolved from studies conducted
in 1965-66 to determine the feasibility and practicality of
applying new technology to command and control of Marina
combat forces. [Ref. 14: p. 9]
The concept envisioned a family of functionally oriented
systems, bound together by commonality of equipment, oper-
ational procedures, and data bases, and operating as
necessary through a common communications system [Ref. 20:
o. 1].
The General Operation Requirement (GOR) CC-9 dated July 1967
established t he overall requirement for MTACCS. MIFASS is
one cf the fundamental subsystem of MTACCS.
A critical management issue at that time was whether the
Army's TACFIRE could be used to satisfy Marine Corps
requirements for MIFASS. The Marine Corps decided that
TACFIRE could net satisfy the requirements. TACFIRE was
designed solely to improve the employment of artillery. It
was not able to integrate ani coordinate all of the
supporting arms. Additionally, it did not rnee^- the size and
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weight constraints impose! by amphibious operations- A modi-
fication cf TACFIRE to satisfy Marin..- Corps requirements was
examined but it was not retained as
strategy.
liable alternative
The difference in the two systems were of such magnitude
that -he effort to modify the TACFIRE to satisfy Marine
Corps reguirements would closely approximate the cost and
development effort cf tha MIFASS [Ref. 20: p. 11].
In order to incorporate the latast technology into the
system the Marine Corps decided upon the concept cf evolu-
tionary design based on "test bed definition". The M r:ACCS
test b^a was established in 19T an activity or the
Marine Corps Development an d Education Center (KCDEC) with
technical assistance provided by Hughes Aircraft Company
under contract to Naval Electronics Command' (NAVELEX) . The
test bed provides an operational Laboratory for modeling
systems so that improvements, which result £rom automating
selected command and control functions, can be evaluated.
[Ref. 13: p. 1-1 ]
The Advance Development Objective (ADO) was published in
April 1973. The ADO specified the required IOC date for
MIFASS as CY 19 80. When the MIFASS Required Operational
Capability (ROC) was published in August 1975 the IOC had
slipped to CY 1982. [Ref. 21: p. 1]
In September 1978 Hughes Aircraft Company and Ncrden
Systems (a division of 'Jni^ed Technologies) were awarded
parallel one year contracts to define an approach to the
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actual development of MIFASS. A revised ROC was published in
July 1979, "In September 1979, the Norden proposal was
retained and th€ company was awarded an approximately $30
million contract to proceed with engineering development."
[Ref . 22: p. 433 ]
The Marine Corps conducted a major review of the MIFASS
program in -he early part of '198 2. rhe program review »as a
result of concerns regarding the validity cf the MIFASS
requirements, impact on mobility, and cost and schedule
overruns. The Report, of the SIFAS3 Program ^§view,
completed in April 1962 presents the findings of the wor"f
group arc recommends four possible courses of action. In
June 1982 a decision was reached to continue the development
of the MIFASS Engineering Development Model (SDM) as speci-
fied ir. the ftcquisitoc Decision Memorandum (ADM) which
resulted from the 2 2 December 1981 In Progress Review (IPR) .
[Ref. 23: p. 1]
This thesis assumes that MIFASS (or a derivative of
MIFASS) is * he long rir.rre solution for tactical and tech-
nical fire direction at "he artillery regiment and batta-
lion. Operational testing and evaluation of the MIFASS EDM
is currently in progress. OT II for MIFASS is scheduled for
March 1984. [Ref. 24]
MIFASS and TACFIRE will be interoperable. A Memorandum
of Understanding has been entered into with the Army to
insure an appropriate MIFAS S/TACFIRE interface.
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As previously discussed, HJFASS md TACFIRE are designed
to meet the requirements of battalions and higher headquar-
ters. Both systems can provide firing data for the firing
batteries of a bar- alien. However, they do not allow for
autonomous battery operations. During the development of
TACFIF.E this was recognized as a serious operational defi-
ciency. The Army field artillery c? search and development
community realized that an extension of TACFIRE which would
allow for autonomous .battery operations was needed. This
realization led to the development of the Battery Computer
System (BCS) .
The MTFASS does not provide i fire direction computer or
terminal at the artillery battery level. The MIFASS require-
ments called for a snail hand-i eld calculator (Fire
Direction/Survey Calculator, FD/SC I at the battery level.
The Marine Corps realized that the original MIFASS FD/SC did
not meet the computational requirements of the firing
batteries. Since MIFASS did not provide for a separate
enhanced computational capability ... u. the firing battery
level, the Marine Corps participates in the development of
BCS.
G. BATTERY COMPUTER SYSTEM (BCS)
The Army regards the 33 S as ths replacement for both the
FADAC (at the battery level) and the TACFIEE Battery Display





of its ovn. It can receive and display fire commands deter-
mined by the T&CFIRE computer located at the battalion FDC.
The ginnery solution ietermined by the TACFIRE computer
is £ battery center to target center solution. This solution
does not take into account individual weapon locations or
individual aim points. The TACFIRE 3DU is a throwback no the
Id doctrine and automatic data processing (AD?) thinking
hat vas in effect when TACFIRE had its genesis. [ Ref . 25:
p * u. -j< J
Operational testing cf TACFIRE, the Artillery 75 Study,
the Bat+le King Study and the series of Heiba": rests recog-
nize a ana established the requirement for an enhanced ccmpu-
tational capability at the battery level. It was also
r-T^c : :t.
:
. r,-:d that the TACFIRE solution would have to be
refined to consider individual weapon locations and indivi-
dual aim poin r s. Individual weapon corrections allow for
greater weapon dispersion which increases survivability and
provide better target coverage. To correct these operational
deficiencies, BCS development was initiated in the mid
^9 7
' s.
The ECS is an automated lata processing system which
provides the firing battecy with high speed two-way digital
communications and interface with TACFIRE. BCS is composed
of three major units: a Battery Computer Unit (BCU) , a Power
Distribution Unit (PDU) and Gun Display Units (GDUs) . The
old wireline intercoms between the battery FDC and the
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cannon sections are replaced by the GDUs. The GDQ is a
remote display unit which interfaces with the B"Q and allows
for firinq data to be displayed at the cannon section.
Digital data are transmitted via wire or FM radio. A
complete technical description of the BCS is provided in
Chapter Five.
Delays in the development of MIFASS and the urgent
requirement to increase the responsiveness of artillery fire
support caused the Marine Corps in 1976 to consider the
acquisition of a "near term" replacement for FADAC. The
Marine Corps desired a replacement which could be used at
the regiment, battalion and battery levels.
In recognition of the need to replace FADAC, a proposed
Marine Corps FOC for an artillery computer system was
published in April 1976. A work directive was promulgated
in September 1976, directing MCDEC to explore various
sources for providing a follow-on levice. [Ref. 26: p. 2]
At the same time, the Army was in the process of initi-
ating the 3CS program. The Army approved the ROC for BCS in
October 1976 and made a conscious decision to apply existing
computer technology to solve the problem. The Army's deci-
sion to use the existing computer technology permitted the
immediate initiation of full scale engineering development.
Ncrden Systems was awarded the contract for the fabr ica-1: ion
of the FDMs.
The Marine Corps decided that the BCS program offered
the most cost-effective approach to meeting its "near term"
requirements. The Marine Corps planned to use the same
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software as the Army for the batterv level application, and
to develop a modification of this software foe us^ at the
battalion and regimental levels. In March 1977 the Army
program manager approved an Engineering Change Proposal
(ECP) which incorporated the Marine Corps software require-
ments into ^he basic BCS contract. [ Sef . 26: p„ 2]
The BCS was rushed into operational testing and evalua-
tion- TKe BCS completed the Army 31 II in May 1973. OT II
had to be temporarily suspended because cf software problems
and additional testing scheduled to ensure the fielding of
an acceptable product. Over 500 software deficiencies were
identified during the deve lopmen t and operational testing.
Most cf these deficiencies were known prior to the actual
commencement of operational testing (OT II? , The Army
decided to adhere to its self impes^-i funding constraint and
proceeded to OT II withou 4: correcting the deficiencies.
[Ref. 27: p. 240
]
These software problems were in the basic battery level
application. The unique Marine Corps software modifications
had not been fully developed.
The initial operational tests conducted on BCS in 1979 had
very negative results. Ihey showed that BCS did not meet
many of the operational requirements; such as accuracy,
interoperability, reliability and maintainability, and did
not provide an improved capability over existing equip-
ment. fRet*. 28: p. 2]
In early 19 79 MCDEC contracted with Potomac Research
Incorporated to conduct a study of alternative replacement
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systems for FA9AC. This study, A Comparison of Alternative
Systems for Meet inq Marina Corps Eegui^emeat s for a
Replacement for the JTjjB F ield Artillery Digital Au^omatio
Computer (FADAC) dated 21 Juie 1979 considered eight alter-
native systems. It recomtended that:
1. The Marine Corps procure a system based on the
Hagnavox Fire Support ream Digital Message Device
(FIST DMD) t or equivalent, as the FADAC replacement.
2. The Marine Corps procure the PHHC and appropriate
periphera Is.
3. The Marine Corps requirements and intentions b<= made
known to the Army prior to the development acceptance
IP? scheduled tor Angus': 1979.
%. The Marine Corps review and revise as necessary ROC NO
SPA- 106 for an Artillery Computer System (ACS) to
accurately reflect current Marine Coprs requirements.
Recommendations 2,3 an3 '4 were followed and appropriate
action taken.
"The Marine Corps formally withdrew from the BCS program
in August 1979 because of dissatisfaction with 3CS's ability
to centralize battalion r ire direction and its high cost."
[Ref. 11: p. 6 2] ?h§ ReBSEJ: 2l the Sommiftee on
JkEE£2I£=aticns provides four specific reasons for the with-
drawal. The decision for withdrawal was based on the high
procurement costs for a Barine Corps-unique battalion level
program tape, concern over software deficiencies and devel-
opments in technology which could provide a smaller, less
costly, and more adaptable system.
The problems that BS5 experienced during OT II were
solvable. In April 1980 Horden Systems was awarded a five
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year, muitiyear contract for 657 systems. Full scale produc-
tion and deployment was approved by the Army on 21 May 1982.
Deployment to USAREUR is schedule! to begin during the
second quarter of FY 8 3 concurrent with TACFIRE fielding.
CONOS units will commence receiving their initial issue
luring the third quarter of FY 83. [fief. 29: p. 22]
Norlen Systems is currently producing the 3CS as specified
by the muitiyear contract. The Marine Corps still has avail-
able an option to buy 330 BCSs in FY 33. The option expires
en 30 April 1983. The final contract option date for addi-
tional BCS procurement is 30 April 1984. However, the Army
program manager was not sure if any BCSs would be available
to the Marine Corps from the FY 84 final option. [fief. 4:
p. 7-A-B-6]
H. ARTILLERY COMPUTER SYSTEM (ACS)
As a result of the decision to withdraw from the BCS
program, the HQMC Sponsor (DC/S PP&O) and the Director,
Development Center (C3 Division) began a comprehensive
survey of the fire direction computer alternatives that
could meet the Marine Corps requirements for an artillery
computer system (ACS) [Ref. 30: p. 1 ]. A Proposed Revision
of Required Operational Capability (ROC) NO SPA 1.06,
Artillery Computer System dated 12 March 1979 was drafted.
It outlined the urgent need for an artillery computer system
to replace FADAC and proviie Marine artillery with state-of-
the-art computer processing cf technical fire direction. The
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Marine Corps had made a decision to procure state-of-the-art
technology instead of existing technology. Program
Initiation at Milestone I (Demonstration-Validation) «ac
approved on 3 August 1981.
According to the ADM, the ACS must be a lightweight
(under 25 pounds) system which provides ballistic computa-
tions and application of nonstandard ballistics data for
individual weapons at the artillery battery level. The ACS
must use the command, control and communications systems
(wire/radio) inherent at the artillary battery level. It
must allow for the transmission of firing data via wire or
radio from the FDC to the gun display units (GDDs) located
at the individual weapons.
The acguisition strategy envisioned building upon other
service developments to the maximum extent feasible in order
to minimize program risks, costs and development time. Based
on this strategy the Magr. avcx FIST DMD, which *as being
developed for the Army, was the most promising candidate
system. The Potomac Research Study had strongly recommended
this system. The development of the ACS is categorized as a
less-thar-major program for management purposes.
The MIFASS Review (April 1982) effected the development
of the ACS. This study determined that the fire control
problem was greatest at the bartery level and it needed to
be resolved as scon as possible. It recommended:
that, as a matter of priority, H2HC expedite development
and/or procurement of an artillery fire direction
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computer. To this end,, the artillery computer system (ACS)
program should be accelerated; its capabilities tested as
soon as possible; av..'l procurement of ACS or the Battery
Computer System (BCS) bagin during FI 83. [Ref. 4: p. ix]
The development of a replacement system for FADAC is to
be accomplished separately from tha MIFASS development
effort. The ACS HOC reguires an IDC of 1935. The Marine
Corps plans on acquiring 3 81 ACSs (16 1 Ln FY 85 and 220 in
FY 86). [Ref. 3 1: p. 1] The ACS will be procured for all of
the artillery regiments (aotive and reserve). Procurement is
to be based on "he FY 87 projected fDrce structure. It will
suppcrt the "3 x 8" structure of the Direct Suppor^
artillery battalions. A battery in 3 3irec~ support batta-
lion will have two comp-.j-.er units, one for each platcon FDC.
Additional systems will be procurrsa for formal school
training, preposit icned shipping, spares for a maintenance
float and war reserve stocks.
In July 198 2 the Army express?! an interest in the
Marine Corps ACS as a possible substitute for the BCS in its
Light Infantry Divisions. The BCS does not meet the mobility
requirements of -hese divisions. [R®f. 32]
The Marine Corps has used the existing Army FIST DMD
contract with Magnavox to initiate ievelopment of the ACS.
On 30 August 1932, Magnavox submitted an unsolicited
proposal for the United States Marine Corps ACS to the
Commander, United Sta-es Army Communications and Electronics
Command (CFCOM) , Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. This command is
managing the acguisition of the Army's FIST DMD. Magnavox
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proposed to perform Phase I development of the ACS in accor-
dance iprith the Marine Corps Statensnt of Work, dated 27
August 1982- The estimated cost of Phase I development was
$566,462. Magna vox's offer to perform was made on a firm
fixed price basis.
Magnavox is required to provide four Artillery Computer
Units (ACUs) bo the Marina Corps for testing in FY 1933. The
total cost of the four ACJs was $340, U66. Gun Control Units
(GCUs) were not included in the Phase I requirement. The GCU
is composed of a Section Chief Assembly and two Gun
Assemblies. M>.gnavox is providing th= Marine Corps with GCUs
so that the ACS can be tested as a complete system. A tech-
nical description of the Magnavox ACS is provided in Chapter
Five.
OT II foe w,he ACS is scheduled for January 1983. An IPR
of ACS is tsntitively planned for April 1983. This IPR will
review the r.esulcs of OT II and recommend a decision
regarding full scale development and deployment
.
This chapter has provided a historical overview of the
development of artillery fire direction systems. It
addressed the transition from manual, fire direction proce-
dures ~o automated fire direction. The next chapter presents




IV. CURRENT STATUS OF FIRE DIRECTION
"If we cculd first know where we are and whither we are




The factual determination of the status quo is a basic
requirement of any analysis. A problem statement cannot be
properly formulated without a clear understanding of the
status auo. This chapter establishes the current status of
fire direction in Marina artillery units. The current
status was determined based on data provided by artillery
Regimental, Battalion and Battery Zomianders. Questionnaires
and interviews were used to gather relevant data. Inputs
from the artillery commanders regarding the characteristics
of a new battery level fire directiDn computer system were
also collected. The data were tabulated and analyzed
according to the level of command. This chapter presents
separately the responses of the different levels of command
regarding the current status of fire direction.
Additionally, the chapter summarizes the input from ail
levels cf command in order to present a general view of the
status quo. Having established the status quo, the chapter




In July 1982, this author obtained the permission of the
four artillery Fegimental Commanders to conduct -y survey
regarding the current status of fire direction. A sat of
questionnaires was developed to gather the required informa-
tion. The questionnaires were specifically designed to
parallel the three levels of command. The questionnaires and
the tabulated responses are provided in Appendices Z, D, S.
The questionnaires were mailrd to the Regimental
Commanders on 30 August 19 82. Questionnaires for the 1s:
Battalion, 12 th Marines were mailed directly to th :i
Battalion Commander to save mail time delays. Prior t :>
mailing, the questionnaires were separated into stc-ndarlt
battalion packages. The Battalion questionnaires were
labeled with a randomly selected letter designator. Battery
questionnaires were labeled with the Battalion letter desig-
nator and a number (for example K-2, see the last or. ;e of
the Battalion and Battrey questionnaires).
This labeling allowel data to be aggregated by batta-
lion. In order to preserve anonymity, the Regimental
Commanders randomly distributed the battalion pac-cages
within their regiment. Battalion commanders randomly distri-
buted the Battery questionnaires within their battalion-
Commanders were asked to complete the questionnaire within
one week of receipt. A self addressed return envelope was
provided with each questionnaire. All questionnaires were
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mailed directly to this author's Naval Postgraduate School
address. A deadline return date of 20 November was estab-
lished in order to allow sufficient time to tabulate and
analyze the responses.
Questionnaires were sent to all Marine artillery comman-
ders in the current force structure (active and reserve).
The current force structure ha:; a total of eighty-one
artillery commanders. Tabic- I presents a breakdown of the




Echelon of Number of lumber of Percentage
Command Commanders ;'§§22Hses E§J~U£Il§!l
Regiment <i 4 100%
Battalion 17 16 94.1%
Battery 6 -£3 21-22
Total 81 53 77.8%
At the time this survey was conducted a significant
number cf Marine artillery units were deployed around the
world to support various commitments and participate in
multinational exercises. This author received returns from
units deployed tc Northern Europe and Korea. A 77.8 percent
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return rate for a voluntary questionnaire is excellent. This
hiea return rate is indicative of the artillery commanders'
concern with firs direction.
Appendices C, d, ard E present the tabulated responses
for i'ae set of questionnaires. The individual responses have
been maintained. Requests for a complete breakdown of the
data should be forwarded to the author. An analysis of the
responses is presented in the following four sections of
this chapter.
C. THE REGIMENTAL COMMANDERS' VIEW
Appendix C provide. the tabulated results of the
Regimental Commander's questionnaire. The Regimental
Commanders supper: i he c.aoentralization of technical fire
direction. The primary method of determining firing data
varies from regiment to regiment. The 10th Marines is the
only regiment which uses FADAC as the primary method of
determining firing data a- the battery level. Two regiments
emphasize the use of FADAC at the battalion level. It is
significant to note that over fifty percent of Marine
artillery units use the Manual Systsm as the primary means
of determining firing.
The level of training of FADAC Dperators was identified
as the problem area associated with FADAC which caused the
greatest difficulty for the regiment. The regiments have
experienced difficulty in obtaining repair parts for FADAC.
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Circuit boards and memory disks were identified as the
primary repair parts deficiencies.
All of the Regimental Commanders indicated that they had
adequate resources to train the FDC personnel in the opera-
tion of the PHHC, 71-59. However, ail recommended that Fort
Sill, should allocate mora instructional hours to the PHHC.
The PHHC is definitely being used by the three active
regiments.
A majority of the Regimental Commanders stated that the
actual computation of firing data produced the largest time
delay in mission processing. This answer is not surprising,
based on the fact that over fifty percent of the units still
use the Manual System as the primary method of determimimg
firing data.
The Regimental Commanders did not assign a very high
rating to the importance of fielding a new battery level
fire direction system. Specific written comments stated
that it should not be fielded until a sufficient number of
operators and maintenance personnel have bee.: properly
trained on the new system. The Regimental Commanders
renember the numerous problems associated with the introduc-
tion of FADAC. They want to ensure that the problems associ-
ated with the introduction of any new computer system are
minimized. They indicated that the new system should be
capable of operating from battery and generator power.
Additionally, t bey indicated that the capability to operate
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from standard garrison power was a highly desireable charac-
teristic for a new computer system. Comments indicated that
this feature wcuid greatly facilitate FDC training and
reduce operating costs.
All of the Regimental Commanders identified reliability
as the most important characteristic in the selection of a
new battery computer system. They want a system that works.
Written comments indicated that the new system should be
easily maintainable at the user level. A majority responded
that the new system should include the automation of the
transmission of Fire Commands to the guns. Although all the
Regimental Commanders emphasized the decentralization of
technical fire direction, a majority indicated that a new
jaatterY computer system should have the capability to
perform centralized technical fire direction for all firina
batteries in a battalion.
D. THE EATTALICK COMMANDERS* VIEW
Appendix D provides the tabulated results of the
Battalion Commander's questionnaire. The 3attalion Commander
is responsible f cr deciding how technical fire direction is
exercised in his battalion. The Battalion Commanders unani-
mously supported the decentralization of technical fire
direction. The primary method of determining firing data in
the Battalion FDCs is the Manual System. All Marine
artillery battalions have a FA DAC capability. The reserve
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battalions do net use FADAC* All five reserve battalions
responded that tiie Manual System was the primary method for
determining firing data in The battalion FDC. This tends to
bias the overall results. However, without the reserves no
system emerges as the primary method. The active battalions
were evenly split between the three different systems. The
same situation prevails in the Battery FDCs. The majority of
battalions have a current Battalion Gunnery SOP. The
primary method of determining firing data in the alternate
battalion FDC is the Manual System.
The questionnaires indicated that the operational readi-
ness of FADAC is 5 9 percent, Thr:- Pctomac Research Study
found that the operational of rs :idir.ess of FADAC was 57
percent in January 1979. Tha FADAC operational readiness
based on information obtained from HD.MC was 79.7 percent as
of 15 October *9 32. The S QMC was extracted from the Marine
Intergated Maintenance Management System (MIMMS) records.
The reserves have not been incorporated into the MIMMS. The
HQMC data do not reflect the FADAC assigned to the reserve
units. [Ref. 33] In this author's opinion, the survey data
for FADAC provide a better estimate of FADAC operational
readiness and correctly identify the major problem areas.
The average FADAC downtime is greater than sixty days. In
this author's opinion, this is totally, unacceptable. The
Battalion Commanders* written comments agree with those of
the Regimental Commanders, that the lack of replacement
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circuit boards and memory disks is the primary reason Eor
the long maintenance downtimes. FADAC Repairmen (80S 2885)
are all assigned to the Regimental Headquarters Battery*
With the exception of the reserves, artillery units are
using the integrated FADAC/Manual System. rhe battalion
FDC ' s proficiency with FADAC was rated as average. Battalion
Commanders agreed with the Regimental Commanders that the
level of training of FADAC operators is the most serious
problem area associated with FADAC.
All battalions are authorized the PHHC f TI-59. The
reserve battalions are no*- using the PHHC. This is evident
from their responses to specific guestions pertaining to the
PHHC. Appendix D indicates those guestions which have a bias
introduced by the negative responses of the reserve units.
The active artillery battalions ara using the PHHC. The
survey found that the reliability of the PHHC was above
average. Its operational readiness was 90 percent. Specific
written comments addressed the degradation of the PHHC's
performance caused by harsh climatic conditions. The
Battalion Commanders stated that tha PHHC's performance is
definitely degraded by dust and cold weather.
The majority of the 3attalion Commanders indicated that
they had the resources to adequately train FDC personnel in
the operation of the PHHC. Ihey also indicated that Fort
Sill should allocate additional instructional hours to the
PHHC. The active battalion FDC's proficiency using the PHHC
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was rated as average. rhe proficiency of the reserve batta-
lions was rated as below average 10 unsatisfactory.
The Battalion Commanders indicated that the largest time
delay in mission processing occurred in the actus.! computa-
tion of firing data and the voice transmission of Fire
Commando to the guns. There wis an sven split between these
two areas. The overall state of training of the battalion
FDC was rated as average. No reserve bias was detected in
the responses to these questions.
The Battalion Commands rs assigned a higher priority to
the fielding of a new battery computer system than the
Regimental Commanders. They indicated that the new system
should be capable of operating from battery and generator
power. They rated the importance of the capability to
operate from standard garrison power slightly lower than the
Regimental Commanders. They definitsly support the automa-
tion of the transmission of Fire Commands to the guns.
The majority (6 9 percent) of the Battalion Commanders
stated that reliability was the most important character-
istic that should be considered in the selection of a new
battery computer system. A number of written comments
clearly expressed the importance of system reliability. The
written comments of the 3attaiion Conmanders also emphasized
that the system should be easily maintainable at the
Operator/Organizational levels of maintenance. These
comments agree with those of the Regimental Commanders.
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Although the Battalioa Commanders unanimously endorsed
the concept of decentralized tschnical fire direction,
eighty-one percent indicated that a new battery S2S2Hi§S
sistem should have the capability to perform centralized
technical fire direction for all firing batteries in a
battalion. Their written comments also expressed a concern
that if a new battery computer system is fielded pricr to
MIFASS, the Battalion FDC would be without an enhanced fire
direction capability. This would create a serious gap in
capabilities. The battalion FDC woild have to continue to
rely on FADAC and the PK3C. This view may have influenced
their responses in regaris to the inclusion of the capa-
bility of centralized technical fira direction in a new
system.
E. THE BATTERY COMMANDS 25' VIEW
Appendix E provides -.he tabulate! results of the Battery
Commander's questionnaire. Battery Commanders clearly
favored the decentralization of technical fire direction.
Three guestions (numbers 2, 3, and ^s were used to check the
degree of decentralization. All the checks indicated that
decentralization of technical fire direction was in fact a
reality.
This author was surprised to find that seventy percent
of the firing batteries do not have a published Sunnery SOP.




Fifty-three percent of the Battery Commanders ha -
completed the Field Artillery Officers Advance Course as
resident students. Eighty-eight percent of the Battery
Commanders had completed a career Level school either in
residence or by correspondence.
The Manual System is the primary method of determining
firing data in the battery FDCs. It should be noted that
fourteen of the fifteen reserve batteries responding use -!
tha Manual System. The active force structure was evenly
split between FADAC, PHHC r and the Manual System. Batterie?
in the 10th Marines used the FADAC mere than batteries in
the other regiments. Batteries in the 11th Marines relied on
the P HHC as the primary source of firing data. Batteries in
the 11th and 14th Marines were not authorized a FADAC. Four
reserve batteries indicated that they were authorized a
FADAC. Based on the data obtained from the Battery
Commanders -he operational readiness of battery owned FADACs
is 53 percent. The average FADAC lowntime is greater than
sixty days. This is consistent with the data provided by the
Battalion Commanders. A majority of the batteries experi-
enced significant difficulty in obtaining FADAC repair
parts. The written comments indicated that circuit boards,
memory disks and keyboards are the greatest problem areas.
These results agree with the Regimental and Battalion
Commanders 1 assesment. With the exception of the reserves,
the majority of artillery batteries authorized a FADAC are
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using the integrated FADAC/Manaul System. The battery FDC's
proficiency with FADAC wis rated as average. The Battery
CoTsmar.ders indicated that the maintenance of FADAC was the
most serious problem area for their units. The level of
training of FADAC operatDes was ranked as the second major
problem area.
The majority of the reserve batteries are not using the
PHHC. This is evident from thair responses to the questions
pertaining to the PHHC. Appendix E indicat es those ques-
tions which have a bias introduced by the large number of
negative responses from the reserve batteries. The results
of the survey she* that the active units, primarily the 11th
Marines, are using the PHHC. Based on the data obtained the
operational readiness of the PHHC is 94 percent. The reli-
ability of -he PHHC w<-;.s rated as above average.
In specific written comments a number of Battery
Com zanders indicated that the performance of the PHHC was
degraded in a d-:-sert environment. Additionally, The LED
(Light Emitting Diod€:) display is difficult to read in
bright sunlight. The small size of the display degrades the
effective supervision of operator inputs.
The Battery Commanders were evenly split over their
ability to adequately train FDC personnel in the operation
of the PHHC. The majority of the reserve batteries responded
that they lacked sufficient resources to conduct proper
training on the operation of the PHHC. An overwhelming
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majority of Battery Comma riders responded that For- Sill
should increase the instructional hoirs devoted to the PHHC.
The active battery FDC's proficiency using the PHHC was
rated as above average. Reserve batteries rated their FDC's
proficiency with the PHHC as unsatisfactory.
The Eattery Commanders responded that the largest -"rime
delays in mission processing occurred in the actual computa-
tion of firing data. rhe final results were influenced by
the reserve responses. This may b= a reflection of their
state of training. The majority of the active batteries
indicated that 'he voice transmission of Fir? Commands to
the guns caused the greatest delays. The overall state of
training of the battery FDC was rated as above average to
average. The reserve batteries generally rated there overall
state of training as average.
The Battery Commanders assigned 3. higher priority ^o the
fielding of a new computer system than the Regimental or
Battalion Commanders. However, the difference in the
average ratings (.3) between the Battery Commanders and the
Battalion Commanders was not significant. The Battery
Commanders responded that a new system should be capable of
operating from bcth battery and generator power. They rated
the importance of the capability fD operate from standard
garrison power higher than the Battalion Commanders but
lower than the Regimental Commanders. The majority of the




Sixty percent of tha Battery Commanders stated that
reliability wes the most important charact eristic that
should be considered in the selection of a new battery
computer system. Specific written comments reinforced the
importance of system reliability. The Battery Commanders
want a system that works.
Although the overwhelming majority of Battery Commanders
currently employ and prefer the decentralization of tech-
nical fire direction, they indicated that a new battery.
computer svstem should have the capability to perform
centralized technical fire direction for all firing
batteries in a battalion. This is based on the responses to
questions 1, 9 and 42. No reserve bias was detected in these
guest ions.
F. SUMMARY
The questionnaires faotuaily document the current status
of Marine artillery. The data from the questionnaires and
numerous interviews clearly establishes that Marine
artillery units still heavily rely on the Manaual System as
the primary means of determining firing data. There is an
obvious lack of standardization between the regiments. Each
of the three active regiments generally emphasize and employ
different methods for determining firing data. Marine
artillerymen are required to maintain proficiency in three
different fire direction systems. The full impact of the
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lack of standardization of a primary method for derermining
firing data is only ascertained when the number cf inter- re-
gimental transfers is considered. During their careers
Marines routinely rotate through the different regiments. An
Operations Chief who only used the Manual System during his
early years generally has a very difficult time mastering
the other systems. Marines trained primarily on one parti-
cular system are promoted, transferred and required to
supervise another system. The Reserves rely solely on the
Manual System. The PHHC is rot really being used by reserve
artillery units.
The data rrom the questionnaires indicate that:
1. Technical fire direction is decentralized.
2. Batteries do r.ot hays current Sunnery SCPs.
3. A majority of artillery Battery Commanders have
completed a career i_j v~l school.
4. The integrated FADAC/Manual System is being used to a
limited degree .
5. FADAC maintenance support is inadequate.
5. The PHHC is being used by the active units and its
reliability is rated as above average.
7. PHHC Instruction at Fort Sill should be expanded for
Marines
,
8. A new battery computer system should be capable of
being operated from battery and generator power. It
should include the automation of the transmission of
Fire Commands to the guns.
9. Reliability is the most important characteristic to be
considered in the selection of a new battery fire




10. The "3 X 8" concept requires two fully equipped
Platoon FDCs.
11. Although Commanders employ and prefer the decentral-
ized concept, a significant: majority responded that a
new battery computer system include the capability to
perform centralized technical fire direction for all
the firing batteries in a battalion.
The FADAC maintenance support problem is especially
critical. The state-of-the-art for FADAC has-- been passed
many years ago. In 1978 the U.S. Army Armament Readiness
Command (ARRCOM) reduced the procurement of major long lead
time spare and repair parts to prsvent excess stocks- and
unnecessary expenditures. This decision was made in antici-
pation cf the 19 80 fielding of the BCS. The slippage of the
BCS IOC to FY 19 83 impacted on ARRCDM's ability to properly
support FADAC. [Ref. 34 : p. 12]
The most recurring problem associated with FADAC support-
ability is a dwindling source of manufacturing expertise
willing and able to produce spare and repair parts. Many
of the repair parts have not been manufactured for 3
number of years, and the current Technical Data Packages
(TCP) are out of date. Repeated efforts tc obtain up to
date TDP's suitable for procurement have met with failure.
The Memory Disk Assembly is the most crucial item in the
FADAC svstem. Efforts to procure this item have failed
durina the past few years. The 90 spare Memory Disk
Assemblies (currently available* are all from the
Letterkenny Army Depot (LEAD) rebuild program. There are
no new FADAC Memory Disk Assemblies remaining in the Army
inventory. ALL Memory Disk Assemblies must be repaired by
cannibalization of other Memory Disks, resulting in a
dwindling supply. Attrition rats for Memory Disks has been
about ten units per year. This rate is expected to
increase. [Ref. 34: p. 4 ]
Operational readiness is degraded by the shortage of
spare and repair parts. Data from ARRCOM reveal that it
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takes frcm three to four weeks for CONUS units to obtain
"normal" replacement parts. "The Memory Disk usually
requires six months to a year for replacement." [Ref. 34:
P- 7]
ARRCCM plans to support the FADAC system through 1989.
Tha con-inued support of the FADAC system will be based on
cannibalizaticn of existing assets for the major items and
additional procurement of miscellaneous minor items (such as
resistors, capacitors, transistc rs, etc.). AEECOM is consid-
ering establishirg a maintenance float at Letterkenny Army
Depot to support the Army Eeserve and Marine Corps FADACs.
The float assets will consist of FADACs turned in by active
army units as the BCS is fielded. [Ref. 35]
Xlii. £§R9.££ 2f The MI F ASS Program Review, April 1982
identified the inadequacy of tha current fire direction
systems. The data from the questionnaires reinforces the
fin lings cf the MIFASS Working Group, regarding the current
status cf fire direction. In this author's opinion, the
current Marine artillery fire direction systems are inade-
quate tc meet the demands of today's battlefield. In an age
of significant technological advances in computation and
automatic data processing systems, the Marine Corps still
utilizes a manual system consisting of paper firing charts,
plotting pins and GFTs. FADAC is not being used and cannot
be relied upon. FADAC was built to meet the field perfor-
mance requirements needed twenty y^ars ago. It met. the
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requirements at that time, bat new field performance
requirements for today's battlefie!3 scenario have made
FAD AC an outmoded system- The supportability of FADAC has
become increasingly difficult. ?IIF£3S is at least five
years ever the horizon. Ihe mosr. optimistic IOC for MIFASS
is FY 1987.
MIFASS will provide the artillery battalion FDC with a
— c — n -f— T h ft—state-o ne-ar- fire support/firs direction computer
system. However, MIFASS, as presently configured, does not
extend to the battery level. MIFASS" will not. resolve the
fire direction problem at the battery level. The artillery
battery needs an automated computational capability to
support autonomous battery operations. The fire direction-
problem is especially critical at the battery level and
needs to be expeditously ra solved.
Artillery is the MAGTF Commander's primary all-weather
fire support asset. The lack of a modern artillery batta-
lion/battery fire direction computer system degrades the
Marine Corps overall combat effectiveness. As a result, the
Marine Corps faces a cri. "icai window of vulnerability, until
MIFASS or a derivative of MIFASS is :7:_elded. The current
situation requires immediate attention.
The problem definition for this thesis is that the
current battery level firs direction systems are inadequate
to meet the demands of today's battlefield. This thesis
addresses the selection of a Marine artillery battery fire
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direction computer system which can. significantly enhance
the battery's fire direction capabilities. System effective-
ness can be improved through the use of automated assistance
for the computation of firing data and transmission of
Calls-For-Fire and Fire Commands. The technology exists to
support the automation of these functions.
This chapter has established the current status of fire
direction based on data provided by the questionnaires and
interviews, and defined the probLen the thesis addresses.
Artillery Commanders' inputs regarding the characteristics
of a new battery level fire direction computer system were
also presented. The next chapter discusses four fire direc-




V- DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES
The current status of fire direction in Marine artillery
units has been established. The existing fire direction
systems are considered inadequate for the battlefield of the
1930' s. This cl-apter provides a description of four battery
level fire direction computer systems which can
significantly enhance the battery's technical fire direction
capabilities. In alphabetical order the four alternative
systems ere:
1. Artillery Computer System (AZSI
2. Battery Computer System (3CS^
3. Enhanced "ire Direction/Survey Calculator (FD/SC)
U. Fire Ccntrcl Computer (FCC)
It shou.lc. be noted that other alternatives exist.
American and fc reign companies are marketing a number of
battery level fire direction computer systems. It was beyond
the scope of this thesis to consider all the available fire
direction computer systems. This thesis evaluates the four
alternatives (listed above) which are currently considered
to be prime candidates for replacing FADAC.
The BCS is currently in production and its technical
characteristics are firmly established. The other three
alternatives are in various stages of development. Some of
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thair technical characteristics may change as development
proceeds. This author has recently visited each of the
manufacturers and discussed the technical characteristics
with the respective project engineers. The technical data
presented in this chapter were provided by the manufacturers
of the systems. Additionally, cost lata were discussed with
representatives of the companies. Cost data presented in
this thesis do not represent an offer to produce at the
estimated cost. The actual cost: can only be established
through contract negotiation. Each of the alternatives is
discussed separately and then the major characteristics of
all the alternatives are summarized in Table XVIII.
A. ALTERNATIVE 1, ARTILLERY COMPUTE?. SYSTEM 'ACS)
The Magna vox ACS is a state-of-the-art automated fire
direction system. It combines improvements in the computa-
tion of firing data and communications to enhance overall
system's effectiveness. The ACS uses the command, control
and communications system inherent to the tactical employ-
ment of a Marine artillery battery. The ACS consists of an
Artillery Computer Unit (ACU) and Gun Control Units (GCUs) .
The ACU is the heart of the system. It provides the
computational capability =nd the communications interfaces.
The ACU is a lightweight, battery powered, handcarried
battery level fire direction computer which provides four
separate communications networks for digital or voice
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reception/transmission. The ACU digitally passes Fire
Commands directly to each howitzsr via wire or radio. The
ACU also provides for the storage and display of information
pertaining ^o weapon and ammunition status, target and
observer locations, meteorological information, and other
essential FDC data.
The GCU consists of four places of equipment per
howitzer; the Gun Control Interface (3CI) , the Section Chief
Assembly (SCA) and two identical Gun Assemblies (GAs) . The
GCI provides the interface between the ACU and the SCA and
GAs. The SCA is connected to the SCI by a power cable. The
two GAs are connected to the GCI by standard field wire
(WD-1). The howitzer section chief uses the SCA. The SCA
has a display for fire commands and a control keyboard. The
GAs provide deflection for the gunner and quadrant elevation
for the assistant gunner. The GAs will be mounted on the
howitzer.
£]lY.§4cal Characteristics: Table II provides the general
physcial characteristics of the ACS. The total weight of
the ACS is based on the the equipment required tc support an
eight gun battery; that is, two AC'Js and eight GCUs. The
weight of the power cables and the Government Furnished













ACU 7.6 (L) , 11 (W) , 7 (H)
ACU .34
ACO 19, GCI 10, SCA 4, GA 1
158
256K, 16-bit words
ACU, Plasma, 256 Characters
approximately 1/4 inch in
height
ACU, 7 (W) , 3.5 (H)
Power Se^uJ.r events: ? ^e ACU cari ke powered by internal
or external power sources. Internal power is provided by one
non-rechargeable Lithium (BA5557/U) ba-tery or one recharge-
able Nickel-Cadmium (BB557/U) battery. External power is
provided by: external twenty-sight volt (28 volt), direct
current (28 VDC) batteries, standard Marine Corps mobile
electric power generating sources (MEPGS) and standard
garrison power (50 cycle, 120 volts). The external batteries
include: non-rechargeable Lithium (BA5590), rechargeable
Nickel-Cadmium (BB590) and s-andard vehicular batteries.
The ACU has built-in connections for the external batteries
ani MEPGS. A small converter is required for the ACU to
operate from standard garrison power. The rechargeable
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batteries will recharge when the ACU is connected tc an
external power source.
The operating time provided by internal/external
batteries is a function of system usage. The expected oper-
ating times of these batteries will be determined as pc.i-i of
developmental and operational testing. Magnavox has found
that the Lithium batteries generally last five times longer
than the Nickel-Cadmium batteries. The DMD and FIST DAD us*
the same -^ypes of batteries as the ACS.
The GCI is pewered by either internal or external power
sources. Internal power is provided by one non-rechargeable
Lithium (BA5557/U) battery cr one rechargeable (BB557/0)
battery. External power car: be provided by the vehicular
electrical system of self propelled weapons. The ':- r: :
provides the power supply for the SCA and the two GAs.
Communications Cap_abili ties : The ACU provides communi-
cation net switching control for four separate communica-
tions networks. Integral connectors for four nets, eit:^:
wire or radio, are provided. The ACU can receive and tran-
smit digital communications cr voice via wir-"3 on radio., Th a
ACQ has a local terminal node with an internal port into the
four net communication switch. Time tags for messages origi-
nated at the ACU are provided. The ACS has the capability
for time synchro nization with net users. The communication
net subscriber table allows the ACU to control the communi-
cations of subscribers on the nets attached to the system.
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The modes of operation for this control include a direct
addressing mode, an automated mode and a manual review mode.
The ACU provides a net sensing capability to reduce net
usage conflicts by multiple users. The ACU can handle 64
subscribers. Encryption compatibilities include the KY-8 r
28, 38, and 57 systems. The KG-31 and 84 compatibility is
achieved with an appropriate modem card.
E£2iLE§IJ!Lll2 iHlSl 3aIIL=^i^§ : The ACU does not require
*ioe loading of programs. The ACQ'S firmware contains the
programming for ail the required weapon systems and the
appropriate projectiles, fuzes and propellants. In 1978-79
Hagnavox improved the Modified Point Mass Ballistic Model
^'or the U.S. Army's Ballistic Researoh Laboratory. The ACU's
programminq uses this Improved Modified Point Mass Ballistic
Model. Ballistics are provide! for the following calibers:
105mm, 155mm, 8 inch, and 14.5mm trainer. The ACS can
compute firing data for all current Marine Corps artillery
weapon systems including the M198. ACS can compute indivi-
dual firing data for sixteen weapons.
Stor_ag_e Capabilities: Table III contains the current
data base storage capabilities for the ACS. The ACU can
determine firing data, store weapon and ammunition informa-
tion, store and apply Registration Corrections and s^-.ore
mask data for sixteen howitzers. The ACU automates ammuni-
tion accounting. It can retain three fire plans as part of
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its target storage. Provisions have beer, made to allow the
ACU to exchange the Firs Control Directory and Data Base via
digital communications with another ACU at a higher head-
guarters or an adjacent unit utilizing one of its four






No Fire Areas 10
Airspace Coordination Areas 1
Meteorological Files 3
Individual Weapon Locations 16
Fire Unit (weapon and ammo) status 16
Concurrent Missions 3 + 1 'PF
Mission Processing: Fir- missions can be inputted digi-
tally or manually. The ACS can process three concurrent fire
missions plus one Final Protective Fire (FPF) . Table IV
identifies the types of missions that the ACU is programmed
to process.
The ACU will process all three aethods of target loca-
tion: grid, polar and shift from a known point. Using laser
generated target or pro jeo tile point of impaot information
(slant range, vertical angle and direction), the ACU





Area, Low and High Angle
Registration / Destruction




Precision Guided Munitions (Copperhead)
Nuclear
Moving target behavior is predicted using linear interpola-
tion techniques. 3ased on the moving target behavior, the
ACU develops target intercept points, time to targe- inter-
cept, time weapons are to fire, the commands to fire ana the
FO commands for "shot" and "splash". The ACU provides appro-
priate alerts for Time on Target missions. A gun-targe": line
adjustment is provided for Air Observer missions. In
processing a nuclear fire mission, the ACQ computes only, the
technical firing data for the nuclear projectile.
Auxiliary. Functions: The ACU performs a number of auxi-
liary fire direction functions. One of the major auxiliary
functions is the determination of Registration Corrections.
It can provide GFT settings for manual back-up. The ACU can
determine data for replot. The ACQ" can determine Muzzle
Velocity Variations (MVVs) . The H99 Velocimeter readings are
manually corrected for projectile weigh": and prcpeilan^
3U

temperature and entered in the ACQ. The ACU compares the
entered value with a standard value to determine the MVV.
Using a set of MVVs, a set cf Comparative Velocity Errors
(VEs) can be determined. Comparative VEs are needed to
transfer GFT settings to aon registering batteries. The ACU
also corroutes s:one-to-zDn e transformations. The moving
target and "shot" and "splash" functions have already been
discussec. The four ACJs being built for 31 II are no -,
programmed for standard survey operatiors. However, Magnavox
has indicated that this capability ccuid be added prior to
production , if it is reguired.
*-j.&Ll~: S2J;2 £§L : The ACJ contains a buil^-in self-test for
ail firmware. Th*; operator performs this test as part of the
preoara- :'.cr. for action seguence. It takes approximately
seven second-? tc run the s a if-test. Mean Time to Repair
(MTIR) fcr jrga r.izaf ionai level repairs (operator repairs)
is currently estimated as less than ten minutes. Repair of
the ACU is accomplished by the' interchange of replaceable
modules at -;he appropriate maintenance level. Mean Time
Between Failures (MTBF) is estimated at fifteen hundred
hours, The contractor's estimates of MTTR and MTBF will be
evaluated as part of OT II.
Ease of QP_^ration: The ACU's programming uses a
layering of menus to present inforaafion to the operator.
The operator calls the system mode menu which causes the
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choices cf system operation to be displayed- when he selects
ona of the choices, that selection will bring to the display
panel the next menu which contains the additional decisions
that the operator must make.
Prompting techniques are used to lead the operator
through the sequence of operations he must perform. The
display presented tc the operator calls atte r tior. to the
information which the program requires T he operator to
supply. Default selections are provided in the presentation
of seme menus, so that the operator is not required tc make
an entry unless his entry is different from the default
(normal standard entry) .
If the operator should request the system -c do some-
thing that violates a previously established '"'operational
rule"; (for example, incorrect, projectile / fuze combina-
tion, firing into an established no fire area, etc:.,) the
system will output a warninq massage to the operator telling
him of the conflict and will not honor his request until th°
conflict is resolved utilizing ore per procedures.
This author was able to execute a complete fire mission
on the ACS after a tan minute overview briefing on the
system. The key to operation of the system is the effective
layering cf information. The presentation of information was
logical and easy to follow. The layering proceeds from a
broad overview down to specifics. The presentation of care-
fully sorted data enhances the operation of the system. The

display is clear and very easy to read. The characters are
evenly distributed and the alignment is excellent. Common
artillery abbreviations have been used wherever possible.
The operator is not required to memorize a list of new
mnemonics. System prompts are used effectively to guide the
operator. The system can be classified as "user friendly".
Magravox's attention to human engineering is clearly
evidenr. The size of the display characters (approximately
1/4 inch), effective layering of information and the use of
system prompts contribute to the ease of operation. The
display panel can easily be read by the FDO. Visual and
audio alerts are provided for the operator. The system is
defini-ely easier to operate than FADAC.
The ACU has a directory feature which allows the oper^
ator to search information in his data base in response to
questions concerning targets, mission status, forward obser-
vers, weapons, etc. This feature permits questioning the
system for information withcur the requirement of the oper-
ator asking for each piece of information that he wants
separately. Essentially the directory feature allows the
operator to know what is planned, and what is currently
happening, in his area of interest. The directory feature
uses layering and sorted data to provide the information.
C om mcnali ty_ : Approxin arely ninety percent of the ACU's
hardware is common to ether systems [ Ref . 36]. The ACS will
be produced on the same production line that was established
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for the Army's EHD (AN PSG-2) and FIST DMD. Magnavox's
Communication Message Device (CMD) becomes an ACU with the
loading of programs to accomplish ths ACS system -asks. The
programs are contained on two Electrically Programmable Head
Only Memory (EPROH) card s and one Arithmetic Processing
Memory (APM) card. The ACD will use the actual FIST DMD
box
.
Although the ACS would be a unique Marine Corps system,
the majority of its components are used in a numbsr of Army
systems- The Marine Corps maintenance effort should benefit
from the high degree of com monality of basic components.
Magravox has produced 2 000 DMDs and currently a total of
7000 are to be fielded. Approximately 1200 FIST DMDs are to
be fielded.
Force Development Test and E xperimentaion Testing of the
FIST DMD was conducted at Fort Sill by the U.S. Army Field
Artillery Board during July and August of this year.
Preliminary findings case 3 en emerging test results indi-
cate the FIST DMD performance to bs favorable. [Ref. 37:
P- 21]
The hardware commonality should significantly reduce logis-
tics costs. Additionally, the Marine Corps should be able to
take advantage or Magnavox's production learning curve. The
initial production line problems associated with any new
system start-up have already been resolved. The Marine Corps
381 ACUs represent only a small fraction of the items x c be
produced on this production line. No major modifications of
the production line are required for the ACS.
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IHi«I2E§rab4 lit£ : The ACS ROC requires that, the ACS
will incorporate automated assisted (operator action
required prior tc message being entered into memory) inter-
face with the Meteorological Data System (MDS) ana ".he
Digital Communications Terminal (DST) . ACS will also be
compatible with and incorporate an automated interface with
MIFASS when MIFASS is fielded. [Ref. 38: p. 6]
MDS is an Army program to develop an improved field
artillery meteorological system. It will have the capability
of providing an automated assisted digi-ai meteorological
data input directly to an artillery fire iirection computer.
It is being developed by 3endix and its projected IOC for
the Marine Corps is FY 19 84. The DCT is a Marine Corps
developed, small, hand-held manually operated device for
sending and receiving digital, fixed forma- and free-text
messages over wire and voice radio nets. The DCT is being
developed by Litton. The projected DCT IOC is FY 1985.
MIFASS was discussed in Chapter Three. The HIFASS EDHs are
being built by Ncrden Systems. The projected MIFASS ICC is
FY 1987. All of these systems (ACS, MDS, DCT, MIFASS) are
still in various stages of development and are being built
by different contractors. Interoperability will be a
problem, bu- it is solvable.
The ACS must be able to use input from the M90
Velccimeter and the AN/IPQ-36 Radar. The M90 was fielded in
FY 1981. It provides acourate and timely dererminat ion of
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weapon muzzle velocities. These muzzle velocities can be
manually entered into the ACU. Th? M90 does not have or
require an automated interface.
The AN/TPQ-36 hostile weapon locating radar has the
capability for a digital data link with a fire direction
computer. The AN/TPQ-36 is currently being fielded by the
Marine Corps. The ACS automatically interoperates with the
AN/TPQ-3 6.
Magr.avox is working towards developing the interfaces
for MDS and the ECT. Thesa interfaces would be included in
the production version of t
h
c ACS. Since the final version
of -1IFASS has net been decided, Magr.avox has recommended
that the MIFASS interface be a preplanned product improve-
ment for the ACS. Sufficient memory has been allocated for
the required interfaces. The FIST DMD interoperates with
BCS/TACFIEE. Since ACS is in reality a derivative of the
FIST DMD, the communications interface between ACS and
BCS/TACFIRF is net a major problem.
Procurement Cost
:
Procurement cost is based on a FY
1984 procurement of the A3 S. Table V presents the current
estimate of the ACS procurement rest for an eight gun
battery. All costs in Tabla V ire in FY 1984 dollars.
The ACU's high degree of commonality has allowed
Magr.avox to establish a good estimate of the ACU's cost.
Thare is seme uncertainty concerning the cost of the GDD"




ACS Estimated Procurement cos-
Item Cost Per Item N u m ber R s c u::red Total Cost
ACQ 335, 00C 2 $70,000
GDU $4, 00 8 122,000
$102,000
range of from $3,000 to S5,0G0 per GDU [Ref. 36]. Table IV
uses the average of the low and high estimates. If the low
and high estimates are used, the total cost per battery may
be as lew as $94,000 and as high as $'10,000.
B. ALTERNATIVE 2, BATTERY COMPUTER SYSTEM (BCS)
The BCS is a lightweight, self contained, twenty-eight-
volt (28-voit) direct current powered central computing
subsystem which performs the processing, display and control
functions for artillery battery fira direction [Ref. 4: p.
1, Encl 7]. BCS is an automated data processing system
which provides the firing battery with high speed two way
digital communications and interface with TACFIRE, DMD,
Ground Stations of Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPVs)
,
AN/TPQ-36 Radar and WS. The BCS is the battery level exten-
sion of TACFIRE. It refines the TACFIRE solution and
provides individual piece corrections. Its employment and
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capability are optimized for artillery battery use in
performing survey tasks and technical fire direct lor.. It
enhances responsiveness and minimizes FDC transmission
errors by digitally sending Fire Commands from the FDC to
each howitzer.
The BCS replaces the H 18 FADAC and the TACFIRF BDO in
all Arrpy field artillery batteries to include some Reserve
and National Guard units. The BCS is capable of autonomous
battery operations. The BCS normally will be mounted in the
M577 command Post Carrier (a tracked vehicle) or the M561
Gamma Goat (a wheeled vehicle) . Th? BCS can also be table
mounted for ground operations. It is being produced by
Nor den Systems and initial fielding commences during the
second quarter FY 1983. The BCS cosists of three major
units: a Battery Computer Unit (ECU> , a Power Distribution
Unit (PDU) and Gun Display Units (GDCs) .
The ECU contains all the controls, displays, and indica-
tors required for the initiation anfl implementation of fire
missions and associated activities. The BCU performs all
calculations and interfaces with existing radios, communica-
tions security (COMSFC) devices and the GDUs. The BCU has a
twenty-four line plasma display panel, an alphanumeric,
special function keyboard, three communications ports (two
external and one internal) , and a program load unit. The
communications networks ailcw for the reception / transmis-
sion of digital communications or voice via wire or radio.
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The PDO receives primary system power from either vehi-
cular battery power or from a DC generator. The PDU distri-
butes incoming power to the 3CU, COMSEC equipment, and
radios. The PDO is equipped with a trickle charger to main-
tain the BCU's internal emergency batteries in a constant
state of charge.
The GDO receives piece data and Fire Commands from the
BCO and displays them at the howitzer section. It also tran-
smits the weapon status to the FOC as a fire mission
progress-; s„ The GDU consists of a Case Assemly, Section
Chief Assembly (SCA) and two identical Gun Assemblies (GAs) .
The Case Assembly provides the interface between the BCU and
ths SCA and GAs. It also serves as the power distribution
source for the SCA and 3As. Each section chief receives his
howitzer's Fir;? Commands on the SCA while the deflection and
quadrant slevation are simultaneously displayed on the
gunner and assistant gunner GA' s respectively. The GA's will
be mounted on the howitzer.
Physical Characteristics: Table VI provides the
general physical characteristics of the ECS. The total
weight or the BCS is based on the equipment required to
support an eight gun battery; that is, two BCUs and eight
GDUs. The weight of the required power cables and the GFE
printer is not included.
£2w.er Eeg^uir ements: The BCU is powered by either vehi-











8C0 24 (L) , 17 (W) , 18 (H)
PDO 20 (Lj , 19 (W) , 5.5 (H)
Case 20.3 (I) , 12.8 (W) , 14 (H)
SCA 9.4 (L) , 4.4 («f) , 2.2 (H)










128K, 24- bit words
3CU, plasma, 24 lines with 72
characters v ;:r line, 1728 total
characters, approximately 1/8
inch in height
Display Dimensions (in.) ECU, 10 (W) , 5 (it)
protect the memory contents in the event of primary external
power less, the 3C0 is equipped with a power backup system
consisting of twe Nick el-Cadmium internal emergency
batteries (BB590/U) . These batteries provide power to the
BCU memory for up to two hours, thus allowing for the repair
and return cf primary power without total memory less. The




The GDU Case Assembly serves as ths power source for ths
SCA and two GAs. The power options include internal battery
power (BA5590 Lithium) , vehicular battery power and DC
generator power. [Ref. 39: p. 1-19]
Communications Capabilities: The BCS uses standard
communications equipment (wire and radio) to communicate by
digital and voice transmission. The 3CU has three communica-
tions channels. Two ex-ernai channels provide high speed
digital communications or voice with the elements of the
field artillery system. Channel 1 is normally the Battery
Fire Direction net. It serves as the primacy link with
TACFIRE. Channel 2 would handle any other nets the battery
needs tc utilize. The FDC uses the channel 2 radio to switch
to the appropriate frequency prior to communicating with any
channel 2 subscriber. The internal channel is used to
support the GDUs. The internal channel can communicate over
wire or radio. The FDO can communicate on any channel by
turning his handset channel selector tc the desired channel
and monitoring/speaking on that channel through the FDO
handset. The BCU allows for the composition and editing of
mes sages.
The PDU permits on line teletype with the GCX-74.
Encryption compatibilities include only the newer COMSEC
devices, KY-57 and KG-31 and 84. There are currently no
plans to require secure communications for the AN/PRC-68 on
the GDU net due to its limited range.
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Programming ind Ballistics: The BCU r squires the
loading of a magnetic tape prior to operation. The 3CS
Cannon Application Program consists of an operating system,
diagnostic module and a weapon dependent program with data
base. The program load unit located beneath the BCU loads
the software program in less than one minute. The software
program contains sixteen different caliber and model combi-
nations for the 105mm f 15 5mm, 8 inch and 14.5mm trainer.
Every artillery cannon unit has tha same tape. The operator
initializes the ECU for ths specific weapon system desired.
The software program ccntains all the authorized projec-
tiles, fuzes and propellents for each weapon system.
Ballistics data are based on the older Modified Point
Mass Hodel. The BCS can compute firing data for all current
Marine Corps artillery weapon systems including the M198.
BCS can compute individual firing data for twelve weapons.
BCS will deter"! ne firing data using individual piece loca-
tions, individual piece muzzle velocity variations, indivi-
dual p_ece aimpcints and by flying individual ballistic
tra ject ories.
Storage Capa bilities: Table VII contains the data base
storage capabilities for the BCS. The BCU can determine
firing data, and store weapon and amnur. ition information for
twelve howitzers. However, the BCU ran only store and apply
eight different mask inputs. Eight sets of Registration
Corrections can be stored. The appropriate set of

Registration Corrections is applied tc all howitzers firing
a mission. The BCU can store three firs plans as par-' :£ its
data base. Fire planning data can be automatically inputted






No Fire Areas 10
Airspace Coordination Areas
Meteorological Files 3
Individual Weapon Locations 12
Fire Onit (weapon/ammo) status 12
Concurrent Missions 3, + 1 FFF
1 CP Hsn
Mission Processing: Fir? missions can be inputted digi-
tally or manually. The BCS can process three concurrent fire
missions plus one Final Protective Fire (F?F) and one
Copperhead Priority mission (C? Msn) . Table VIII identifies
the types of missions that the BCU is programmed to process.
The BCU will process all three methods of targe- loca-
tion: grid, polar and shift from a known point. The BCU can
use laser generated target information to determine firing
data for a stationary or moving target. when used with the





Area, Low and High Angle
Registration / Destruction




Precision Guided Munitions (Copperhead)
Targets in a Fire Plan
Nuclear
capability to assist in observer salf location by trilatera-
tion or resection or to attack irregularly shaped targets
through a draw routine.
The ECU provides appropriate alerts for Time on Target
missions and the execution cf fire plans. A visual countdown
clock keeps the 3CU operator abrsast of fire plan timing.
When the BCS operates with TACFIRE, tactical fire direction
is provided by TACFIRE. TACFIEE selects the unit (s) to fire,
ths shell/fuze combination, and determines the number of
volleys reguired to defeat the target while conforming with
the commander's guidance. In autonomous employment, tactical
fire direction decisions are made by the EDO and manually
inserted by the BCU operator. Default selections can be




Auxiliary Fu nctio ns, : The BCO performs a number of auxi-
liary fire direction functions. On? of its primary auxiliary
functions is the cleterminat ior of Registration Corrections.
The BCU provides GFT settings for manual back-up. The BCU
can determine data for replot. The BCU uses input from the
M90 Velocimeter to determine KWs. The M90 muzzle velocity
readings must first be manually corrected for projectile
weight and propeliant temperature. This corrected muzzle
velocity is entered into the BCU. The BCS compares the
entered muzzle velocity with the standard muzzzle velocity
for the specified pro jectile/propellant io-/charge to deter-
mine the MW. The BCS software was designed to allow the
transfer of HVVs to other charges in the same projectile/
propeliant group, but no restriction for different lots was
imposed. It thus remains the JDO's responsibility to manage
the lots of ammunition. CIsing a set of related MVVs, a set
of Comparative 7 Zs car. oe manually determined. Comparative
VEs are needed ;c transfer G?T settings. The 3CS can perform
zone-to-zone transformations. It also provides "shot" and
"splash" to the observers.
Maintenance: The BCS was designed to concentrate
maintenance activity at the Operator level so as to avoid
costly evaluation downtime [Ref. 49], The operator can
correct ninety percent of all system faults in field
replaceable items within thirty minutes.
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The ECS contains a self diagnostic program which assists
the operator in isolating problems. The operator's manual
(TM 11-7440-283-12-1) provides a list of troubleshooting
procedures. As part of these procedures the operator may b a






5. GDD Channel, and
6. Front Panel.
The BSU displays all necessary instructions for the
operator and provides the results of = ach -est. When a test
is failed, the BCU tells the operator which 3CU module
(there are eleven to-al) to replacs. Organizational mainte-
nance is limited to the replacement of these modules.
The BCS's MTTS is thirty minutes and MTBF is twelve
hundred hours. These estimates are based on the data avai-
lable from developmental and operational testing.
Ease of Op erat ion: The 3CS programming automates as
much of the fire direction process as possible while still
retaining the allowance for ?DO intervention. The BCU has an
alphanumeric, special function keyboard. The operator uses
the alphanumeric keys with a list of operator options
presented on the front panel display. The special function
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keys allow special tasks to be initiated by the operator;
that is, gun command keys, display operation keys and
execute key,. The basic keyboard is similiar to the standard
computer terminal keyboard. The keyboard folds up to cover
the display area/front panel daring movement.
The display area on the BCU front panel is a plasma type
display on which 24 lines of 72 characters each can be
displayed. The display is divided into three functional
areas
:
1. Upper display. Contains mission status of current fire
missions. It has 5 lines of display.
2. Kiddle area. Contains gun status, date time, and data
file status. It has 4 lines of display.
3. Lower display. Used for displaying incoming messages,
error warning messages, firing data, and messages
stored in queues, composing and editing messages, and
displaying editing established files. It has 14 lines
of display.
An operator- prompt capability presents at the bottom of
the display the range of legal values for the field in which
-.he cursor is currently located. Operation of the BCS is
based on the use of standard message formats and the exten-
sive use of mnemonics. The rough Iraft of TC 6-1-2, Batterv
Como^te^: System lists 35 standard message formats. The
Glossary to -his TC provides a dictionary of 276 mnemonics
in addition to those used for projectile and fuze identifi-
cation. It takes time for an operator to become familiar
with the basic mnemonics. Initially operators rely heavily
on the published list of mnemonics.
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In this author's opinion, ths BCS is more complicated
than FADAC. It appears ta be more difficult to learn how to
operate the BCS than FADA2- The BCS requires a great deal
of memorization. Data input requires a large amount of
typing. Using FADAC as a baseline, There is a significant
increase in the amount of typing. The BC5 operator is
required to type in text, mnemonics and numbers.
OSAFAS is currently planning to allocate 120 hours of
instruction on BCS to the Officer Basic Course students. BCS
requires a degree of field artillery system understanding
beyond the simple generation of technical firing data.
USAFAS has recommended that due to the increasing complexity
and responsibility of the duties of the FDO, the senior
lieutenant in the firing battery 'should be the FDO.
[Ref. 40]
Officers attending ths Field Artillery Officers Advance
Course and Non - Commissions d Officers (NCOs) attending the
Field Artillery Cannon Advanced Course will receive approxi-
mately uo hours of instruction or. ths BCS. This instruction
will include familiarization with the BCS's characteristics
and capabilities, constructing data bases and processing of
TACFIRF or autonomous fire missions. The organization of a
BCS operator's course is currently under consideration. It
has been estimated that approximately 80 hours of instruc-
tion wculd be required for a basic operator's course.
[Ref. 41] Regardless of the amount of formal training
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provided to operators, proficiency is only attained and
maintained through unit training. OSAFAS is studying the
possibility of obtaining training simulators which could b«
programmed to display specific messages in support of struc-
tured training exercises. A BCS insertable, fixed format
isL£§# which would simulate the TACFIRE and DMD interface is
being pursued to support initial 33S fielding and serve as a
temporary expedient prior to fielding of the programmable
training simulators.
Com mcnaii ty_ : If this alternative is selected the Marine
Corps and the Army would have the same battery level fir
direction computer. The Marine Corps would be able to take
full advantage of common logistics and training support.
Training and maintenance publications have already been
developed. Software maintenance would be performed by the
Army (USAFAS, Gunnery Department) in the same manner that
FADAC tapes were updated.
The BCS serves as ths extension of the Army's TACFIRE.
BCS capabilities are optimized when it is linked to TACFIRE.,
The Army's training will be structured to support the
BCS/TACFIRE interface. The Marine rorps training will have
to be modified to emphasize BCS autonomous operations.
Interpperabi lit y : The BCS interoperates with another
BCS, TACFIRE and the DMD or FIST DMD. Nor den Systems is the
developer and producer of BCS and is currently under
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contract for the MIFASS EDMs. MIFASS interface problems
would be minimized, sines the same company has worked on
both systems. Only one of the systems (MIFASS) is still
under development.
additionally, the 33 S will interface with the M90
Velocimeter, AN/TPQ-36 and the MDS. The Marine Corps would
not have to test these interfaces since all three programs
were designed and developed to support the Army's
BCS/TACFIRE concept of employment.
An interface for the 33 S and DC! will have to be devel-
oped. The Marine Corps will have to test this interface.
Norden Systems is not currently working on a BCS/DCT inter-
face. Since the 3CS is in production, a rational approach
would be to modify the DCr to meet the BCS requirements for
interface.
Procurement Cost : Procurement costs are based on a FY
1934 procurement of the BCS. Table IX presents the current
estimate of :he 3CS procurement cost for an eight gun
battery. The Array has decided to provide two complete BCUs
for its eight gun batteries. All costs in Table IX are in FY
19S4 dollars.
These costs are based on a Marine Corps buy under the
existing firm fixed price contract [ Ref . 4: p. 7-A-B-6]. If
the Marine Corps is not able to procure the BCS under the
existing contract option late (30 i^pril 1983 and 30 April


















Harden Systems. A re-negotiation of the contact will nost
probably result in higher costs than those identified in
Table IX.




Enhanced FD/SC has evolved from the stand-alone
FD/SC required in the original MIFASS program specifica-
tions. The MIFASS requirements called for a small, hand-held
calculator at the artillery battery level. This calculator
was supposed to support autonomous battery operations. The
original requirements olosely parali el the capabilities of
the PHHC, TI-59.
In the late 1970's the Marine C^rps development commu-
nity realized -hat the FD/SC would not meet the operational
requirements of an artillery battery on the battlefield of
the 1980*s and beyond. This was one of the reasons that
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prompted the Marine Corps to participate in the development
of BCS. Chapter Three discussed the reasons for the Marine
Corps withdrawal from the BCS program.
After the Marine Corps withdrew from the BCS program,
Norden Systems submitted a "no cost to the government" engi-
neering change proposal (EC P) to enhance the FD/SC. As part
of the MIFASS contract, Norden was required to provide
eleven FD/SC EDMs to the Marine Corps. However, the ECP
reduced the number of FD/SC EDMs to two. Norden is currently
under contract to deliver two Enhanced FD/SC EDMs to the
Marine Ccrps in March 1983. [Ref. 2*]
Norden is in the process of submitting a proposal to
further enhance the FD/SC, so that it meets or exceeds the
capabilities specified in the Marine Corps ACS ROC. Norden's
proposal is to produce and field the Enhanced FD/SC as
currently specified in the FD/SC Program Performance
Specification 2157-S-0110 and ECP 303 1. Additionally, Norden
plans tc include a digital GD(J communications channel that
is not addressed in these specifications. [Ref. 42]
If a production decision is mads in July 1983. Norden
projects that initial deliveries of the Enhanced FD/SC could
be made in the third quarts r FY 1984. [Ref. 43: p. 62]
Further enhancement of the FD/SC would be based on the
concept cf preplanned product improvement (P3I) . The ?3I
would net require any hardware changes. It is based solely
on addi-ions to existing software. Software additions are
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required to provide full digital communications and graphics
capabilities. Hordes envisions the P3I being accomplished in
two separate phases. The first phase would provide the soft-
ware additions necessary to support the full digital commu-
nications capability. The second phase would provide the
software additions necessary for a graphics situation
display complete with fira support coordination measures.
[Ref. 44]
Alternative 3 is the Enhanced FD/SC in its final form;
that is, complete with comm unications and graphics capabili-
ties. The technical description will identify current
Enhanced FD/SC capabilities and the additional capabilities
that can be provided by Nor den's proposed P3I.
The Enhanced FD/SC is a state-of-the-art automated fire
direction system. The Enhanced FD/SC in its final form
combines improvements in the computation of firing data,
communications and graphics tc enhance overall system's
effectiveness. The Enhanced FD/SC uses the ccmnand, control
and communications systems inherent to the tactical employ-
ment of a Marine artillery battery. The complete battery
level fire direction system consists of the Enhanced FD/SC
and the GDUs.
The Enhanced FD/SC is a self-contained, command, ccn-rol
and communications terminal. It provides for integrated or
stand-alone tactical and technical program control, informa-
tion storage, processing, computation, fixed and
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programmable key en'ry, and display of fir- direction or
survey data. The Enhanced FD/SC is a lightweight, battery
powered, handcarried firs direction computer. The Enhanced
FD/SC functionally consists of a central processor, communi-
cations processor, modems, memory, fixed keys, display,
interactive device, asynchronous serial interfaces and power
source. The Enhanced FD/SC programs and data are retained
and automatically restored during powsr cycling, eliminating
the need for a program loading dsvioe. The Enhanced FD/SC
hardware will have four dual purposs communications channels
and one GDU channel. The dual purpose channels will provide
for digital or voice racepti on/transmission via wire or
radio. The GDU channel will proviis for the digital tran-
smission of firing da + a from the FD/3C to the 3DUs via wire
or radio. The digital GDU channel will be included in the
Enhanced FD/SC EDMs. The software to support the four dual
purpose communications channels will be part of the P3I.
The GDU which was d eve lops d by Nor den for the ECS will
be used in this system. Ths GDU consists of a Case Assembly,
SCA and two GAs. The Case Assembly provides the interface
between ^he FD/SC and the SCA and two GAs. It also serves as
ths power source for the SCA and GAs. Each section chief
receives his howitzer's ?ire 3ommanis on the SCA while the
deflection and quadrant elevation are simultaneously
displayed on the gunner and assistant gunner GA's respec-
tively. The GAs will be mounted on ths howitzer.
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Physical Characteristics: Table X provides the general
physical characteristics of the Enhanced FD/SC. The total
weight of the system is based on the equipment required to
support an eight gun battery; that is two FD/5Cs and eight
GDUs. r:he weight of the required power cables and GFE
printer is not included.
TABLE X







FD/SC 13.3(L), 12.5(W), 6.6(H)









4.4 (W) , 2.2 (H)








FD/SC, plasma overlayed with
an interactive device,
left half, 25 lines with 36
characters per line, 900 to~al
characters, approximately
1/8 in^h in height
FD/SC 9.72 (W) , 4.75 (H)
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The Enhanced FD/SC'. : memory can be expanded to 816K
Bytes with the addition of an internal plug- in memory
module. The Enhanced FD/SC s memory could be further
expanded to 200 OK Bytes based or. projected technological
advances in the size reduction of memory modules or the
incorporation of a peripheral add-on Mass memory. Norden
believes that a 20 OK Byte memory based on smaller sized
memory modules could be installed inside the current
Enhanced FD/SC hardware. [ Ref. 42]
The Enhanced FD/SC will use only the Left half of the
total display area. This allows for the presentation of
twenty-five lines with thirty-six char? cter s per line (total
nine hundred characters) . The left naif of the display will
be used for displaying -ex 4- and programmable switches to
implement the fire direction and survey functions. The left
half of the display is 4.86 inches wide and 4.75 inches
high. The right half of the display is reserved for the
graphics capability. When the graphics capability is added
the display will allow for the presentation of eighteen
hundred characters.
The plasma display is overlayed with an interactive
device. This device provides the capability to hook or
designate a specific location en th? display surface for
programmable item selection. A finger or stylus can be used
to activate the interactive device. Actual touching of the
display surface is not reguired. Finger travel within .45
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inch of the display surface will activate the interactive
device. The Enha reed FD/SC is the only alternative which has
an interactive display.
Power Reguir ements: The Enhanced FD/SC can be powered
by internal or external power sources. Internal power Is
provided by three non-rechargeable Lithium stick (3A5600/U)
batteries or ten rechargeable sealed lead acid D-cell (BA30)
batteries. External power is provided by: the external
MIFASS Battery Box (215 7-S-0019)
,
28 VDC vehicular
batteries, and standard J1 EPGS . The addition of a small
converter allows the use of standard garrison power (69
cycle, 120 volts). The rechargeable internal batteries will
recharge when the Enhanced FD/5C is connected to an external
power source.
The Enhanced FD/SC has a power conservation feature.
When power is on and the Enhanced FD/SC is not actively
performing one of its specified functions, it will save its
current status and go into a power conserving idle mode. In
this mode, the Enhanced FD/SC will blank the display, retain
ail information in memory, keep the power indicator on, and
be capable of returning to the active mode after receipt of
an incoming message or a fixed key depression without the
loss cr modification of any data. After returning to the
active mode the Enhanced FD/SC will continue normal opera-
tion from i-s last period of active operation.
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Based on the operational scenario presented in the
HIF&SS specifications, tforden has estimated the expected
operating life of the internal batteries. The expected oper-
ating life is currently estimated at twenty-two hours for
the Lithium batteries and four-and-a-half hours for the
rechargeable sealed lead acid D-cells. The operating time
provided by these batteries is a function of system usage.
The expected operating time of these batteries would be
evaluated during developmental and operational testing.
The GDU Case Assembly serves as the power source for the
SCA and GAs. The power options include internal battery
power and DC generator power.
C ommunica tio ns ; The Enhanced FD/SC currently does not
have a communications capability. The Enhanced FD/SC hard-
ware is designed to provide four dual purpose communications
channels and one GDU channel. Norder. plans to include the
software required to support a digital GDU communications
channel in the Enhanced FD/SC EDMs scheduled for delivery to
the Marine Corps in March 1983. The existing Enhanced FD/SC
specifications do not reguire this capability. The software
reguired to operate the four dual purpose communications
channels is the first phase of Ncrden's P3I proposal.
The final version of the Enhanced FD/SC provides for
digital or voice communications via wire or radio over the
four dual purpose channels. The GDU net will provide for
the digital transmission of firing data from '•he Enhanced
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FD/SC tc the GDUs via wire cr radio. The GDO net does not
provide for voice communications.
The dual purpose channels will support the DCT and
AN/TPQ 36 interface. The Enhanced FD/SC will provide a net
sensing capability to reduce net usage conflicts by multiple
users. The Enhanced FD/SC will be able to handle sixty-four
subscribers. Encryption co mpatibiiities include -.he KY 57,
KG 31 and 84 COM SEC systems.
Prqg rammi nq and Ballistics: The Enhanced FD/SC doss not
require tape leading of programs. The Enhanced FD/SC
programs and data are retained and automatically restored
during Dower cycling, eliminating the need for a program
loading device. The initialization function provides the
displays and menu selections necessary to initialize the
permanent data files.
The Enhanced FD/SC programming uses the Modified Point.
Mass Ballistic Model. Norden has proposed that the Improved
Modified Point Mass Ballistic Model be incorporated into the
Enhanced FD/SC s software as part of the ?3I. Ballistics are
provided for the following calibers: 105mm, 155mm, 8 inch,
and 81mm. Nine different weapon system models are included
in *-he software. The Enhanced FD/SC can computs firing data
for all current Marine Corps artillery weapon systems
including the M 1 98. All weapons and ammunition data used in
ballistic computations is stored in plug-in Read Only Memory




Storage Capabilities: Table XI contains the current and
proposed data base storage capabilities for the Enhanced
FD/SC. The Enhanced FD/SC can determine firing data, store
basic weapon and ammunition information, and apply
Registration Corrections for eight weapons.
TAELE XI
Enhanced FD/SC Storage Capabilities
File Car rent ZZ2E£§§^
Targets 50 100
Known Points 50 100
FO Locations 3 30
Fire Support Coordination Measures 10
Meteorological 2 3
Individual Weapor. Locations 8 3
Individual Weapon MVs 8 3
Concurrent Missions 2 3, + 1 FPF
The software additions would provide ammunition
accounting, increased target and known point files, fire
support coordination measures, increased concurrent mission
capability and storage for fire plans.
Mission Processing: Currently fire missions can only be
manually inputted. When the firing data is determined it can
be transmitted digitally from the FDC to the guns via wir=
or radio. The first phas= of the P3I proposal provides the
full digital communications capabilities for the system. In
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its present configuratiDii the Enhanced FD/SC can only
compute two concurrent firs missions. Table XII identifies
the types of missions that the Enhanced FD/SC is programmed
to process.
TABLE XII
Enhanced FD/SC Mission Processing
Area, Low and High Angle
Registration / Destruction
Illumination / Coordinated Illumination
Air Observer
Nuclear
The Enhanced FD/SC will process all three methods of
target location: grid, polar and shift from a known point.
A gun-targe- line adjustment is provided for Air Observer
missions. In processing a nuclear fire mission, the Enhanced
FD/SC computes only the technical firing data.
Software mission processing additions would include:
Fire Plan execution, Laser (stationary or moving target) and
Precision Guided Munitions (Copperhead)
.
Auxiliary Functions : The Enhanced FD/SC performs a
number of auxiliary fire directon functions. One of the
major auxiliary functions is the determination of
Registration Corrections. It oan currently store and apply
four different sets of Registration Corrections. Software
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additions will increase this to six sets. The Enhanced FD/SC
provides GFT settings for manual backup. It can determine
data for replot . The Enhanced FD/SC stores and applies
weapon muzzle velocities. M90 Velorimeter readings mast be
manually corrected for projectile weight and propellant
temperature to determine the weapon nuzzle velocity. MVV and
Comparative VEs must be manually determined*
The Enhanced FD/SC is programmed to perform all the
standard survey operations. It also computes zone-to-zone
transformations. Its survey capabilities are excellent.
Maintenance: The Enhanced FD/5C contains a built-in
self-test which monitors performance and can be used at the
Organizational and Intermediate levels of maintenance. T '.ie
built-in self -test is initiated by the operator via a menu
selection. The operator performs the built-in self-test as
part of the preparation for action sequence. The test veri-
fies the proper operation of ail primary memories, keyboard,
display, alarm, battery charging and power functions. The
proper operation of all central processor instructions,
memory addressing, buffering and input/output functions will
also be verified. Additionally, the capability and proper
operation of co nmunication s processors, spare memory and
asynchronous serial interface is verified. The built-in
self-test is able to detect ninety-five percent of the
faults in the Enhanced FD/SC. An alarm is provided to the
operator to indicate failure of the test. The Fail Indicator
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illuminates when the Enhanced FD/SC has failed either a
performance monitoring or the built-in self-test, and is no
longer operational.
Th€> Enhanced FD/SC is constructed to provide ease of
maintenance, accessibility and replacement of all modules
and printed circuit boards by maintenance personnel.
Organizational level maintenance is performed by the cd=e-
ator using the built-in self-test anl/or go/no-go diagnostic
firmware to identify a failed unit. No support or test
equipment is required. The Enhanced FD/SC is designed so
that the operator can replace some nodules. Operator mainte-
nance should b <= a function of the replacement modules
stocked by the using unit. MTTR at the Organizational level
is based on the time required for an operator to determine a
unit ii: ; defective and rep alee it with a good module from
Organizational stocks. The original FD/SC specifications
required that the Organizational 3TTR be less than fifteen
minutes.
However, the maintenance concept formulated for the
original FD/SC was based on the replacement of modules at
the Intermediate maintenance level. Defective units were to
be repaired at the Intermediate level utilizing lowest
replaceable items (LEIs) stocked by the activity. MTTR at
the intermediate level is currently estimated at less than
thirty minutes. MTBF is estimated to be greater than two
thousand hours. The contractor's estimates of MTTR anf MTBF
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would have to be evaluated during developmental and opera-
tional testing.
Ease of Ope rati en: The Enhanced FD/SC's programming
uses layering of menus to present information to the oper-
ator on the left side of the display panel. After set-up and
initialization, the operator is presented with a menu of
system functions. When he selects one of the system func-
tions, the Enhanced FD/SC leads him through properly
seguenced steps to allow input of all data, necessary for the
computation. The operator selects a choice from the menu by
touching the area of the interactive display panel.
Prompting techniques are used to Lead the operator
• through the sequence of actions he must perform to execute a
system function. The operator is abla to review and edit his
input. The operator directs the Enhanced FD/SC to execute
th= function. If all the input data is correct, the Enhanced
FD/SC performs the computation; otherwise the operator is
alerted to an input error. When the computation is complete,
the Enhanced FD/SC alerts the operator and displays the
output data. The Enhanced FD/SC dees not destroy input data.
It allows the operator to review input data as well as
output data at the completion of computation. Manual and
automatic deleting of data are provided to purge unwanted
data frcm the data base. The Enhanced FD/SC provides the





The interactive display and a fixed keyboard provide for
operator input. The interactive display provides program-
mable keys (switches, menu items and alternate entry -elec-
tions). The operator is required to make a selection from
the display. Input default selections are provided in the
presentation of some menus, so that the operator is no-
required to make an entry unless his input data is different
from the default, (normal standard entry).
The fixed keyboard is divided into two major areas:
special function and numeric. The fixed kpyboard contains
thirty-two total keys. The keys are pressure activated and
provide a positive feedback to the operator when activated.
There are twenty special function keys. Six of the special
function keys are currently spares and will be programmed to
support the ?3I software additions. There are twelve numeric
keys (digits, decimal and plus/minus sign). Additionally,
the keyboard area contains three trouble indicator lights:
Built-in self-test, Lew Battery and Power.
Currently all data must be manually inputted by tne
operator via the fixed keys or interactive menu selection.
The first phase of the P3I proposal will enable processing
to be initiated by the receipt of messages from external
sources ever the communications channels, A Call-For-Fire
transmitted via the DC! from a Forward Observer will




A hcok capability and graphic cursor are included in the
graphics P3I software additions. The Enhanced FD/SC will
provide the capability to hook a symbol, thereby identifying
it as the point to be effected by subsequent switch actions.
The hook symbol is a square designed to enclose the selected
graphics symbol. The graphics cursor is a displayed position
defined by the operator's finger. The graphics cursor
follows the aperator's finger until he is satisfied with its
position. When the operator removes his finger, the graphics
cursor will disappear. Whan the center of the cursor inter-
sects an j part of a symbol or touches a line point, that
symbol or line will ba hookad and the hook symbol will
enclose it. bearing gloves may require the use of a stylus.
When this au-.hor visited Norden Systems on 10 September
198 2, the T.'hanoed FD/SC hardware and software had not been
mated. The actuc.! display of information, layering of menus
and system operation could not be fully evaluated. In earl/
October 1982 software for the Enhanced FD/SC EDMs was boxed
in the actual hardware. Norden Systems should be able to
deliver the two Enhanced FD/SC EDMs to the Marine Corps on
schedule in March 19 83.
Commonality: The Enhanced FD/SC would be a unique
Marine Corps system. Norden's GDUs, developed for the ECS,
would provide the only real commonality. The technology
employed in the development of the Enhanced FD/SC's basic
components has surpassed the technology used in the ECS. The
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very low degree of commonality creates certain disadvan-
tages. The Enhanced FD/SC would be a Marina Cores unique low
density item. The Marina Corps would have to manage the
entire maintenance effort. An adequate supply of repair
parts would have to be procured to support the Enhanced
FD/SC throughout its lifa cycle. The lack, of hardware
commonality would most likely result in increased logistics
costs. Additionally, the Marine Corps would have to provide
for software maintenance.
Norden would have to establish a production line for the
Enhanced FD/SC. Initial production line problems associated
with any new system would have to be resolved.
Norden has indicated that the Enhanced FD/SC has suffi-
cient growth potential to evolve into a multipurpose light-
weight combat terminal. Phis evolution could be ba^ed soley
on software modifications. If the Enhanced FD/SC 's software
is modified for other Marin Corps applications, and the




Procurement of the Enhanced FD/SC
minimizes the majority of interoperibility problems for the
battery level fire direction computer system. Norden is
developing the Enhanced FD/SC so that it will be able to
interoperat^ with MIFASS, DCT, M90 Velocimeter , AN/TPQ-36
and MDS. The MIFASS interface is no real problem, since
Norden is building the MIFASS EDMs. Additionally, Norden is
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currently under contract to develop the fire support appli-
cation software for the Litton DCT. This should greatly
simplify the development of the DCT-Enhanced FD/SC
interface.
Norden developed tha ECS intarface for the M90
Velocimeter, AN/TPQ-36 and MDS. These interfaces will be
incorporated intc the Enhanced FD/SC. The MDS is still
under development but no major intersperability problems are
anticipated. All of the interfaces will have to be tested as
part of the developmental and operational tasting. Tha
minimization of the majority of the interoperability prob-
lems is a definite advantage of the Enhanced FD/SC.
Procurement Cost: Procurement costs are based on a
FY1984 procurement of tha Enhanced FD/SC. On 18 November
1982, Norden provided a Rough Order Magnitude Estimate of
350,000 per Enhanced FD/SC to this author [Sef. 42]. This
estimate was in current dollars (FY 1983) . The cost estimate
was converted to FY 198 4 iollars using the standard
Department of Defense tan percant inflation factor. The FY
1984 production cost for the 3CS 3DU was used for tha
Enhanced FD/SC GDO. Table XIII presents Norden' s current
estimate of the Enhanced FD/SC s procurement cost for an
eight gun battery. All oosts in Table XIII are in FY 1984
dollars. Norden estimated that tha laveiopment cost for the
additional software to support tha P3I would be approxi-
mately two million dollars [Ref. 42]. The development cos -1:
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is not included in Table XIII. The large amount of software
development/programming required for the Enhanced FD/SC in-
troduces a large degree of uncertainty concerning its actual
cost. In this author's opinion, the total cost shown in
Table XIII is so ft.
TABLE XIII
FD/SC Procurement Cost
Il-Sl Q2§1 2i=L Ir.£JD MUlfeer Required Total Cost
FD/SC $55,000 2 $110,000
GDU 312, 45 2 3 | 9 9,616
3209,616
D. ALTERNATIVE U, ? 7.?.E CONTROL COMPUTER (FCC)
Litton Data Systems' FCC provides full automated compu-
tation communications and display capabilities for mortars
and artillery, It is a hand-held, lightweight, ba~tery
powered fire direction computer, capable of rapidly
computing ballistic trajectories for the complete inventory
of mortars, artillery and ammunition types currently
fielded. It combines improvements in the computation of




The FCC has evolved from the Mortar Fire Control
Calculator (MFCC) develop?! by Litton during the mid 1970*s.
The first feasibility model of the MFCC was produced in
1973. The MFCC was subsequently modified to include the
ballistics for artillery weapons. The FCC was developed for
and field tested by the United States Army. The .Army decided
not to procure the FCC.
Litton is currently marketing the FCC as part of a
complete battery level fire direction computer system.
Litton' s system consists of a FCC f Communications Interface
Unit (CIU) and GDUs. The ?:c and CIU would be located at the
battery FDC. The GDUs would be located at the individual
weapon locations. Litton has developed the hardware and
limited demonstration artillery weaopr. s programming for the
FCC. CIU demonstration hardware has been developed to
support a six gun battery. The GDU has only been conceptu-
ally defined. For marketing demonstrations Litton is
currently using the DCT as a GDU. Litton has not duelled
whether to design and produce its own GDU or attempt to
accquire an existing GDU. Litton has giver, serious consider-
ation to using the Norden B CS GDU. [Ref. 45]
The FCC is the heart of the Litton battery level fire
direction system. It provides the computational capability
and basic communication interfaces. The FCC has two communi-
cation interfaces: a standard serial interface and a dual
purpose communication channel. rh= FCC serial interface
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provides for diqital recaption/transmission. when used in
conjunction with the DCT, the FCC will receive incoming
messages, display each or. command and perform the required
coiapuT3-:_ons. The dual purpose channel provides for digital
or voice recepti cn/transmission via wire or radio. The FCC
was not originally designed to communicate with GDUs. The
CIU vac* =idded to allow the FCC to communicate with GDUs.
The CIU Is a separate unit which provides for digital or
voice -.ransmiss ion of messages via wire or radio to the
GDUs. The CIU is in essence a wire line adapter. A radio
must be connected to the CIU to complete the radio communi-
cations link between the FCC and the GDUs. The CIU also
provides a -mall display which indicates weapon status by
target i jmber.
Litton envisions that the 3DU will consist of two pieces
of equipment per howitzer: a SCA and a GA. Ihe SCA will
display Fir? Commands and provids for acknowledgement,
ready, shot and end of mission reports. The GA will have two
displays, one for the gunner with deflection and one for the
assistant gunner with quadrant elevation. The GA could be
positioned on the ground close to the weapon or mounted on
the weapon.
Physical Characteristics: Table XIV provides the
general physical characteristics of the FCC. The actual
weight of the CIU and GDU has not been determined. The
weight of these two items has been estimated in order to
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determine an approximate- total weight for the complete
system. The total weight of the FCC system is based on the
equipment required to supprr- an eight gun battery; that is,
two FCCs, two CIUs and eiaht 3DlT s. rha weight of the power











FCC 9.6(1), 6. 1 (W) , 1.6 (H)
FCC .Ouq
FCC 3.3, CID 5.
SCA '4.0, GA 2.0
6 3 . 3
UUK, 8-bit words
FCC, LED Display, 16 Alpha-
num?ric characters, approx-
imately 3/8 ir.ch in height,
4 pressure sensitive mem-
brane 3Wj.".che=:.
FCC 3 (W) , . 5 (H)
Litton estimates that prior to production the FCC's
memory coul-^ be expanded to 288K Bytes. This is based on
projected technological advances in the size reduction of
memory modules. [Ref. 46]
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The display keyboard is 3.375 inches wide and 7.125
inches high. 1+ has forty -eight touch sensitive switches.
The size of the actual display area is shown in Table XIII.
The display allows for a maximum of sixteen alphanumeric
characters. Four pressure sensitive membrane switches
overlay the Light Emitting Diode (LED) display. These
switches become effective following the activation of an
initialization, fire mission or output switch.
Power Requirements; The FCC is powered by one internal
non-rechargeable Lithium stick (BA5600/U) battery. The FCC
could be modified to use rechargeable batteries.
Additionally, a power adaptor allows the use of standard 2^
VDC vehicular batteries. The adaptor converts the 28VDC to 8
VDC and acts as a filter for power fluctuations. Another
power adaptor allows the use of standard garrison power (60
cycle, 120 volts). No adaptor is available for MEPGSs.
[Ref. 46]
The FCC has a power conservation feature. When it is not
actually performing one of its specified functions, it will
automatically go into a power conserving idle mode.
Activation of any touch sensitive switch causes the FCC to
return tc its normal mode.
Litton estimates that the Lithium stick will provide
fifty-three hours of operation under 1_00 percent continuous
operation conditions. "This 53 hours of constant operation
is better understood as 30 days of combat operations."
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[H9f« **7': p. 25 1 This estimate was based on normal operation
of the FCC given a temperature of 25 Centigrade. The oper-
ating life of a Lithium stick varies with temperature. The
expected operating time of the Lithium stick battery would
be evaluated during developmental and operational testing.
The GDUs would be powered by internal batteries or the
vehicular electrical system of self propelled weapons. The
type of internal batteries will depend on the final configu-
ration of the GDUs,
Communications Capabilities: The FCC provides for a
complete digital fire direction system. The FCC has two
communication interfaces: a standard serial interface and a
dual purpose communications channel. The serial interface
provides for digital reception/transmission via wire or
radio. The FCC will raceive incoming digital messages,
display each on command, and perform the reguired computa-
tion. A message indicator light illuminates when a digital
message is received. Ths FCC can retain three digital
messages in the buffer awaiting review by the operator. The
message indicator displays the number of messages in the
buffer. The digital messages can be formatted or free text.
When messages are received digitally, they may be reviewed
one line at a time by touching the Message switch, then
touching the Sequence switch as required until all lines
have been viewed. The Back switch allows previously
displayed lines to be reviewed. The serial interface can
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also serve as a channel for peripheral units (for example, a
printer or the link to MDS) .
The dual purpose communications channel provides for
digital and voice reception/transmission wire or radr.o
Integral standard connectors are provided for the two com nu-
llic at ion interfaces. Encryption compatibilities include KY
38 r KY 57, KG 31 and KG 84 COMSEC systems. The- FCC was not
originally designed to communicate with GDUs. During the
late 1970's consideration was given to locating an FCC at
eaoh weapon where it could serve as both a calculator and
fire display unit. The CI was adisd to allow the FCC to
communicate with and drive the GD(Js. The CID is connected
to the FCC by wire and serves as a wire line adapter for <:he
GDU wire lines. It provides for digital or voice transmis-
sion of messages via wire or radio to the GDUs- •. raiio
must be connected to the CI U to complete the radio communi-
cations link between the FCC and the GDUs. The CIO also
provides a small display which indicates weapon status by
target number.
£i23i§I!ljiiia §Hl Ballistics: The FCC does not require
the tape loading of programs. The FCC's firmware will
contain the programming for all the required weapon systems
and the appropriate projectiles. The ballistic data is
contained in the SPROM modules. The current feasibility
model of the FCC contains ballistics for the 155mm M109A1,
H11UA2 and M198 firing the HE family of projectiles.
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The FCC does not use the Modifi=d Point Mass Ballistic
Model. The FCC uses Litton developed ballistic computation
algorithms. Litton's approach uses trajectory interpolation
algorithms, as well as new techniques for representing the
trajectories, tc achieve minimum storage and computation
tiie. The fire control requirements for this model are met
with the low cost, single microprocessor which is the heart
of Litton's FCC. Litton claims that its approach meets all
the sta-ed accuracy requirements.
The FCC firmware would have to be programmed to provide
ballistics for all current Marine Corps artillery weapon
systems. The FCC can compute individual firing data for
eighteen weapon locations. However, it was designed based on
a six gun battery. It displays only six individual firing
position solutions in sequence. The FCC's programming would




Table XV contains the current
data base storage capabilities for the FCC. The FCC can
determine firing data, store weapon and ammunition informa-
tion, store and apply Registration Corrections, store fire
support coordination measures and apply artillery safety
data for the firing position. The F33 has the capability to
exchange data bases with another FCC. The FCC storage
capacity does not provide for ammunition accounting, reten-
tion of fire planning information, ar.d the application cf
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mask data. Targets and Known Points are stored in the same
file. Sixteen locations in -his file can be specifically









BTRY or PIT center Locations
Concurrent Missions










M4§§.i2H l£2cessing: Fir : - missions can be inputted
digitally or manually, rhs FCC has an automatic computa-
tional capability. The Fire Order standards established by
the FDO are entered into the FCC as default values. when a
fire mission is received via digital transmission from a
forward observer, the FCC can automatically compute the
firing data. No operator action is required. The firing data
is determined based on the established default values and
displayed for the operator. However, operator action is
required to transmit the Fire Commands to the weapons. The




The FCC can process three concurrent fire missions.
Table XVI identifies the types cf missions that the FCC can
be programmed tc process. The FCC will process all three
methods of targe* location: grid, polar and shift from a
known point. The FCC can also process a laser generated
target or projectile point cf impact (burst point) informa-
tion (Slant range, vertical angle and direction) to compute
firing data for stationary targets. A special key is
provided for laser burst adjustments.
The feasibility model of the FCC only process fire
missions which pertain to the HE family of projectiles. The
ability to process other families of projectiles/fuzes will
be added prior to production in order to meet the require-
ments of Marine Corps artillery. In processing a nuclear
fire mission the FCC would onl£ compute the technical firing
data for the nuclear projectile.
TABLE XVI
FCC Mission Processing
Area, Low and High Angle
Registration / Destruction
Illumination / Coordinated Illumination
Air Observer
Laser




Auxiliary Functions: r he FCC performs a number of auxi-
liary functions. One of the primary auxiliary functions is
the determination of Registration Corrections. The ?cc can
provide GFT settings for manual back-up. It can determine
data for replot. Corrected M90 Velocimeter muzzle velocity
readings can be manually inputted. The FCC stores and
applies individual weapon muzzle velocities. Comparative VEs
must be manually determined . The Comparative VEs are needed
to transfer GFT settings.
The FCC alerts the operator when stored fire support
coordination measures are violated. In addition the FCC has
a feature which provides for the input of artillery safety
diagram ir format ion (azimuth, minimum and maximum ranges,
and chare es to be fired). This capability provides for
safety control in firing data terms (Deflection, Quadrant
Elevation and Charges). The operator is alerted if the fire
mission vi.oi'ates the safety diagram input parameters. This
feature enhances normal peace time safety procedures and can
serve as an additional check for combat operations.
The FCC is programmed to perform basic survey opera-
tions.: Its capabilities include: Traverse, Intersection and
Resection. Additionally, the FCC has the capability to
locate a new location based on an azimuth and distance from
any known point in the data base.
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Maintenance: The FCC contains a built-in self-test for
all firmware. The operator performs -his test as part of the
"preparation for action" sequence. Depressing the key for






6. all switches on the computer.
Operator maintenance is normally limited to: changing
the primary battery, keeping the unit clean and running the
self- test routines. When the operator runs the self-test and
determines that there is a fault in the hardware, the FCC is
evacuated to the General Support maintenance activity.
Litton envisions that spare FCCs would be maintained in a
pcol at the General Support Maintenance level. A unit would
turn in a faulty FCC and immediately be issued an opera-
tional FCC from the pool assets. Seneral Support mainte-
nance is based on the concept of modular replacement.
Maintenance personnel disassemble ~he FCC, remove the
faulty circuit board, solder in a replacement board and
reassemble the FCC. The unit is retasted with the self-test
routines and returned to the operational inventory. MTTR for
General Support level repairs is estimated as less 60
minutes. MTBF is estimated at 8800 hours. r Ref . 45 T The
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contractor's estimates of MTTR and MT3F would hav c to b'-:
evaluated as part of developmental aid operational testing.
Circuit boards can be repaired by General Support
maintenance personnel. A programmable tester is connected to
test points on the faulty circuit board. Then a directed
probe is used to isolate the faulty component. The mainte-
nance technician removes the faulty component and solders in
a replacement.
Ease of Operation: The front panel and switch
processinq arrangement of the FCC have been designed to
simplify operation. The f z>c ty-eight touch sensitive switches
are used to execute actions. Several switches lead the oper-
ator through the required entries. Prompting sequences are
indicated or. the display for all applications. The program
presents information in ner.u format to the operator. The
display presented to the operator tails attention to the
specific data which the program r=guires the operator to
input. Some menus allow input of default values, so tha-
during subsequent operations the operator is not required to
make an entry unless his entry is different from the
default. The front panel is divided into five aajcr areas:
1. Initialization,
2. LED Display,
3. Execu-ion Switches (including Alphanumerics)
,
u




For a single step or a series of steps, the display is
activated by- touching any of the switches in the
Initialization, Fire Mission and Dutput areas of the front
panel. The execution switches (including the alphanumerics)
ar>d the four switches which overlay the display, become
effective following the activation of switches in the other
three areas. An attempt has been made to minimize -he
number of switch positions. Litton' s basic design philo-
sophy emphasize i that every labeled switch should have only
ona function.
The sequence switch includes a multidiode indicator
which, when lit, informs the operator that there is a multi-
line block of da-a for display and selection. When
sequencing through these lines of data, the indicator extin-
guishes upon display of th = last lins of selectable data.
The fcur variable switches overlaying the display have
associated indicator diodes which, when lit, indicate selec-
table i^eis :!:ci!. the display. Conversely, if the indicator
is not lit, there is no display selection allowable.
The message switch contains indicator diodes which show
the operator the number of digital messages stored in the
incoming buffer. A low battery indicator is also provided.
The FCC provides an audio and visual alert when a
message is received. All i+ io naily , the FCC provides the
operator with visual error messages and warnings, when he
enters an improper input or any aspect c* nission data
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violates the established criteria., Currently no audio alert
is provided when an error message or warning is displayed.
This capability could be programmed into the production
model.
This author was able to execute a complete fire mission
on the FCC after a fiftean minute overview briefing on the
system. The operational sequence was logical ana easy to
follow. The display is ciaar and easy to read. The size of
the display characters (approximately 3/8 in.) and the use
of system prompts contributes -co the aase of operation. The
operator can adjust the brightness of the display. The
addition of the brightness control and iropro vst» en ;.s in the
display membrane cover have enhanced the FCC's display capa-
bility. Bright sunlight no longer significantly degrades the
LED display. The FCC s field carrying case includes a
protective "shade" for the display panel. [Hef. ^5]
The FCC uses some mnemonics. Ccuion artillery abbrevia-
tions have been used wherever possible. The operator is not
required to memorize a large list of new mnemonics. System
prompts are used effectively to guide the operator through
the mission, The system can De classified as "user
friendly". Operation is based on three primary rules:
1. When headings and underlined blank spaces are
displayed, use the numeric keyboard to fill in the
blanks.
2. When items are displayed from which selection may be
made, the display will show up to four selectable
items with associated display switch indicators lit.
If there are additional iteas for selection, the
Sequence indicator will be lit.
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3. when data ileitis are called up for correction or
review, the display switch indicators light up for
those items which can be selected for correction.
Commonality: The FCC would be a totally unique Marine
Corps system. The FCC, CIU and SDUs would all be Marine
Corps unique low density items. The Marine Corps would have
to manage the entire maintenance effort. An adequate supply
of repair parts would have to be procured x c support all the
items throughout their life cycle. The DCT is very similiar
to the FCC in harcware design. Approximately thirty-five
percent of the DCT ' s component parts would be used in the
FCC [ Ref - 45]. The use of oommon components provides a
limited degree of commonality. In. this author* s opinion,
the low level of hardware commonali-y would definitely
result in increased logistics costs. Additionally, the
Marine Corps would have to provide for all of the software
maintenance.
Litton would have to establish a production line fcr the
FCC. The initial production line problems associated with
any new system would have t o be resoivsd. Litton indicated
that the FCC could be produced on the same production line
as the DCT. This would reduce some of the initial production
line problems. Certain adjustments would have to be made for
the differences in case sizes and oonponents.
Interoperabi lity : The FCC minimizes some of the inter-
operability problems. It will be able to interoperate with
the Litton DCT. The DCT is required to interoperate with
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MIFASS. Norden is developing the DCT' s fire support applica-
tion software and the couple* e MIFASS EDMs. As a result, the
FCC-MIFAS5 interface problems should be minimized. The FCC
will also be able to in '.proper ate with the Army's TACFIRE,
BCS, DMD, and FIST DMD.
The FCC can use the .arrested mizzle velocity readings
obtained from the H90 Velocimefer. Interfaces for the
AN/TPQ-36 and MDS will have to be developed. The MDS is
still under development, but no major interoperability prob-
lems are anticipated.
All of the interfaces < ill have to be tested as par -1: of
the developmental and operational testing. The minimization
of interoperability problems is an advantage of the FCC.
However, The FCC's limited communications capability is a
drawback to overall interoperability.
Procurement Cost: Procurement cost is based on a FY
1934 procurement of the FCC. Table XVII presents Litton'
s
current estimate of the procurement cost of a FCC battery
level fire direction computer system for an eight gun
battery. All costs in Table XVII =re in FY 1984 dollars.
The cost of the FCC includes the CIO. Since Litton has not
decided whether to produce its o»n GDU or accguire an
existing GDU, and accurate estimate for the cost of the GDU
was net available. However, Litton indicated that the cost
of the GDU probably would not exceed the cost of the Ncrden
BCS GDU. Litton is considering purchasing this 3DU for use
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with its systems. The cost of the 3D0 in Tabic- XVII is based













Litton proposes to ass a large portion of the existing
TACFIRE ballistics software in the FCC. The TACFIRE soft^d^?
would have to be significantly modified to meet Marine Corps
reguirements and applications. Litton estimated that approx-
imately five hundred thousand dollars would be required for
software development/modification [Ref. 45]. This cost is
not included in Table XVII. The software development/modi-
faction and subsequent programming required for the FCC
introduces a large degree of uncertainty concerning its
actual ccst. The GDU cost is in reality a "best guess". In
this author's opinion, the total cost shown in Table XVII is
very soft. Additionally, the best estimate of IOC for the
FCC is FY 1986. This is based on the current status of the
DCI and the fact that Litton is considering using the DCT
production line for the FCC.
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Additional Information: In November 1982, Litter, real-
ized that the FCC could not meet the operational require-
ments listed in the Draft ACS ROC. On 23 November 1982,
Lit ton's Program Manager for Advance! Marine Corps Programs,
indicated that an unsolicited proposal for a battery level
fire direction computer system consisting of a Lightweight
Digital Command Terminal (LDCT), a FCC and GDUs was in the
process of being submitted to the Marine Corps. [Eef. 45]
The LDCT is a rew name for the Litton Briefcase Terminal
(BCT) . The LDCT is in reality a larger version of the DCT.
Littcn envisions the LDCr as the primary computation
i!"!' for a "3 X 8" battery. The LDCT would be located in the
platoon FDC which was designated as the "primary FDC". The
i
FCC would be used to support the echelon displacement of the
firing platoons. Additionally, the FCC would serve as a
backup for the LDCT. A CIO is needed for the LDCT and FCC.
This syst=m was demoistrated for this author on 23
November 1982 at the Lit~on Van Nuys production facility.
DCTs were programmed to serve as the 3DUs.
This new alternative was proposed too late to be fully
researched, documented and evaluated in this thesis. The
reader should be aware of this alternative. Litton's unsoli-
cited proposal should contain detailed information regarding
the LDCT's technical characteristics. A brief outline of the
LDCT is provided for the reader.
1U1

The LDCT is a portable, computation and display
terminal. The LDCT has an alphanumeric and graphic display.
Up to three peripheral devices may L a connected simultane-
ously to the LDCT. These include a nap digitzer, typewriter
keyboard, printer, and a. mass storage device. The LDCT
currenlty has a 128K, 16 Bit wore*, t emory capacity. Litton
estimates that the memory size can be expanded ;o 512K- It
has an LED display overlayed with nembrane switches. The
LDCT has over 400 programmable and fixed function switches.
Six separate radio and wire communications channels are
provided. The LDCT is powered by three Lithium stick
(BA5600/U) batteries. A power converter allows the use of
28VDC vehicular batteries, MEPGS md standard garrison
power. The operation of the LDCT is very similiar tc the
FCC. The LDCT is interoperable wit;. BCS and TACFIRZ. The
estimated procurement cost of the LDCT is one hundered thou-
sand dollars [Ref. 45].
E. COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES
Table XVIII presents i comparison of the major charac-
teristics of the four alternatives. The characteristics of
the Enhanced FD/SC represent its final form upon completion
of Norder's P3I proposal. Possible memory expansions are
estimates based on plug-in memory modules and - echnological
advances. The MTTH and Mr 3F are based on contractor esti-
mates. The cos- data for the four alternatives listed in
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Table XVIII, with the execption of the BCS , are the contrac-
tors' best esti nates of the procurement cost for a system
designed to support an ei^ht gun battery.
The chapter has presented a technical description of
four fire direction computer systems which can enhance
battery fire direction capabilities. The manufacturers of
the systems provided the basic technical data that were
presented. Additionally, the chapter provided the manufac-
turer^' current estimate of the procurement cost. The- 3C5
procurement cost was the FY 1984 coitract option cost. All
cost data were expressed in FY 19 84 dollars. The next
chapter provides a cost effectiveness analysis of the tour
alternatives. The analysis uses the data presented in "-his
chapter and previous chapters to measure system effective-
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A. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
The Marine Corps currant battery level fire direction
systems are inadequate to inset the demands of today's
battlefield.
B. OBJECTIVE OF ANALYSIS
The objective of this analysis is tc determine which
battery level fire direction computer system the Marine
Cc*:ps should procure.
C. DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES
This analysis evaluates four alternatives which are
currently considered to be the prime candidates for
replacing the existing battery fire direction systems. In
alphabetical order the four alternatives are:
1. Alternative 1, Artillery Computer System (ACS)
2. Alternative 2, Battery Computer System (BCS)
3. Alternative 3, Enhanced Fire Direction/Survey
Calculator (FD/SC)
u. Alternative 4, Fire Control Computer (FCC)
1U6

A complete technical description of the four alternatives
was presented in Chapter Five. A number of other alterna-
tives in various stages of des ign/development are currently
being marketed by American and forsign companies. It was
beyond the scope of this thesis to consider all the avai-
lable fire direction computer systems. Preliminary analysis
was used to narrow the alternatives to the four listed
above, so that a complete analysis of the most promising
alternatives could be conducted.
D. CRITERION
A benefit-cost approach was selected as the criterion
for comparing al~.ernc.ivas. The four alternatives have
unegual benefits and unequal costs. A combat effectiveness
index i? used to measure the benefit of each alternative.
Ths combat effectiveness index is based on a subjective
assessment of each alternative's contribution to an
artillery battery's combat effectiveness. The estimated
pracuremer.t cost for each alternative is used as the measure
of cost. The procurement cost is based on the equipment
required to support an eigh- gun battery. A benefit-cost
ratio for an artillery battery is developed. The ratio of
the combat effectiveness index to the estimated procurement





Constant dollars: The alternatives ar^ analyzed in
terms of FY 198 4 dollars. Procure me n: costs are based or. an
FY 1984 production.
Accurat e Cost Estimates: The 3CS cost, data are based on
the existing Army contract. The FY 198U contract option
costs are used in the analysis. The cos- estimates for the
ACS, Enhanced FD/SC and FCC were provided by the manufac-
turers. The alternatives are analyze! based on the cost lata
presented in Chapter Five. It is assumed that the manufac-
turers have provided accurate estimates of the procurement
cost.
Accurate Technical Data: The alternatives are analyzed
based en the technical dar.a presented in Chapter Five, It is
assumed that the technical data is correct. It is recognized
that certain system features may change as development
progresses.
Economic Life: All alternatives are assumed to have the
same economic life.
Introduce ion of the "3 X 8" Concept: The alternatives
are analyzed in terms of the planned reorganization of
Marine artillery and the implementation of the "3 X 8"
concept in the Direct Support artillery battalions.
Additionally, it is planned that an eight gun battery will




1 . E f fectiv eness Modal
Top level acquisition decisions are complex and
multi-objective. This implies difficulties in appropriately
accounting for all relevant factors to select the best
alternative. Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) is a
technique which allows the decision-maker to evaluate two or
more alternatives whose utility varies along several dimen-
sions of value. MAUT is essentially a descriptive technique
that processes information according to specific rules. Data
processinq is accomplished within a. loqical but flexible
framework founded upon quantitative combinations of
evidence. Evidence is brought to bear on the alternatives to
be evaluated by locating them on various dimensions of
value. The located measures are then aggregated according to
a combination rule which weighs the relative importance of
each dimension. If the model is successful, it will iden-
tify the alternative that represents the greatest worth to
the decision-maker. [Ref. 48: p. 66] Decisions With
Mul^i_£le Objectives, [Ref. 49] presents a complete descrip-
tion of MAUT.
An application of MAUT is used to determine a combat
effectiveness index for an artillery battery. This index
represents the measure of effectiveness for each alterna-
tive, as a function of the author's opinions. The following
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seven steps were used, to determine the combat effectiveness
index for each alternative.
a. The major attributes of fire direction computer sys-
tems which contribute to the enhancement of an
artillery cattery's combat effectiveness were identi-
fied.
b. These attributes were subjectively ranked in order of
importance based on their individual contribution tc
an artillery battery's combat effectiveness.
c. The four alternatives wee a cited fcr each attribute.
Ratings of Below Average, Average, and Above Average
were subjectively assigned to each alternative.
i. The attributes were weighted. Weights were assigned
based on subjective judgement. A total of two hundred
weiqhts was allocated among .he attributes.
e. The descriptive alternative .ratings were replaced by a
numerical value. The assigned value represents the
relative positioning cf Below Average, Average, and
Above Average ratings on a scale of one to ten. A
value of three represents Bslow Average, a value of
five represents Average, l^.j. a value of seven repre-
sents Above Average.
f. The attribute weight was multiplied by ~he respective
numerical value for each altsrnative.
g. The alternative's combat effectiveness index is the
summation cf the individual attribute weight multi-
plied by the respective numerical value for ail the
identified attributes.
2. Determination of Effectiveness
Data from the questionnaires and numerous interviews
with artillery commanders, combined with this author's
previous artillery experience, assisted in identifying the
attributes of a fire direction computer system which can
significantly enhance an artillery battery's combat
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effectiveness. Ten major attributes were selected based on
this author's understanding of artillery fire direction
procedures. These ten attributes are listed and discussed is
alphabetical order.
Communications Capability.: This attribute addresses
the system's external and internal oommunications capabili-
ties. The Gunnery Team is linked by communications.
Improvements in the voioe or digital transmission of
Cails-For-Fir e and Fire Commands will increase system
response time.
Z^se of Operation: The computer should be "user
friendly". System prompts should be used to assist the oper-
ator. Alerts should be provided when erronous data are
entered into the computer. A computer system which is rela-
tively easy t o operate minimizes the operator training
requirements. A "user friendly" system allows the operator
to gain confidence in his ability to use the system. A
system which is relatively simple to operate is essential
under the stress imposed by combat operations.
Growth "Potential: This attribute addresses the
system's potential for additional growth. A fire direction
computer system must have sufficient memory and computa-
tional power to provide for the incorporation of future
improvements in the field artillery system. The system




Gun D isplay; : The visual display of Fire Commands to
the section chief, gunner and assistant gur.ner will increase
system response time.
Int erope rability: This attribute is concerned with
the system's capability to intaroperate with existing
systems and systems currently under development. A battery
level fire direction computer must be capable of receiving
and utilizing input from the DCT, MDS, AN/TPQ-36 and HIFASS.
Interoperability reguirements for the system should be based
on an automated assisted interface.
Maintain ability : It is important here to distin-
guish betwer-n maintainability and maintenance.
Maintainability is define! as a characteristic of design and
installation w'-ich is expressed as l.hs probability that an
i^e^n will be retained in , or restore! to, a specified condi-
tio:- within a period of time when maintenance is performed
in accc:? dance with prescribed procedures. Maintenance is the
set of actions necessary for retaining an item in, or
restoring it to, a specified condition. Thus maintainability
is a syst*w design parameter while maintenance actions are a
result c f the system's design. The purpose of maintain-
ability is to provide the required availability and depend-
ability by maximizing ease of maintenance in a manner that
is consistent with other system requirements and by minim-
izing support resources required.
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Mission £rocessJ.n2^rggjrjaiaming: This attribute
addresses the system's ability to process the various types
of artillery fire missions and tha programming required to
support the execution of these missions. Programming must
provide for the responsive and accurate computation of
firing data. The effectiveness of artillery rire support is
significantly increased by the timely and accurate computa-
tion of individual weapon to aimpoint ballistic: solutions
which account for all non-standard conditions.
Powar Source: The capability cf a fire direction
computer system to operate from various types of power
sources provides a degree of flexibility to the users.
Reliability
:
Tha probability tha* an item will
perform its intended function f or a specified interval under
stated conditions. The reliability of a system depends on
ins design. Additionally, the manufacturer's quality assu-
rance program becomes a key factor in assuring than the
reliability inherent in the final design is not compromised
in the manufacturing process. A highly reliable fire direc-
tion computer system will require far less s ipport and will
provide the means for reaching vital levels of combat effec-
tiveness while holding the line on life cycle cost. A system
that consistently performs will be used by the operators.
Size and Weight: Transportability, installation and
system operation are effected by the system's physical
characteristics. This attribute addresses the size and
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weight of the system's components, total system w^igh-1- and
vol ume.
a. Ranking of Attributes
The ten major attributes wer° subjectively
ranked in order of importance based on their individual
contribution to an artillery battery's combat effectiveness.













Reliability was ranked as the most important
contribu-or t o combat effectiveness. The responses to the
questionnaires clearly emphasized the importance of reli-
ability. If a system is not working it cannot contribute to
effectiveness.
Ease of Operation was ranked as the second most
important attribute. The full potential of any computer
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system can only be attained when ths operator is confident
of his ability to use the system. The best computer in ths
world will not enhance combat effectiveness if the operator
has difficulty performinq the required system actions. The
fire direction computer system must be designed to be "user
friendly", sines the operator will have to use the system
during combat operations. Simple procedures provide the best
results.
The questionnaires indicated that the system
should be maintainable at the Organizational level. When the
system fails, maintenance actions should be able to quickly
restore the system to normal operation. System downtime must
be minimized.
The Communications Capability was ranked higher
than Gun Display and Interoperability. These latter two
attributes depend on the system's overall communications
capability. The best Gun Display Units are ineffective
without a proper communications channel. Ccmmunicatons link
the widely separated elements of the Gunnery Team.
Interoperability at the battery level centers on
the system's ability to interface with the DCT, HDS,
AN/TPQ-36, and MI?ASS. Firing batteries are concerned with
the execution of fire missions. The importance of interoper-
ability increases at higher echelons of command.
Mission Processing/Programming provides a
greater contribution to combat effectiveness than qrowth
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potential. A battery firs direction system should have some
growth potential. This allows for flexibility and future
applications. However, pro gramming is required to transform
potential into reality. Tremendous growth potential tfithou-1:
proper programming does not immediately contribute ro combat
effectiveness.
The ability to operate from various power
sources is more important than the size and weight of the
system. Battery power frees the unit from relying on gener-
ator power in fast moving situations. Generators can provide
power tc sustain continuous operations in a relatively
static environment.
b. Rating of alternatives
The four alternatives were subjectively rated
for each attribute. Ratings of 3elow Average (5A) , Average
(A) , and Above Average (AA) were assigned. The ratings were
determined based on the data presented in Chapter Five-
Table XX provides the ratings that were assigned.
The reliability rating considers more than the
contractor's estimate of HTBF. The reliability cf the 3CS
and ACS was rated above average. The BCS rating was based on
the final operational test results and comments of artillery
officers stationed at Fort Sill. The ACS rating was based on
the limited developmental test results of the FIST DMD and
















ACS B3S ZD/SC FCC
AA AA A A
AA BA A A
A AA A 3A
A A 3A A BA
A AA AA BA
A AA AA BA
AA A A BA
A 3A AA BA
AA A A BA
AA BA A AA
author was impressed by the quality assurance program that
Magna vox has established for the DMD and FIST DMD production
line. The ACS is a derivative of tiase systems and it will
be manufactured on the sane production line. The MTBF for
the BCS and ACS are considered to be good estimates. The
Enhanced FD/SC reliability has not rsaily been demonstrated.
Tha system was only boxed in i^s hardware in early October.
The FCC demonstration models have nsver achieved the stated
MTBF. The reliability of the FCC alternative was rated
average because the sntire systan has not really been
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finalized. The high HTBF for the Enhanced FD/SC and FCC has
not been clearly established.
The ACS was rated abov? average for ease of
operation. THe system prompts and layering of menus provided
a logical step by step process. The ^CS is a "user friendly"
system. The BCS was rated below average, because of the
requirement to learn an excessive amount of new mnemonics. A
BCS operator needs at least eighty hours of instruction to
be able to operate the system with limited proficiency. The
Enhanced FD/SC and FCC were raced average. The menu layering
in the FCC is not as efficient as the layering in the ACS.
The ECS was rated abovs average for maintain-
ability. This rating was based on the excellent built-in
self-test routines, MTTR , and ease :f maintenance. The ACS
and Enhanced FD/SC were rated average. Their MTTR estimates
have not been validated bv actual field testing. The FCC was
rated below average, because all maintenance must be
performed at the General Support level.
The ACS has superior co amur.ications capability.
The Enhanced FD/SC communications capability is based on the
completion of the ?3I. The Enhanced FD/SC EMDs which will be
delivered to the Marine Corps in March 1983 will have only
one communications channel. This channel will provide for




The Norden GD3 for the BCS and Enhanced FD/SC
was rated above average, because it is the only fielded GDU.
The Norden GDU has been extensively tested by the U.S. army.
The problems identified daring operational testing have beer.
corrected. The Magnavox 3 DU is smaller and lighter but it
has not been tested during actual firing. The FCC GDU has
only beer, conceptually defined. If Litton uses the Norden
GDU, interface problems will still have to be resolved. Th«
FCZ GDU capability was rared below average.
Interoperability was rated above average for the
Enhanced FD/SC and BCS. Since Norden is developing the
MIFASS EDMs and the software fire support application
programs for the DCT, interoperability problems would be
minimized. The interoperability capabilities of the Enhanced
FD/SC will exceed those of the BCS. The ACS interoperability
was ra-ed average. The FCC interoperability was rated below
average. Its limited oo mmunicatiDP. s capability affects
interoperability
.
The Mission Processing and Programming of the
ACS was rated above average. The ACS has mission processing
capabilities which are similar to BCS. The ACS incorporates
ths Improved Modified Point Mass Ballistic Model. It can
compute firing data for sixteen individual weapon locations;
whereas, the 3CS can compute firing data for twelve indivi-
dual weapon locations. The BCS is the only tape loading
alternative. The BCS and Enhanced FD/SC were rated average
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based or. the mission processing capabilities and programming
presented ir. Chapter Five. The FCC was rated below average.
The FCC uses the Litton developed ballistic model. It was
designed to support a six gun battery. Modifying the FCC to
handle Tight guns would require major software changes.
The FD/SC has excellent growth potential. The
total growth potential for the Enhanced FD/SC is based upon
completi on of the P3I proposal. The Enhanced FD/SC has the
potential to evclve into a multipurpose lightweight combat
terminal. It currently has a very impressive memory capa-
bility. Th€; Enhanced FD/SC will provide a graphics capa-
bility. The growth potential of the ACS was rated average.
The BCS and FCC were rated below average. The 3CS memory
size is fixed and would require a significant investment to
expend this capability through an unplanned product improve-
ment. The FCC is in reality a very powerful calculator. It
does not have the capability to evolve into a multipurpose
combat terminal.
The ACS and Enhanced FD/SC can operate from a
large variety of power sources. This provides the commander
with e large degree of flexibility. The ACS uses f c wer
internal batteries than the Enhanced FD/SC. The ACS was
rated above average and the Enhanced FD/SS was rated
average. The BCS cannot operate fron internal batteries and
requires a power disrtibuticn unit. The 3CS GDUs include an
internal battery power option. The 3CS was rated average.
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The FCC power sources arp. limited. The inability of ^he FCC
+o operate directly from MEPGS is a major disadvantage.
Therefore, it was rated bslow average.
The size and weight of the ACS and FCC were
rated above average. Whan all somponents are considered, the
Enhanced FD/SC is twice as heavy as the ACS ard the BCS is
four times heavier than the ACS. The 3C3 is large and bulky.
It is primarily suited for installation in a vehicle. The
BCS was rated below average.
c. Weighting of Attributes
Table XXI presents the weights that were subjec-
tively assigned to each attribute. Weight assignment was
based en information gained from 'he overall r; search effort
for this *hesis and this author's previous artillery experi-
ence. Any number of different weighting scales could have
been used. The weighting scale should allow for a sufficient
spread between the various attributes. This thesis uses a
two hundred point weighting scale. h total of two hundred
weighting points was allocated among the various attributes.
Assignment proceeded from the lowest ranking attribute to
the highest ranking attribute. This type of weighting system
permits -ies between attributes. However, in the assignment,






























d. Assignment of Numerical Values
e alternative ratings wereThe descriptiv
replaced by numerical values. Any scale which provides a
consistent spread between the three descriptive ratings can
be used. A scale of one to ten was used to transform the
descriptive ratir.g into a numerical value. A value of three
represents below average, a value of five represents
average, and a value of seven represents above average. The
average value (5) is the numerical average of the values
assigned to below average and above average. Table XXII
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depicts the replacement of descriptive ratings with numer-
ical values., Additionally, the weight assigned tc each
attribute is indicated.
TABLE XXII
Assignment of Numerical Values to Alternatives
Attribute
Rel iability
Ea^ e of Operation
Mai nt ainabi 1 ity
C o a m o C a p ab il it y
Gun Display





Weight ACS BCS ?D/SC FCC
35 7 7 5 5
30 7 3 5 5
23 5 7 5 3
25 7 3 5 3
22 5 7 7 3
20 5 7 7 3
15 7 5 5 3
12 5 3 7 3
8 7 5 5 3
5 7 3 5 7
e. Measure of Effectiveness
Table XXIII presents ths determination of the
combat effectiveness index for each alternative. The attri-
bute weight was multiplied by the respective numerical value


















ACS ECS FD/3C FCC
215 2*5 175 ' 75
21 93 150 150
140 19 6. 1 '4 84
175 75 125 75
11 154 15 4 66
11 140 14C 60
105 75 75 45
50 36 84 36
56 'ij ^0 24
35 15 25 35
1246 105 6 103 '5
index is th Q summation of the values shown in each column of
Table XXIII. This combat = f fecti ven = s s index is the measure
of effectiveness which represents the relative benefit of
each alternative.
G. COST MODEL
All of -che alternatives have significantly different.
costs. In a cost effectiveness analysis, the cost model
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should be based on the life cycle cost for each alternative.
However, the ECS is ths Daly alternative for which an accu-
rate estimate of life cycle cost exists. It was beyond the
capabilities of this author to develop accurate estimates of
life cycle cost for the other thr=e alternatives in th c
short time span available for the completion of this thesis.
Therefore, the estimated procurement cos- of each alterna-
tive based on an FY 198'4 production was selected as the
measure of cost. Taole XXIV presents the procurement cost
per artillery battery for each alternative. The procurement
cost is based on the equipment required to support an eight
gun artillery battery. This includes two computer units and
eight GDDs. All costs in Table XXIV are in FY 1984 dollars.
TABLE XXIV











In this author's opinion the procurement costs for the
Enhanced FD/SC and the FCZ are soft. These systems require
additional research and development funds for software. A
discussion of additional requirements was presented in
Chapter Five. Norden's oost estimate of the ?3I proposal
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must be viewed as a "be st guess" . Software cos- and
development schedules have been traditionally understated.
The majority of any computer system's total cost is based on
the software cost. The actual hardware only represents a
small fraction of the total cost.
Software is the most unsafe, The least understood, and the
most expensive component of total computer system costs.
Software development costs ire now almost 90 percent of
total computer system costs. This percentage will probably
increase along with the absolute costs of software, since
software design, development and testing (are) the most
highly labor-intensive component (s) of computer system
products. The cost of software has risen continuously.
Overruns of 100 percent in both cost and the time to
develop software have not baen unusual occurrences. In
fact, there have been oases of total failure to develop
systems due to software cost and schedule overruns.
[Ref. 50: p. 19]
The U.S. Army currently plans to maintain the 3CS well
into the 1990's [Hef. 41]. Selection of the ACS, Enhanced
FD/SC or FCC establishes a totally unique Marine Corps
battery level fire direction computer system. The Marine
Corps would be completely responsible for the life cycle
maintenance and training costs of the ACS, Enhanced FD/SC
and FCC. It should be noted that these three unique alterna-
tives significantly impact on life cycle support costs.
In this author's opinion software maintenance of these
three alternatives will be a very significant cost. If is
impossible to accurately estimate the software maintenance
costs of systems which have not even been operationally
tested. The estimates of any required software maintenance
made after operational testing is complete will most likely
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be very sof x . However, past experience in the development of
computer systems can provide a rough approximation of soft-
ware maintenance costs. "The cost of maintaining software
is estimated to account for 75 percent of ail software
costs." [Ref. 50: p. 19]
In this author's opinion, the life cycle training cost
for the ACS, Enhanced FD/SC and FCC w:>uld be roughly equiva-
lent. However, a significant difference between these thre^
alternatives and BCS emerges. The Marine Corps would have
to procure a sufficient number of systems to provide for any
formal school training. A completely unigue training program
would have to be developed.
The high procurement cos-": of the BCS may offset any life
cycle cost savings in maintenance ani training. It is recog-
nized that there are most likely differences in the total
life cycle cos-s of the four alternatives. Life cycle cos-
data would provide the bes-1- measure of system cost for £
cost effectiveness analysis. Since these data were neither
available nor could they be accurately estimated, procure-
ment cost was used as a proxy to measure systerr, cost.
H. BZNFFIT-COST
1 • Ranking cf A lternat iyes
The ranking of alternatives is presented in Table
XXV. The ranking is based on the determination of a
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benefit-cost ratio for the equipment required to support an
eight gun artillery battery. The benefit is expressed in
terms of the combat effectiveness index (CEI) . This index
was developed in Table XXIII. The cost is the estimated
system procurement cost per artillery battery in FY 1984
dollars. This cost has been expressed in thousands of
dollars. The ratio cf the combat effectiveness index to the
estimated procurement cost is used t o determine the optimal
battery level fire diraoticn computer system. The ACS
























The analysis in this thesis assumes unequal benefits
and unequal costs for the alternatives . The benefits were
subjectively determined and the costs for three of the four
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alternatives were based on manufacturers 1 estimates of
procurement cost. Based di equal benefits and the existing
estimated procurement costs, the ACS still provides the
largest benefit-cost ratio.
Since effectiveness was determined subjectively,
different artillerymen would most likely determine different
totals for the combat effectiveness index. If this author's
determination of the combat effectiveness index is assumed
to be reasonable correct and the system cost is changed,
then the sensitivity of the alternatives can be further
examined. The BCS procurement cost is fixed by the FY 198U
contract option. The other costs will most probably increase
as system development progresses. ?. 100 percent increase in
tha estimated procurement cost of the ACS provides a 6.11
benefit-cost ratio. Therefore, if the ACS procurement cost
is assumed to increase by 130 percent ard the estimated
procurement costs of all the other alternatives remain
unchanged, the ranking dl alternatives presented in Table
XXV will not change.
Table XXVI presents the ranking of alternatives
based en a 100 percent increase in the procurement cost of
the ACS, a 50 percent increase in the procurement cost of
the Enhanced FD/SC and FCC, and an unchanged BCS procurement
cost. The ranking of the alternatives remains unchanged. In
this author's opinion a 100 percent increase in the procure-
ment cost of the ACS is highly unlikely. The ranking of the
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alternatives was not affected by sizeable percentage changes
in the system procurement cost whilB holding the determined
effectiveness constant. The ACS consistently produces the
largest benefit- cost ratio.
TABLE XXVI
Hanking Based on Increases in Procurement Cost
Alternative CEI Cost (3000)
ACS 1245 5204.000
FCC 750 5209.424








This chapter has presentsd a cost effectiveness
analysis of the four alternatives discussed in Chapter Five.
The final chapter provides the conclusions and recommenda-
tions of this thesis.
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VII«, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I, CONCLUSIONS
Artillery is the MAGTF Commander's primary all-weather
fire supper": asset. Today's battlefield sceririos demand
that artillery fire support must be responsive, accurate and
effective. The majority of Marina Corps artillery units
currently compute firing data using antiquated manual proce-
dures. In an age of significant technological advances in
computation and automatic data processing systems, the
M rine corps still utilizes a manual system consisting of
paper firing charts, plotting pins and GFTs. FADAC, fielded
during the aid 1960's, is also outmoded and beyond its
expected service lif ; r. FADAC is not being used and cannot be
relied upon. T se PHHC has only United capabilities. It
cannot suoport extended combat operations. Simply stated,
the current Bar ine artillery fire direction systems are
inadequate to meet the demands of today's battlefield. The
lack of a modern artillery fire direction computer system
degrades the Marine Coprs overall combat effectiveness.
Since the late 1960's the Marine Corps and the Army have
been moving toward the establishment of two unique fire
suppcrt/fire direction systems, MIFASS and IACFIRE. Many
Marines have not realized this, because TACFIFE has onlv
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recently been fielded and MIFASS is still under development.
MIFASS is being designed to complement the Marine Corps
concept of operations. The two systems supper*. the unique
requirements of each service. It is important to understand
that in *he near future two completely different, but inter-
operable, systems will exist.
The field deployment of MIFASS is at leas- five years in
the future. MIFASS will provide the artillery battalion FDC
with a state-of-the-art fire support/fire direction computer
system. However, MIFASS, as presently configured, does not
extend to the battery level. MIFASS will not resolve the
fire direction problem at the battery level. Ihe artillery
battery needs an automated computational capability to
i
support autonomous battery operations. The fire direction
problem is especially critical at the battery level and
needs to be expeditously re solved. The Marine Corps faces a
critical window of vulnerability until -he complete fire
direction problem is solved.
Responses to the questionnaires clearly establish that
the artillery regiments emphasize different methods for
computing firing data. Marine artillery does not have a
"standard" primary method for determining firing data. The
active artillery units are using the ?HHC. Approximately 36
percent of the artillery batteries in the active force
structure use the PHHC as the primary means for determining
firing data. The reserves are not using the PHHC. FADAC
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maintenance support is inadequate. Based on the data
provided by the questionnaires, ths averaqe FADAC downtime
exceeds sixty days. FADAC maintenance support problems will
continue to increase.
Research for this thesis indicates that the impact of
the "3 X 8" concept has not been fully addressed by the
Marine Ccrps. The Marina Ccrps Development and Educa-ion
Command's Doctrine Department, Firspower Division and the
Command Control and Communications Division {C3) could not
provide definitive information regarding the organization of
the fire direction system, number of personnel required to
support an FDC equipped with a new battery computer system,
and the concept of employment. The 3X8 concept introduces
a myriad of additional problems for Marine artillery. These
problems can be resolved. Data from the questionnaires indi-
cates -hat two platoon FDCs each equipped with a computer
unit are required to adequately support the employment of an
eight qun battery.
Since its inception, the ACS program has been poorly
managed. This is not meant to be an indictment of any indi-
vidual or group of individuals. The acquisition strategy
has clearly violated a number of ths Department of Defense
acquisition principles. The documentation for the ACS
program is incomplete and disorganized. The ACS is currently
approaching OT II without the publication of an approved
ROC. The development of the ACS has been degraded by the
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parochial interests of a number of different Marine Corps
activities and agencies* rhess activities and agencies have
placed their parochial interests above the needs of the
Marine Corps.
In September 198C an article in the Marine Corfis Gazette
clearly identified the organizational weakness which, to
this day, still continues to affect Marine artillery,
"namely the lack of focus, or single head". [Ref. 7: p. 65]
The author of this article depicted the community of
ccnmands and agencies in the Marine Corps involved with
artillery doctrine, tactics, techniques and development as a
"Hydra like creature". Two ye?, rs later the "Hydra" is alive
and growing. Without definitive direction provided by a
single head, the parochial interests of the individual
activities and agencies will continue to dominate.
Marine artillery need? a fire direction computer system
to replace FADAC at the battalion and battery level. A FADAC
replacement is needed now, not later. MIFASS is supposed to
provide the artillery battalion with an automated fire
support/fire direction capability. ACS is supposed to be a
battery level fire direction computer system. However, a
careful examination of the Proposed R3C for the ACS reveals
that the design parameters address a system capable of func-
tioning at the battery and battalion levels. It is a classic
example of acquiring a system that is really needed and
desired under an "accepted name".
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If the ACS is fielded i n FY 1985 as a battery Level fire
direction system and the MIFASS IOC continues to slip, then
an intolerable situation will result. The artillery
batteries will have a fire direction capability that is far
superior to the battalion FDC's existing capability. Ths
battalion FDC will have to continue to rely on FADAC ana the
PHHC. The artillery battalion FDC cinnot be cut out of the
fire direction loop. Artillery battalions, not batteries,
provide the effective massed fire support that is essential
for success in combat.
The cos- effectiveness analysis presented in Chapter Six
determined that the Magna vox ACS is the optimal battery
level fire direction com puts r syst = ra. It provides the
greatest benefit per dollar of cost. The ranking of ths
alternatives was not affeoted by sizsable percentage changes
in the system procurement cost. The ACS consistently
produced the largest benefit-cost ratio. The ACS can provide
a significant enhancement in an artillery battery's combat
effectiveness.
The total procurement cost for the ACS' is relatively
inexpensive when one considers the benefits and compares i^.
to the cost of ether new systems. If 200 complete sets of
ACS equipment were purchased at a oost of $102,000 per set,
the total procurement cost is 20.4 million dollars (FY 1984
dollars). Compare this cost to the flyaway cost of an F-18
or AV-8E aircraft. The flyaway oost of a sinale F-18 is
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currently estimated to be approximately 22.775 million
dollars (FY 1982 dollars). The flyaway cost of a single
AV-8B is currenlty estimated to be approximately 21.58
million dollars (FY 1982 dollars). The aircraft flyaway cost
figures were extracted from the 30 Sep-ember 1982 Department
of Defense Selected Acquisition Repor- (SAR) . [Ref. 51] The
ACS will provide a significantly greater increase in overall
Marine Corps combat effectiveness than any single fixed wing
airframe. Artillery remains the primary fire support asset
for the MAGTF. Karine artillerymen must be given a computa-
tional capability to ensure that fir? support is responsive,
accurate and effective.
3. RECOMMENDATIONS
The objective of this research effort has been to deter-
mine which battery level fire direction system the Marine
Corps should procure. While motivated by personal experi-
ences in previous artiliscy assignments, individual bias
was, hopefully, not a significant factor in the determina-
tion of direction or outcome of the analysis. Based on -his
research effort a number of specific recommendations have
been compiled. These recommendations should not be
construed as representing the totality of actions needed to
solve the artillery fire lirection problem. Instead, they
are simply representative of the types of action which




1. That the Marine Corps adopt and publish a ROC for the
Artillery Computer System (ACS).
2. That the Marine Corps review, correct and update the
ccmplete ACS acquisition documentation.
3. That the Marine Corps adopt the .^CS, provided that the
initial operational test scheduled for January 1983 is
satisfactory.
4. That the Marine Corps adapt the ACS for use as a
battalion level fire direction computer system en an
interim basis until the i ntroduction of MIFASS.
5. That the Marine Corps revaluats the Letter of Adoption
i
and Procurement for the ACS,
5. That the Marine Corps assign ~- professionally compe-
tent artilleryman to Magna vox, as an in-plant ^pre-
servative, to assist in the h~ o slopment of the ACS.
7. That, once a final acquisition decision is made, the
Marine Corps develop a compirie system introduction
plan for the ACS. This plan Bust be carefully devel-
oped to ensure that organiza-icnai resistance to
change is minimized.
8. That the Marine Corps establish a formal training
course for ACS operators a~ the U.S. Army Field
Artillery School and that sufficient assets ( compu-
ters, gun display units and instructors) be provided.
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9. That the Marine Corps plan to contract for the &CS
life cycle software support.
10. That the Marine Corps adopt the ACS as the "primary
method" f cr determining firing data and that the
MCCBES standards for artillery units be based on the
ACS' s capabilities.
11. That the Marine Corps emphasize the use of FADAC in
the battalion/alternate battalion FDCs until ACS is
fielded. Thses FDCs can make excellent use of FADAC
capabilities for lata update.
12. That the Marine Corps emphasize the use of the F r!^C in
the battery FDCs until ACS is fielded.
13. That the Marine Corps closely monitor FADAC support-
ability. FADAC assets should be redistributed, if
required, to maintain a balanced capability in the
different artillery regiments.
14. That the Marine Corps address the total impact of the
"3 X S" concept.
15. That the Marine Corps expand the PHHC operator
instruction at the :J.S. Army Field Artillery School
until the ACS is fielded.
16. That the Marine Corps consider an organizational
change to create a single heai for Marine artillery
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who can formulate, review and evaluate ar-illsry
system acquisitions, doctrine, tactics, and
techniques
.
The time has come for Marine artillery + o break out of
its conservative, staid approach toward change. The time for
change and system improvement in artillery fire direction is
new. An artillery fire direction computer system is needed
today, not tomorrow. The needs of the Marine Coprs and the
nation demand it. Effective and efficient utilization of
artillery fire support assets require it. The adoption of

















































Command Control and Communications




DCT Digital Communications Terminal
DMD Digital Message Device
DPICM Dual Purpose Improved Con vent ional Munition
DS Direct Support
ECP Engineering Change Proposal
EDM Engineering Development Model
EPROM Electrically Programmable Read Only Memory
FADAC Field Artillery Automatic: Digital Computer
FASCAT: Family cf Scatterable Mines
FCC Fir€ Control Computer
FD/SC Fire Direction / Survey Calculator
FDC Fire Direction Center
FDO Fire Direction Officer
FIST DMD Fire Support Team Digital Message Device
FM Field Manual
FMFM Fleet Marine Force Manual
FO Forward Observer
FPF Final Protective Fire
FSCC Fire Support Coordination Center
GA Gun Assembly
GCI Gun Control Interface
GCU Gun Control Unit
GDU Gun Display [Jnit
GFE Government Furnished Equipment
GFT Graphical Firing Table





HCO Horizontal Control Operator
HQHC Headquarters Marine Corps
ICM Improved Conventional Munition
IMPM Improved Modified Point Mass
IOC Initial Operational Capability
IPR In Progress Raview
LDCT Lightweight Digital Command Terminal
LEAD Let terkenny Army Depot
LED Light. Emitting Diode
MAGTF Marine Air Ground Task. Force
MAUT Mul ti-Attribuc e Utility Theory
MCCRES Marine Corps Combat Reaiiness Evaluation Sys-em
MCDEC Marine Corps Development and Education Command
MDS ilet eorological Daza Systam
MEPGS Mobile Electric Power Generating Source
MET Met eoro logical
MFCC JJortar Eire Control Calculator
MIFASS Marine Integrated Fire and Air Support System
M03 Military Occupational Speciality
MPI Mean Point of Impact
MPM Modified Point Mass
MTACCS Marine Tactical Command and Control Systems
MT3E Mean Time Between Failure
MTTR Mean Time To Repair
MV Muzzle Velocity



















































This Appendix- presents the current force structure of
the active and reserve Marine Artillery Regiments. The M198
howitzer is currently being fielded in the 10th J1arir.es.
Figure E.2 depicts the changes in structure which will
result from the introduction of the M198. The target date
for completion of the changes in the structure of the 10th
Marines is September 1983. The FY 198"7 Projected Force
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Figure B.3 12th Marines
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EEG I MENTAL COMM ANDSR^S 22'STIONNAIRE
This Appendix presents the questionnaire which was
forwarded to all four artillery Regimental Commanders. The
questionnaire consists of multiple choice questions and
questions which require a short written response. The
questionnaire was designed so that no question splits a
typed page. The areas that were originally proviied for
written comments have been deleted to save space. Specific
written comments are adlressed in the discussior. of i h2
Regimental Commanders'* View in Chapter Four. Questions 1
through 11, and questions 19 and 20 address the current
s:j-.us cf fire direction. Questions 12 through 18, and
questions 21 and 22 addrsss the selection of a new battery
level fire direction computer system. The responses of the
Regimental Commanders were tabulated and entered on the





Fir-- direction is the employment of artillery firepower
or. the battlefield. It consists of both tactical and
technical fire direction. Tactical fire direction involves
command, whereas technical fire direction is concerned only
with execution. FM 6-40 defines technical fire direction as
the conversion of calls for fire fron the observer into fire
commands to the cannon sections. This questionnaire is
concerned with technical fire direction.
1. There has been a continuing debate over whether technical
fire, direction should be centralized or decentralized. How
should -:-chnical fire direction in a Direct Support
Battalion be exercised?
Centralized at the Battalion FDC
_<-• Decentralized at the Batteuy FDCs
2. How should technical fire direction in a General Support
Battalion be exercised?
_1 Centralized at the Battalion FDC
_3 Decentralized at the Battery FDCs
3. If ycur answers to questions 1 and 2 differed, please




4. What is the most common method used to determine firing
data in the Battery FDCs of your Regiment?
_1 FADAC
_1 PHHC, TI-5 9
_2 MANUAL SYSTEM (Chart and GFT)
5. What is the most common ms rhod used to determine firing
data in the Battalion FDCs of your Regiment?
_2 FAD AC
PHHC, TI-5 9
_2 MANUAL SYSTEM (Char- and GFT)
6. Has your Regiment experienced difficulty in obtaining




Please comment on the general type of repair parts




7. The following five problem areas have been associated
with FADAC. Rank order these problem areas from 1 to 5. Let
1 represent that problem area which has caused the most
difficulty for your Regiment.
_1 Level of training of FADAC operators
_5 Level of trainign of Artillery Operations Chiefs
_3 Availability of trained FADAC Repairmen
_4 Repair parts support for FADAC
_2 Maintenance of FADAC generators
Programmable Hand Hell Calculators were procured by the
Marine Corps to improve overall FDC operations by augmenting
the FADAC and manual chart capabilities. Currently the Fir 21
Controiman (MOS 0844) course at the United States Army Field
Artillery School, Fort Sill, allocates 4.2 hours of Gunnery
Instruction to -"the TI-5 9. The instruction is designed to
introduce the student to the TI-59. The Fire Contrciman
learns hew to determine basic firing data using the three
methods cf taraet location.. The Operations Chief (MOS 0848)
course also allocates 4.2 hours of Gunnery Instruction to
the TI-59. In addition to the determination cf basic firing
data the Operations Chief learns how to determine and apply
Registration Corrections. Unit training is critical to
increasing proficiency with the TI-59.
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3. Do yea have the resources to adequately train FDC




9. Should Fort Sill allocate additional time for ^hs TI-59?
_u Yes No
10. Which course {if any) should give a higher priority to
the TI-59?
Fire Ccntrolman ( *OS 8U4)
_2 Operations Chiei: (MOS 084 8)
_2 Both
Neither
11. In processing a fire mission where does the largest time
delay occur?
_1 Transmission of Call for Fire
_3 Actual computation of Firing Data
_Vcice Transmission of Fire Commands from FDC to
the guns.




12. Rate the importance of fielding a new battery computer
system. ( Scal€ One to Five, with Five representing the
greatest importance.)
_1 One _2 Two Three .Four _"!__?'i v e
The number of responses is printed on the dashed line.
Average urgency rating is 2.5
13. Which type of power source would you prefer for a new
battery computer system?
^Internal Battery Power
Standard Marine Corps Mobile Electric Power Gener-
ating Source (MSPGS)
_u Anility to operate from both battery and generator
power
14. Rate the importance of including the ability to operate
from standard garrison power (5 cycle, 120 vclts) in s new
battery computer system. (Scale One :c Five, with Five
representing the greatest importance!
_0ne _1 Two _Three _1 Four _2 Five
The number of responses is printed on the dashed line.
Average rating is 4.0
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15., Should a new battery computer system include the
automation of the transmission of Fire Commands to the guns?
Note: Firing data would be computed and visually displayed
in the FDC. The operator would press a button which would
transmit the Fire Commands via radio or wire to an
individual gun display a nit.
3 Yes 1 No
16.. In selecting a new battery computer system which of the
following characteristics should be the most important?
Size and weight of the system
Type of power source
Ease of operation
_u Reliability
Maintainability at the organizational/intermediate
t_
-^vel
17. Given a "3 X 8" Battalion structure, how should the
battery fire direction system be organized?
_1 1 Battery FDC equipped with the new battery com-
puter system. Firing data vDuid be transmitted via
radio cr wire to the firing platoons.
_3 2 Platoon FDCs each equipped with the new battery
computer system. One of the Platoon FDCs would be
designated as the "Primary Ba-tery FDC".
_0~her ( Please Comment )_
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18. Should th * new battery computer system havs the
capability to perform centralized technical fire direction
for ail firing batteries in tha battalion?
_3 Yes
_J__'- J o
19. Given -he present firs direction equipment what type of
systems improvements car. be mads -.0 increase the overall
effectiveness of fir c direction until a new computer system
can be fielded?
20. How would you describe th€ current status of technical
fire direction in your regiment?
21. Discuss the impact of the "3 > 8" concept on the fire
direction system.
22. What are your recora mer.ic tior.3 for the design and




BATTALION COMMA NPERiS QUESTIONNAIRE
This Appendix presents the questionnaire which was
forwarded to all seventeen artillery Battalion Commanders.
The questionnaire consists of multipe choice questions ani
questions which require a short written response. The
questionnaire was designed so that no question splits a
typed paqe. The areas that were originally provided for
written comments have been deleted to save spaoe. Specific
written comments are adiressed in the discussion cf the
Battalion Commanders' View in Chapter Four. Questions 1
through 29, and question 37 address the current status of
fire direction. Questions 30 through 36 address -he
selection of a new battery level fire direction computer
system. The responses of the Battalion Commanders wer^
tabulated and entered on ^he dashed line preceding the
appropriate choice for each question.
The final results provide a snapshot of the status of
the overall force structure. The fiva reserve bat-aliens use
the Manual System as the primary means of determining firing
data. Feserve responses biased the results of some questions
relating to FADAC and the PHHC, TI-59. The final results for
questions 2, 3, 9, and 15 were biased due to the reserve
battalions exclusive use of the manual system. The fact that
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tha reserve battalions have not really commenced to use the
PHHC biased the final results for questions 19, 20, 21, 22,
and 27. r:he reader should note that a significant difference
exists between the reserve and active battalions regarding
the use of F\DAC and tha PHHC. Bias has been identified for
the reader. In cases where a particular bias was noted,
specific comments are provided to explain the tabulated
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B A TTAL ID 8 Q UES TIONN A I
R
'
Fire direction is the employment: cf artillery firepower
on the battlefield. It consists of both tactical and
technical fire direction. This questionnaire is concerned
with technical fire direction. FM 6-40 defines technical
fire direction as the conversion of calls for fire from the
observer in-o fire commands to the cannon sections. For
questions 1 to 4 assume -hat your Battalion is conducting a
FIRFX. Headquarters Battery and all th
in the field for this exeroise.
T - r -i r>ir.q d i O c; a T" a
1. How is technical fire direction exercised?
Centralized at the Battalion FDC
_l6_Decent raiized at the Battery FDCs




_9 MANUAL SYSTEM ("hart and GFT)
ALL five reserve battalions use the manual system.










_8 MANUAL SYSTEM (Chart and GFT)
The "Manual System" was the response of all five reserve
battalions. Not all artillery batteries are authorized a
FADAC.
4. If the Battalion FDC receives a Reinforcing mission froTi
the Regimental FDC in which an adjas-ed grid and altitude
are provided, where is ths firing data determined?
3 3attalion FDC _13_Battery FDCs
5. What type of artillery mission would normally be assigned
to your Battalion?
_12_Direct Support 4 General SupDort
6. Does the Battalion hava a published Gunnery SOP?
15 Y=s 1 No
7. How old is the Battalion Gunnery SOP ( date of lakes'
rev is ior. ) ?
_5 less than 1 year old
_u 1 to 2 years old
J4 2 to 3 years old
_3 more than 3 years old
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Dees the Battalion Gunnery SOP address the structure of
Battalion PDC?
1a Y^s 2 Nc
9. What is the primary method of determining firing data in
the alternate Battalion FDS ?
_2 FAD AC
_4 PHHC, 3X-5 9
_1G_MANUAL SYSTEM (Chart and GFT)
The "Manual System" was the response of all five reserve
battalions.
10. Is your Battalion airhorizad FADAC?
_16_Yes No
If your answer to qaestion 10 was "No", skip re question
18.
11. Indicate the number of FADACs that your Battalion is
authorized. Additionally indicate how many of these =r c on








12. If any of your FADACs are currently non-operational,
what is the average length of time that they have beer, down?
_3 less than 30 days
_3 30 to 60 days
_1 6 to 90 days
_6 more than 90 days
Thirteen Battaions responds! that they had
non -operational FADACs. Their responses show the average
downtime of the non-operational FADACs. Three of t he six
FADACS that have been p. on- operational in excess of ninety
days belong to reserve units.
13. Has your Battalion experienced difficulty i
repair parts for FADAC?
am:.na
11 Y es 5 No
Please comment on the general type cf repair parts
that ha ve presented the greatest problem
COMMENTS:
14. Indicate the number of FADAC Repairman { JiOS 28P5 )
authorized and the number on hand.
This was not a valid question for the battalion
questionnaire, since the current r/Ds assign all the FADAC
Repairmen, to the Regimental Headquarters Battery.
Number Authorized 3 Number On Hand
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15. Does your Battalion FDC employ the integrated




The five reserve battalions responded "No".







There was a slight bias introduced in Question 16
because the reserve battalions ratal their BN FDC's
proficiency with FADAC below the average response of the
active battalions. All three unsatisfactory responses came
from the reserve battalions.
17. The following five problem areas have been associated
with FADAC. Rank order these problem areas from 1 to 5. Let
1 represent that problem area which has caused the most
difficulty for y cur Battalion.
_1 Level cf training of FADAC operators
_5 Level cf training of Artillery Opera-ions Chiefs
_3 Availability of trained FADAC Repairmen
_2 Repair parts supper- for FADAC
_U Maintenance of FADAC generators
2 03

Ranking was based on total value assigned each
alternative by all questionnaires. The alternative with the
smallest total was ranked numbs r one.
18. Is your Battalion authorized the PHHC, Tl-59?
_16_Yes ....No
If your answer to question 18 was "No", skip to question
28.
Questions 19, 20, 21, 2 2 y and 2 7 were biased by the fact
that the reserve battalions ;;svg not really started tc use
the PHHC, TT-59. However, the final results provide an
accurate representation of the total force structure.
19. Indicate how many II-5 9s ar~ assigned to the Battalion
FDC section and how manv ot these ars operational?
_87_Number assigned to the Battalion ?DC
_"7 9_Number operational
Based on the data the operational readiness of the PHHC
is 90 percent. Ail non-op er at ional PHHCs belong to active
units
.
20. Has your Battalion FDC ever used the 11-59 as
primary method of determining firing data?
_9 Yes _7 No




21. Has your Battalion FDC determined Registration
Corrections from a Precision Registration or High Burst
Registration with the TI-59?
_8 Yes _8 No
Four reserve battalions responded "No".
22. Has your Battalion FDC worked a Concurrent or Subsequet"
Met with the TI-59?
_7 Yes _9 No
All Five reserve battalions responded "No".
23. Reliability is defined =s the probability that a:, item
will perform its intended function for a specified time
interval under staged conditions. flow would you ra-e th<=





Unsaf i sfacf cry
No bias was detected. However "he reserve responses are
based on verv limited use of the PHHC.
Currently the Fire Cor.trolman (MDS 08U4) course at the
United States Army Field Artillery School, Fort Sill,
allocates '4.2 hours of Gunnery Instruction to the TI-59. The
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instruction is designed to introduce the student to the
TI-59. The Fire Controlaian learns hew to determine basic
firing data using the three methods of target location. The
Operations Chief (MOS 0849) course also allocates 4.2 hours
cf Gunnery Instruction to the TI-59. In addition to the
determination of basic firing data the Operations Chief
learns hew to determine and apply Registration Corrections.
Uni + •.reining is critical to increasing proficiency with the
TI-59 .
24. Do you have the resources to adequately train FDC
personnel in the operation of the TI-59?
_10_Yes _6__Nc
Mo Fias was detected.
25. Should Fort Sill allocate additional time for the TI-59?
16 Yes No
26o which course (if any) should give a higher priority to
the TI-5 9?
_1 Fire Ccntrolman ( MOS 0844)












Three of the four unsatisfactory
reserve battalions.
responses came from the
28. In processing a firs mission where loss the largest time
delay occur?
_2 Transmission of Call for Fir?
_7 Actual computation of Firing Data
_7 Voice Transmission cf Firs Commands from FDC to
the guns.









Questions 30 to 37 partain to the selection cf a new
battery computer system.
30. Rate the importance of fielding a new battery computer
system. ( Scale One to Five, with Five representing the
greatest importance.)
_2 One _2 Two _1 Three _5 Four _6 Fiv<=
The number of responses is printed on the dashed line.
The average rating is 3.7.
31. Which type of power source wouli you prefer for a new
battery computer system?
_2 Internal Battery Power
Standard Marine Corps Mobile Electric Power Gener-
ating Source (MEPGS)
_14_Ability to operate from both battery and generator
power
32. Rate the importance of including the ability to operate
from standard garrison power (5 cycle, 120 volts) in a new
battery computer system. (Scale One to Five, with Five
representing the greatest importance)
3 One 2 Two 2 Three 5 Four 'IV
The number of responses is printed on the dashed line.
'he average rating is 3.3.
2 08

23. Should a new battery computer system include the
automation of the transmission of Firs commands to the guns?
Note: Firing data would be computed and visually displayed
in the FDC. The operator would prsss a button which would
transmit ths 7 ire Commands via radio or wire to an
individual gun display unit.
_m_Yes _2__No
34. In selecting a new battery computer system which of ths
following characteristics should be ths most important?
_1 Size and weight of th e system
Type of power source
_4 Ease of operation
_1 1_R sliab ility
_Maint a inability at the organizational/intermediate
35. Given a "3 X 8" Battalion structure, how should the
battery fire direction system be organized?
_u 1 Battery FDC eguipped with the new battery corn-
outer system. Firing data would be transmitted via
radio or wire to the firing platoons.
_12_ 2 Platoon FDCs each eguipped with the new battery
computer system. Ons of the Platoon FDCs would be
designated as ths "Primary Battery FDC".
Other ( Please Comment )_
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36. Should the new battery -omputer system have the
capability to perform centralized technical fire direction
for all firing batteries in the battalion?
_13_Yes
_3 tfo
37. Giver, the present fire direction equipment what t ir pe of
systems improvements can be mads to increase zh c. overall
effectiveness of fire direction until a new computer system
can be fielded?
ADDITIDNAL COMMENTS
A. Sta-us of current technical fir- direction system






This Appendix presents the questionnaire which was
forwarded to ail sixty artillery Battery Commanders. The
questionnaire consists of multiple choice questions and
questions which require a short written response. The
questionnaire was designed so that no question splits a
typed page. Th € areas that were originally provided for
written ccmments have been deleted to save space. Specific
written ccmments are addressed in the Battery Commanders'
View in Chapter Four. Questions 1 through 35, and question
43 address the current status of fire direction. Questions
36 through 42 address the selection of a new battery
computer system. The responses of the Battery Commanders
were tabulated and entered on the dashed line preceding the
appropriate choice for each question.
The final results provide an excellent representation of
the status of th<= overall force structure. The vast majority
of the fifteen reserve batteries which responded use the
Manual system as the priiary means of determining firing
data. Reserve responses biased the results of some questions
relating to FADAC and the ?HHC f TI-59. The final results for
questions 12, 13, and 17 pertaining to FADAC reflect a bias
caused by the reserve batteries exclusi-ve reliance on the
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manual system. The fact, that the reserve batteries have not
really commenced to use tha Pfi HC was reflected in questions
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 33. THe final results
are biased by the overwhelming negative response from the
reserves. The reader should note that a significant
difference exists between the resarve and active ba-teries
in regards to -he use of FA. DAC and the PHHC. Bias has been
identified for the reader. In cases where a particular bias





Fire direction is the employment cf artillery firepower
or. the battlefield. It consists of both tactical ana
technical fire direction. This qur stionnaire is concerned
with technical fire direction. FM 6-40 defines technical
fire direction as the conversion of calls for fire from the
observer into fire commands to the cannon sections. For
questions 1 to 4 assume that your Bakery is participating
in a Battalion FTREX. All firing batteries cf the Battalion
are in the field for this exercise.
1. How is technical fire direction exercised?
_2 Centralized at trie 3attaii~n FDC
_4 1_Decen t raiized at the Battery FDCs
2. If the Battalion FDC receives a Fire-For-Ef fect mission
and the Battalion FDC decides to Fire-For-Effect with the
Battalion, where is the firing data determined?
_5 Battalion FDC _38_3attery FDC
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3. If the Battalion FDC receives an Adjust Fire mission from
one of your Forward Observers and the Battalion FDO decides
to adjust with your unit and Fire-Fcr-Ef f ect with the
Battalion, where is the firing data detremined? (Assume good
communications exist betwean your Battery FDC and the FO.)
4 Battalion FDC ,39_3attery FDC
4. If }our Battery is a non-adjusting battery in a Battalion
Hass mission, where is -he firing data determined?
_7 Battalion FDC _36_Battery FDC
Questions 2, 3, and 4 were use?, as a check, on Question
1. If an individual responded "Battalion FDC", -hen some
degree cf centralized technical fire direction was beina
exercised" by the Battalion FDC.
5. Does: the Battalion have a published Gunnery 5 3??
TC5 Yes 3 No
6. How old is the Battalion Gunnery 30? ( date of latest re-
vis ion ) ?
_5 less than 1 year old
_10_1 to 2 years old
_8 2 to 3 years old
_12_mcre than 3 years oil
Generally the Reserve Battalion Gunnery SOP's were
older. Fifty percent of the responses from reserve units
stated that the SOPs were itore than three years old.
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7. Dees your Battery have a publishes Gunnery SOP?
_13_Yes _30.No
Seventeen active batteries io net have a published
Battery Gunnery SOP. Reserve units did not bias the results.
8. How eld is ycur Battery Gunnery 3 OP ( date of la-es-1: re-
vis ion ) ?
_5 less than 1 year old
_5 1 to 2 years oil
_1 2 to 3 years old
_2 mere than 3 years old
9. Given the present methods of determining firing data, how
i
would ycu like tc see technical fire direction exercised?
_1 Centralized at the Battalion FDC
_U2_Decent raiized at the Battery FDC
10. Indicate which of the folic wing Jormal Schools ycu have
completed. Additionally, indica i e if you were a resident
student or completed the course by correspondence.
_39_?ield Artillery Dfficer Basic Course
_27_Field Artillery Officer Advanced Course
_2 3_Resi3 ent _4 Correspondence









_6 M109A2/A3 _3__M 1 1 OA 1/A2 M107




_2U_MANUAL SYSTEM (Chart and GFT)
Fourteen of fifteen reserve batteries
answered "Manual System". The responses show that
not being used at the battery level.
13. Is your Battery authorized a FADAC?
r e s p o r. :1 i n g
FADAC is
_19_Yes _2'4_No
Ten cf the "No" responses were from reserve units.
If your answer to guest ion 13 wa? "No", skip to guest ion
20.
14. If your Battery is authorized a FADAC, do you cu
have a FADAC on hand?
rrently
15 Yes U No
15. (a) Is your FADAC currently operational?
10 Yes 9 No
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Based on this data the operational readiness of FADACs
in the firing batteries is 53 percent.
(b) If your FADAC is not operational, how long has it
been down?
_2 less than 30 days
30 to 60 days
_3 60 to 90 days
_4 more than 90 days * (Two of the four belong to
the reserves)




Please comment on repair parts that have presented th c
greatest problems. Identify ths item by part name.
COMMENTS:
The most common answers were circuit boards, memories,
and key bear Is,
17. Does year Battery FDC employ the integrated FADAC/Manual
concept to determine firing dara?
_12_Yes
_7 No
Only on c reserve unit responded "YES"
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_2 Ursat i sfactory




19. Which one of the following problem areas normally
associated with FADAC has caused tha most difficulty for
your unit?
_U Level cf training of FADAC operators
_2 Level cf Training of Artillery Operations Chief
_10_Maint e ranee of FADAC
_3 Maintenance of FADAC gensrators
Three of the four units which answered level of training
of FADAC operators were from reserve units.
20. Is your Battery authorized the ?H'dC , TI-S-1 ?
_4 1_Y^s _2 No (Two reserve units)
If your answer to question 20 was "No", skip to question
3U.
Questions 21, 22 r 23, 2", 25, 26, 27, 28, and 33 were
biased by rhe fact that the reserve batteries have nor
really starred to use the PHHC, 11-59. However, the final




21. Indicate how many TI-5 9's you have on hand and how many
are operational.
_133_Number On Hand _125_Nunber Operational
Eased on this data the operational readiness cf the
TI-59 is 94 percent. All of the non-operational PHHC were
from active units. The reserves are not really using the
PHHC, therefore the results are biased.
22. Has your Battery FDC aver used the TI-59 as the primary
method cf determining firing data?
_23_Yes _13_No
Eleven of the "No" responses were from reserve units.
23. Has your Battery FDC conducted i Precision Registration
using the TI-59?
_27_Yes _14_No
Ten cf the "No" resDonses were from reserve units.
24. Has your Battery FDC conducted a High Burst Regis-ration
using the TI-59?
_22_Yes _19_No
Ten cf the "No" responses were from reserve units.
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25. Has '/oar Battery FDC determined Rregistration
Corrections from a Precision Registration or High Burst
Registration with the TI-59?
_25_Yes „16_No
Ten cf -he "No" responses were from reserve units.






Ten cf the "No" responses were from reserve units.
27. Has your Battery FDC worked a Concurrent or Subsequent
Met with the TI-59?
«
_18„Yes _23_No
Twelve of the "No" responses were from reserve units.
28. Has your Battery -r DC determined Terrain Sun Position
Corrections with the TI-59?
_10_Tes _31_Nc
Thirteen of the "No" responses were from reserve units.
Currently The Fire Controlman (MDS 0844) course at "he
United States Army Field Artillery School, Fort Sill,
allocates 4.2 hours of Gunnery Instruction to the TI-59. The
instruction is desicrned to introduce the student to the
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TI-59. The Fir€ Ccntrolman learns how to determine basic
firing data using the three methods of target location. The
Operations Chief (MOS 0848) course also allocates U.2 hours
of Gunnery Instruction to the TI-59. In addition •o
deteremination of basic firing data the Operations Chief
learns hew to determine and apply Registration Corrections.
Unit training is critical to increasing proficiency with oh-3
TI-59.
29. Do you have the resources to adequately train FD'
personnel in the operation of the n-59?
21 Yes 23 No
30. Should Foro Sill allocate additional time for the TI«-59?
_36_Yes _5__No
31. Which course (if any) should give a higher priori - )" *o
the TI-59?
_4 Fire Ccntrolman (MOS 0844)
_8 Operations Chief (HOS 0848)
_29_Both
N eith e r
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32. Reliability is defined as ths probability that an item
will perform its intended function for a specified time
interval under stated conditions. How would you rate the





_1 Unsat i sfactory




_6 A verag e
_7 Below Average
_9 Unsatisfactory * (Ail nine were from
reserve units.)
34. 3ased on your experience, where in the processing of a
fire mission does the largest time delay occur?
_7 Transmission of the Call for Fire
_21_Actual computation of Firing Data




Eleven reserve units responded -that the actual
computation of firing data was whore ^he largest time delay
occurs. This is roost probably a result of -heir state of
training. The results shown above are therefore biased by
the reserve responses.







There was a slight bias introduced because the reserve
Batteries tended to rate -.heir FDC 3 proficiency lower than
the average respcnse of tha active batteries.
Questions 36 to 43 pertain to the selection cf a new
battery computer system,
36. Rate the importance of fielding a new battery computer
system. ( Scale One to Five, with Five representing the
greatest importance.)
_2 One _1 Two _11_Three _3 Four _21_Five
The number of responses is printed on the dashed line.
The average rating is 4.0.
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37. Which type of power source would you prefer for a new
battery computer system?
_16_Internal Battery Power
Standard Marine Corps Mobile Electric Power Gener-
ating Source (MEPGS)
_27_Abiliz y ^o operate from both battery and generator
power
38. Rate the importance of including the ability tc operate
from standard garrison power (60 cycle, 120 volts) in a new
battery computer system. ( Scale Dne to Five, with Fiv?
representing the greatest importance.)
_u One
_7 Two _5 rhr<=e _6 Four _21_Five
The number of responses is printed on the dashed line..
The Average rating is 3.9.
39. Should a new battery computer system include the
automation of x he transmission of Fire Commands to the guns?
Note: Firing data would be computed and visually displayed
in the FDC. The operator would press a button which would
transmit the Fire Commands via radio or wire to an
individual gun display unit.
3 1 Yes 12 No
2 2'4

UO. In selecting a new battery computer system which cf the
following characteristics should be the most important?
_1 Size and weight of the system
„_„_Type of pcwer source
_1C_Ease of operation
_2t_3 eliab ilit y
_6_
-
Maint ainability at the organizational/intermediate
level
41. Giver. a "3 X 8" Battalion structure, how should the
battery fire direction system oe organized?
J5 1 Battery FDC equipped with the new battery com-
[V'ter system. Firing data would be transmitted
via radio cr wire to the firing platoons
_3'_ 2 Platoon FDCs each equipped with the new battery
computer system. One of the Platoon FDCs would be
designated as the "Primary Battery FDC".
_3 .Other ( Please Comment }
42. Should the new battery computer system have the
capability to perform centralized technical fire direction
fcr all firing batteries in -he Battalion?
38 Yes 5 No
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43. Given the present fire direction equipment what type of
systems improvements can be made to increase the overall
effectiveness of fire direction until a new computer system
can be fielded?
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
A. status of current technical firs direction system
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